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Abstract 

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are, and will stay, booming business. The success or failure of these 

projects can be attributed for a large part to the intricate and complex acquisition integration process, 

which is often referred to as post-merger integration (PMI) process. Literature states that early and 

correct selection of the PMI-strategy can play a significant part in the success of the integration 

process and with it, the entire M&A project. This research aims to explore the relationship between 

strategic M&A rationale and the PMI-strategy. Through the integration of an abundance of academic 

insight, every M&A rationale was linked to a PMI-strategy that would support the ease and degree of 

objective achievement the best. Out of the seven links between these two steams of literature, four 

were validated empirically in this research. Each proposition was supported based upon the case 

study results. This research provides a comprehensive and exhaustive link between M&A rationale 

and PMI-strategy. Additionally, it is the first to actually directly link these two streams of literature. 

Businesses can accurately select the most appropriate PMI-strategy even before initial contact with a 

potential target based upon these insights.  

 

 



 

 

 
 

Figure 1: PMI framework, source: own construction 
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Management summary 

A total of 48,716 merger & acquisition (M&A) deals were completed in 2016 (IMAA, 2017). Statistically, 

most of these M&A’s have or will fail to meet their objective since studies quantify that between 40 and 

60 percent of the M&A’s fail in creating value (Bagchi & Rao, 1992; Bower, 2001) while more recent 

studies even report failure rates between 70 and 90 percent (Christensen et al., 2011; Galpin & 

Herndon, 2007). These failures can largely be attributed to corporate-level executives’ incorrect 

management of the post-merger implementation action field (Beukes & Hughes, 2012). The phase of 

implementation after the acquisition is often referred to as the post-merger integration (PMI) process. 

Meta-analysis shows that poor performance of M&A’s can be attributed to the design of exactly this 

intricate and complex PMI process (Datta, Pinches, & Narayanan, 1992; King et al., 2004). 

 Literature gives clear indication that the PMI-strategy should be selected based upon the 

underlying objective (Bower, 2001; Bruner, 2005; Gupta, 2012; Kummer, 2009). Surprisingly, no one 

has ever tried to link strategic intent to the implications for integration that result (Bower, 2001). It is 

worth fully exploring the relationship between the underlying rationale and the way to integrate an 

acquisition in order to achieve the objective. The research question is therefore as follows: 

 

“What is the relationship between M&A rationales and the PMI-strategies?” 

 

Since the 1970s, the amount of research on M&A has increased enormously (Cartwright & 

Schoenberg, 2006) and why M&A’s are done is no secret anymore. Similarly, there is also an existing 

body of literature for PMI-strategies. To profit from these endeavours, the literature of both these 

streams was research intensively. The literature study showed that there was great overlap in M&A 

rationale or M&A objective frameworks. The same was true for PMI-strategy frameworks. In oppose to 

selecting existing frameworks, it was opted to create new frameworks in order to include all PMI-

strategies and M&A rationales. In an organized interactive workshop session that included two M&A 

experts, the identified PMI-strategies were clustered where theoretical overlap was present. The input 

for the workshop was restricted to the theoretical insights provided by the literature review. This 

resulted in a newly constructed PMI-strategy scale of integration, as can be seen at the top of Figure 

1. This was also done for the M&A rationale literature, which resulted in a new M&A rationale 

framework that encompasses all possible M&A motives and objectives, which can be seen at the left 

side of Figure 1. Based upon these insights, literature was consulted and integrated to find the 

relationship between these two frameworks. The propositions will primarily be based upon these 

relationships.  

The next step was to linking these two streams of literature by connecting the constructed 

frameworks in order to answer the research question. No conclusive research has been done 

regarding the relationship between M&A rationale and PMI strategies (Bower, 2001). A multitude of 

papers were used in order to find characteristics, indicators or propositions that can create a figurative 

bridge between the M&A rationale and a PMI-strategy for each of the M&A rationale was uncovered. 

In other words, the PMI-strategy was found for each of the specific objectives that supported the ease 

and degree of achievement the most. For four of the seven M&A rationale, multiple scholars had 

differentiating views. These papers were further research to clarify the origin of the deviations. This 

unravelled the decisive moderating factor of complementarity. Market, knowledge and product 

complementarity seems to moderate the degree of integration for respectively the M&A rationale 

Expand geographically, Acquisition of R&D and Broaden the product line. The literature however failed 

to deliver a moderating factor that could explain when either the PMI-strategy Preservation-strategy or  



 

 

Table 1: All propositions, source: own construction 

 

Table 2: Summarizing overview of case study, source: own construction 

 

Case 1 Archer Management Services Case 5 Groupware Technology

M&A rationale Transformation of business M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D

PMI strategy Preservation PMI strategy Preservation

Success Successful Success Unsuccessful

Moderating effect Uncomplementary Moderating effect Complementary

Improvements - Improvements Higher degree of integration

In support of proposition 3 n.a. In support of proposition 6 Yes

Case 2 Imagistics Case 6 Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz

M&A rationale Expand geographically M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D

PMI strategy Preservation PMI strategy Confederation

Success Unsuccessful Success Unsuccessful

Moderating effect Uncomplementary Moderating effect Complementary

Improvements Higher degree of integration Improvements Higher degree of integration

In support of proposition 3 Yes In support of proposition 6 Yes

Case 3 Oce Technologies BV Case 7 Cognitas

M&A rationale Transformation of business M&A rationale Broaden the product line

PMI strategy Reorientation PMI strategy Confederation

Success Successful Success Successful

Moderating effect Retain current business Moderating effect Complementary

Improvements Lower degree of integration Improvements Higher degree of integration

In support of proposition 4 Yes In support of proposition 7 Yes

Case 4 Gretag Imaging Group Case 8 IRIS

M&A rationale Transformation of business M&A rationale Broaden the product line

PMI strategy Preservation PMI strategy Preservation

Success Successful Success Unsuccessful

Moderating effect Retain current business Moderating effect Uncomplementary

Improvements Higher degree of integration Improvements Lower degree of integration

In support of proposition 4 Yes In support of proposition 7 Yes

#   Proposition 

1 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build economies of scale is the Absorption-
strategy. 

2 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build horizontal market power is the 
Preservation-strategy. 

3 
 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand geographically is the Confederation-
strategy when market complementarity is low and Transformation-strategy when market 
complementarity is high. 

4 
 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of business is the 
Preservation-strategy when the current business is retained and Transformation-strategy when the 
current business is abandoned.  

5 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build vertical market power is the 
Confederation-strategy. 

6 
 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D is the Transformation-
strategy when knowledge complementarity is low and Absorption-strategy when knowledge 
complementarity is high. 

7 
 
 
 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Broaden the product line is the 
Confederation-strategy when product complementarity is low and Transformation-strategy when 
product complementarity is high 
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Transformation-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of business was most appropriate. 

Based upon a case study from Nokia (BCG, 2014) and a discussion with two M&A experts, the 

retention or abandoning of a firm’s current business, moderates the most appropriate PMI-strategy for 

its acquisition. These insights created seven propositions, moulded in a visual framework, as can be 

seen in Figure 1. The propositions in writing can be seen in Table 1.  

 

This research attempted to validate the seven propositions through case studies. Unfortunately, there 

were not enough accessible M&A cases available to validate all of the propositions. It was opted to 

study only the propositions which are moderated by a factor discovered in the literature study of this 

research, i.e. proposition 3, 4, 6 and 7. Each of these propositions was validated with two historic case 

studies, executed by either Océ or Canon. For each case study, a semi-structured interview was held 

with a strategically involved manager in order to assess M&A rationale, the employed PMI-strategy, 

the success of the M&A project and to verify the acquiring company’s complementarity with the target, 

or if the current business was retained or not. These interviews were then coded and analysed to 

obtain an assessment for each case. The four pieces of information are presented in the summarizing 

Table 2 for every case. This table also indicates the support for the propositions. 

 There is strong evidence that the M&A rationale Expand geographically can best be linked 

with the PMI-strategy Confederation-strategy or Transformation-strategy, dependent on the market 

complementarity of the target firm. Case 2 showed support for this statement of proposition 3. Case 1 

turned out to be unfit to validate proposition 3.  

Proposition 4 was tested through case study 3 and 4. Both case 3 and case 4 showed support 

of proposition 4. 

In order to test proposition 6, case 5 and 6 were studied. In contrast to the cases 3 and 4, both 

case 5 and 6 turned out to be unsuccessful. The integration of the M&A was not conducted according 

to the literature depicted in proposition 6. The case studies showed that the integration process would 

have been more successful if the academic logic was followed. This shows support for proposition 6. 

Lastly, in order to validate proposition 7, case 7 and 8 were studied. Following proposition 7, in 

order to successfully add a new product to your portfolio through acquisitions the Confederation-

strategy or Transformation-strategy must be employed, dependent on the target’s complementarity. 

The results of the case studies supported this statement.  

 

The results from the case studies supported the researched propositions. Some found stronger 

support than others. Proposition 1, 2 and 5 are supported by literary evidence only. Proposition 3, 4, 6 

and 7 are supported by literary evidence and empirical evidence, albeit only moderately for proposition 

3. The PMI-framework, as seen in Figure 1, in which all can be regarded as accurate.  

An academic implication of this research is the creation of the first actual link between two 

steams of literature, namely M&A rationales and PMI-strategies. The created framework is also the 

first complete and comprehensive overview of M&A rationale linked with PMI-strategies, applicable for 

all cases overarching industries and demographics. Secondly, this study made explorative progress 

into the moderating role of complementarity on the choice of integration strategy. Likewise for the 

retention or abandoning of a firm’s current business. 

For Océ, this research created awareness for the integration phase of the M&A. This has 

companywide advantages and will increase M&A success in virtually every aspect of M&A practices, 

especially in big corporations characterized by many stakeholders like Océ. The eight case studies 

that have been performed in validating the propositions also contribute to the created awareness. Océ 

and Canon received a formal evaluation of past M&A cases which can be used as critical lessons 

learned and improve future practices. Secondly, Océ and other companies now have early 

implications of the integration process. Early and proper selection of the PMI-strategy can increase  
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M&A success (KPMG, 2016). Because this selection is based upon the M&A rationale, it puts 

additional weight on explicit and definitive M&A rationale is. Additionally, it enhances the evaluation 

and financial valuation of potential targets. Moreover, correct selection of the PMI-strategy obviously 

increases the success of the operational integration plan. Lastly, Océ and Canon now have a 

foundation for continuous integration improvement. One can investigate specific PMI-strategy 

challenges, key performance indicators or other additions that can create alignment and informs 

employees upfront of the expectations. 
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Preface 

This Master Thesis is the final product for the Master of Science (MSc) degree in Innovation 

Management at the University of Technology Eindhoven. 

 

The objective of this research was to explore the relationship of the rationale for an acquisition and the 

way one should integrate it. There must be a connection between what you want and how you can 

achieve it, as with so many things in life. With this logic, I dove into the world of mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A). I am very pleased with the way the model worked out. As I’ve said to multiple 

people, the academic and practical results of this research fit too well to be a coincidence. Also in this 

case, the how and what has to be connected and I feel I have already taken a big step with this thesis 

into exploring this relationship. 

 

Writing this Master Thesis has been a very challenging experience. In half a year of research you 

really dive into the details of a specific topic, in this case M&A’s and M&A integration theory, 

something I had never done before. Acquisitions are the Champions League of strategic management 

and working in an environment with professionals in this subject had me very excited and absorbed. 

The all-encompassing body of M&A’s brings a type of complexity, some sort of prestige that was very 

impressive to me. I am all smiles now that I have completed this challenge.  

 

Even with the effort and time I put into this, there are a couple of people whom without I would not 

have been able to successfully finish this research. Thank you Philip, for always giving very correct 

feedback and helping me find solutions whenever I got stuck. You also helped me find my way within 

Océ and in the very cool PPP BS team, albeit all of my colleagues had a big hand in this. I’m 

appreciative of Koen Haenen for drafting me for this challenge. You also had a big impact on the 

development of this M&A model and it wouldn’t have come out the same without your help. A special 

thanks has to go out to Néomie Raassens. You have been an excellent supervisor towards this thesis. 

I am grateful that you gave me the freedom to do it my way while being available as my sparring 

partner in virtually every aspect of my graduation. Lastly, Myriam Cloodt contributed big time to the 

validation process and this thesis’ quality. I’m very lucky I had the help of the people mentioned above.  

 

Master theses are characterized by their extensive and complete literary body. I therefore want to 

thank you as a reader for taking the time to read this. Enjoy! 
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1 Introduction  

In 2016, every hour about two mergers or acquisition (M&A’s) deals were completed, amounting up to 

3.2 trillion USD (Deloitte, 2016). To illustrate, this amount is almost equal to the total GDP of the 4
th
 

biggest world economy Germany over that same year (IMF, 2017). Businesses expect both the 

amount and the value of M&A deals to increase in 2017 (Deloitte, 2016) and after a rather politically 

uncertain landscape in 2016 considering the US presidency, Brexit-outcome and important domestic 

European Union elections, M&A deals are, and will stay, booming business (Deloitte, 2016). 

Firms engage in M&A’s to accelerate growth, obtain valuable resources, achieve cost savings 

or as external source of innovation (Arora & Gambardella, 1990; Chaudhuri & Tabrizi, 1999; Graebner, 

2004; Heeley, King, & Govin, 2006). Interestingly, most M&A’s fail to meet their objectives (Haleblian 

et al., 2009). Studies have quantified that between 40 and 60 percent of the M&A’s fail in creating 

value (Bagchi & Rao, 1992; Bower, 2001) while even more recent studies report failure rates between 

70 and 90 percent (Christensen et al., 2011; Galpin & Herndon, 2007). These failures can largely be 

attributed to corporate-level executives’ incorrect management of the post-merger implementation 

process’ action fields (Beukes & Hughes, 2012). 

 ‘All value creation in M&A’s takes place after the acquisition’, is the premise of M&A 

integration pioneers Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991, p. 129). This older quote has been backed by 

multiple more recent studies (e.g. Angwin & Meadows, 2015; Birkinshaw, Bresman, & Hakanson, 

2000; Chatterjee & Brueller, 2015). The phase of implementation after the acquisition is often referred 

to as the post-merger integration (PMI) process. Meta-analysis show that poor performance of M&A’s 

can be attributed to the design of exactly this intricate and complex PMI process (Datta, Pinches, & 

Narayanan, 1992; King et al., 2004). A business survey of PwC (2009) conducted in Europe shows the 

clear underestimation companies have for the PMI process. A more detailed PMI planning before the 

actual purchase was named number one improvement point in M&A’s. Almost half of the companies in 

the survey did not plan their PMI-processes. This is a missed opportunity since they achieved their 

objectives, on average, over 50% better than those who did not (PwC, 2009).  

 Early and proper selection of the PMI-strategy can increase M&A success (KPMG, 2016). 

Literature gives some indication that strategic rationale of the M&A could determine the most 

appropriate PMI-strategy in an early stage. Understanding the (strategic) motives underlying M&A is 

important to successfully implement them (Bower, 2001). Perhaps because the what-question is 

connected to the how-question in M&A’s PMI. ‘Each different strategic rationale requires a 

corresponding and different overarching integration strategy framework in order to unlock the essential 

value drivers and synergies of that particular deal’ (Gupta, 2012, p. 26). Bruner (2004) boldly states 

that all mergers are unique, but the integration strategy should originate from the underlying rationale 

for the merger. Lastly, a study from Kummer (2009) gives it straight, specifying that the earliest 

strategy making of M&A deals will have an impact on the PMI approach. He goes on by noting that 

strategy can actually determine the kind of integration approach that the acquirer might want to follow.  

An example of two different strategic M&A rationales gives a clear illustration for this 

proclamation. If a company acquires a company because the industry has excess capacity, the main 

challenge is figuring out which plants and people to discard and which to continue. On the other hand, 

if one acquires a company for their technology or knowledge, priority must be to hold on to the best 

engineers. These examples require nearly opposite managerial behaviours (Bower, 2001). 

Undoubtedly, the goal of basically any activity should be at the foundation of the way to accomplish it? 

Despite Bower (2001) stating that no one has ever tried to link strategic intent to the 

implications for integration that result, some scholars have made an effort to identify links that clarify 

the integration characteristics. Birkinshaw (2000) generated insights by linking M&A motives to the 

degree of task and  
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human integration. Additionally, a study from Schweiger (2003) expressed the required consolidation, 

standardization, and coordination for different strategic M&A objectives. These are key characteristics 

of a PMI-strategy. Ellis (2004) reasoned the other way around, stating different PMI-strategies and the 

business goals they are most suited to support. The most recent study regarding this link comes from 

Brueller (2016). By using human capital coping mechanisms, three PMI approaches can be employed 

in order to align and assist three different M&A strategies. 

These works come a long way in supporting practitioners with their integration practices. They 

offer a guidance to which practitioners can mould certain aspects of their integration plan. But these 

M&A rationales are linked to integration characteristics and they offer more potential. All these 

characteristics indicate a connection of M&A objectives and potentially PMI-strategies. Strategies are 

the higher-level plan and the predecessor of these integration characteristics. Unifying these 

characteristics to form higher-level strategies feels like a feasible and viable next step.  

 

Knowing the current success rate of PMI processes and the contribution of pre-purchase 

planning regarding this aspect, it is worth fully exploring the possible determinant of strategic rationale. 

By achieving this, key integration insights can be attained in early stages of M&A processes, which 

positively influences M&A success and target valuation(Brueller, Carmeli, & Markman, 2016; Kummer, 

2009). A link based on predictor strategic rationale for PMI-strategy would offer other advantages for 

businesses. Strategic rationale is information generated internally. This makes it available information, 

providing insights in PMI-strategy before contact with the targeted company or any other outsiders. 

Moreover, internal generation makes the information transparent and reliable (Kummer, 2009) 

All things considered, businesses struggle creating value from their M&A activities because of 

the comprehensive and complex PMI phase. Literature gives a clear indication that there could be a 

relationship between the underlying rationale and the way to integrate an acquisition in order to 

achieve the objective (Angwin & Meadows, 2015; Bower, 2001; Brueller, Carmeli, & Markman, 2016; 

Gupta, 2012; Kummer, 2009). The research question will be focused around this relationship. 

1.1 Research Question 

The following research question was defined: 

“What is the relationship between M&A rationales and PMI-strategies?” 

 

Scope 

This research question has a couple of boundaries. First of all, the research and its conclusions are 

from the perspective of the acquiring company. Secondly, the selection of PMI-strategy must be made 

based on information available before any contact with the acquisition-candidate about the interest of 

acquisition. The third prerequisite is the future applicability of this research’ result. All potential M&A 

rationales and PMI-strategies must be incorporated in some way. Lastly, this research is of academic 

nature and its propositions should be based on theory. Throughout this research the most appropriate 

PMI-strategy can be defined as the PMI-strategy which supports the ease and degree of objective 

achievement the best.  

 

Research sub questions 

To successfully answer the research question, some other sub questions should be answered: 

I. What PMI-strategies exist? 

II. What M&A rationales exist? 

III. How can the M&A rationale dictate the appropriate PMI-strategy? 

IV. Are there mediators or moderators that play a significant role in this relationship?



 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Low-detailed organizational chart, source: own construction 
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Research environment  

As the research is conducted for Océ Technology BV (Océ), a short company description will be 

presented as well as the environment in which this research will be conducted. 

 

 Océ Technology BV (Océ), founded in 1877, is active in multiple areas in imaging services. They are 

global leader in digital imaging, industrial printing and collaborative business services. Océ 

is headquartered in Venlo, The Netherlands, which houses a global R&D network. Océ was acquired 

by Canon Inc. (Canon) in 2010 and now operates as a subsidiary of Canon. 

Canon is a multinational corporation founded in 1937. It is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange 

and has revenue of 35 billion USD with approximately 200,000 employees worldwide. Technology and 

Innovation are an important component as it was third among US patents in 2013.  

To illustrate the organisational location in which the research is conducted within Canon, a 

low-detailed organizational chart is provided in Figure 2. After Canon’s acquisition of Océ, it is now 

also known as Production Printing Products division (PPP). PPP is one of its four major product 

divisions. PPP Business Services transcends the Regional Sales Head Quarters (RSHQ’s) and has 

therefore a global responsibility. The RSHQ are the headquarters of the national sales organizations 

(NSO’s). These are the organizations that are responsible for the sales for their respective county. 

The department in which the research is executed is PPP Business Services (PPP BS). 

Business Services is a global strategic business unit of the Canon PPP division and it aims to deliver 

strategic growth initiatives together with the Canon regions to enable profitable growth in the practice 

of Document Services, Business Process Outsourcing and service innovation. Approximately 25 

employees are active in PPP BS. The main activities take place in the HQ in Venlo. Unofficially, PPP 

BS can be seen as the global R&D department for Océ’s business to business services.  

Océ engages, as most multinational companies, in M&A’s. RSHQ’s, with the help of their 

NSO’s, have the responsibility for their own acquisitions. PPP BS broadly supports these acquisitions 

in various aspects, especially if acquisition-candidates have cross regional activities. This consulting 

role gives a good environment for this research, since the stakeholders have no personal concern in 

M&A projects but have a lot of M&A experience.  

 

Academic and professional relevance 

There is a professional demand for research towards the academic gap in the relationship of M&A 

rationale and PMI-strategy. This research is therefore relevant for both the academic and the 

professional world. 

This research is academically relevant for two main reasons. Firstly, this research aims to 

ingrate literature on both M&A rationale and on PMI-strategy, unifying an extensive body of literature 

into two frameworks. Secondly, this research connects two main streams of literature, namely M&A 

objectives and acquisition integration strategies. This literal connection has not been made as of yet, 

which makes this research valuable firstly by mapping and integration current integration strategy 

literature and secondly by exploring its relationship with M&A objectives. 

Seeing the high number of M&A failure due to inadequate PMI process, there is a big demand 

in business to improve the acquisition integration activities. While precise numbers are absent, it can 

be expected that Océ knows similar M&A success. With this research Océ and other companies can 

select the best integration strategy based upon internal information, i.e. the rationale for the M&A. 

Océ’s decision making regarding integration strategies will be more successful with this insights. 

Internally generated information indicates that business can have insights in the integration implication 

before initial target contact. Preparations and communication can be started early to better support the 

integration which will improve operational integration success. Additionally, knowing the integration 

strategy before target contact can increase target assessment and valuation.  
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1.2 Report lay-out 

To improve readability, each chapter starts with a short statement about its content and the way 

information is presented. Chapter 2 focuses around the deduction of the propositions which will aim to 

clarify the research question, using literature study and workshop sessions. Chapter 3 shows the 

design and methodology of the proposition validation. Chapter 4 reports the results of the validation 

process, where the results will be discussed as well. The final chapter, chapter 5, concludes this study 

by stating main research insights and further recommendations. 

 This report is best readable in hard-copy. This document is written in such a way that 

supporting visuals are directly on the left side of the relevant text, thus to avoid interruptions in the text 

and to make unnecessary page-turning obsolete. In a digital version, the illustrations will appear 

before the first mention of the illustration in the main text. 

 
 



 

 

 

Figure 8: Haspeslagh & Jemison PMI typology, source: (Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991) 
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2 Proposition deduction 

To formulate the propositions aimed at resolving the research question, each of the four sub questions 

will be thoroughly and extensively researched in four sub chapters. Each sub chapter kicks off with a 

brief review of the sub chapters’ content. I mould the formulated propositions in one complete practical 

framework at the end of this chapter, ready to be empirically tested. The methodology will follow in 

Chapter 3.  

 

2.1 Research Sub Question I: What PMI-strategies exist? 

Post-merger integration (PMI) strategies are relatively well researched. The existing body of literature 

is examined, to profit from these endeavours. Due to great overlap in PMI-strategies, a workshop 

session was organized to formulate a comprehensive framework of PMI-strategies, which will be 

discussed in the second part of this sub chapter. Lastly, this sub chapter will be concluded with the 

constructed PMI-strategy framework, which answers research sub question I: What PMI-strategies 

exist? 

 

Existing body of literature 

There are multiple definitions depicting post-merger integration (PMI). For this research the definition 

of pioneers Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991, p. 106) is used, stating that integration is ‘an interactive 

and gradual processes in which individuals from two organizations learn to work together and 

cooperate in the transfer of strategic capabilities’. The PMI-strategy typology that they describe is 

widely considered as the most prominent. It has been cited more than 2400 times and continues to be 

used in recent PMI related studies (e.g. Brueller, Carmeli, & Markman, 2016; Gomes, Angwin, Weber, 

& Yedidia Tarba, 2013). Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) proved the importance of the PMI-strategies to 

the world which resulted in an increase in PMI research. The typology of Haspeslagh & Jemison is 

based on the dimension Strategic Interdependence and Organizational Autonomy. Strategic 

Interdependence is the need for capability and resource sharing among both parties and the 

dimension Organizational Autonomy is the need for the target’s autonomy and culture retention. These 

two dimensions compose a framework with four distinct PMI-strategies, which can be seen in Figure 3. 

These four strategies will each be explained and discussed thematically in the following paragraphs. 

Two of these strategies find an abundance of theoretical support, whereas the other two are less 

supported or even disputed. Other PMI-strategy frameworks, which do not comply with Haspelsagh’s, 

will be highlighted in the last paragraph 

 In the Absorption-strategy one firm absorbs the other and truly merge into one (Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991). This PMI-strategy should be used when Strategic Interdependence is high and the 

Organizational Autonomy is low. Absorption-strategy is in essence the truest integration strategy, 

since integration literally means the combination of multiple into one integrate whole(OxfordDictionary, 

2017a). It is also the most classical and evident integration strategy, proven by its wide support in the 

literature (Angwin & Meadows, 2015; Bruner, 2004; Kummer, 2009; Marks, Mirvis, & Brajkovich, 

2001). Absorption-strategy is acknowledged as the highest degree of integration strategy by many 

other scholars. Siehl & Smith (1990) deploys a ‘corporate marriage’ analogue which results in a 

different name for this strategy, pillage and plunder, but is in essence the same and in support of the 

Absorption-strategy. Bruner (2004) has created a different framework based upon Haspelsagh’s. It has 

the same Strategic Interdependence and Organizational Autonomy dimensions but adds a third was 

added to 



 

 

 
Figure 9: Bruner PMI-strategy framework, source: (Bruner, 2004) 

 
 
 

 

Figure 10: Angwin's PMI-strategy framework, source: (Angwin & Meadows, 2015) 
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dimension: Control. These dimensions can be seen in Figure 4. This dimension is the needed control 

over the target company due to strategic risks associated. The Control-dimension differentiates 

situations where high coordination is needed, due to risks, while the target is so different in terms of 

business or culture that its identity should be kept intact (Bruner, 2004).This seemingly contradicting 

situation cannot be expressed without the Control-dimension. This addition however changes nothing 

for Bruner’s existing support for Haspeslagh’s Absorption-strategy. Kummer (2009) links PMI-

strategies to the Ansoff matrix to show that business strategy has an impact on the PMI approach 

decision. Another reason is that the Ansoff matrix is an easy way to develop a strategy. The Ansoff 

matrix explores the choices of a company in a framework of existing vs. new markets and existing vs. 

new products. Kummer (2009) supports Haspeslagh & Jemison’s Absorption-strategy. According to 

him, the Absorption-strategy is most applicable when the company’s strategy is market penetration, 

when both the market and product already exist. Moreover, the framework from Marks & Marvis (2001) 

also supports the Absorption-strategy. Marks & Marvis’ (2001) framework also know two dimensions: 

Degree of change in acquired company and Degree of change in acquiring company. They use a grid 

with these dimensions because this clarifies the intentions and expectations of executives guiding an 

M&A deal, which has direct influence on PMI success. Despite the vastly different dimensions, they 

support the existence of the Absorption-strategy. Lastly, a framework created by Angwin (2015) 

operates the same Organizational Autonomy dimension as Haspeslagh & Jemison’s, but substitutes 

the Strategic Interdependence dimension with the Knowledge Transfer dimension. He did this 

because he dissents Haspeslagh & Jemison’s assumption that Organization Autonomy and Strategic 

Interdependence are orthogonal. The correctness of this statement is still unclear in the academic 

world (Graebner, 2004; Ranft, Lord, & Carolina, 2002; Zaheer, Castaner, & Souder, 2013). This 

change in dimension however does not affect Angwin’s (2015) support for the Absorption-strategy. 

Angwin’s framework can be seen in Figure 5  

Preservation-strategy is the complete opposite as the acquired company remains 

independent, keeping its culture and identity and knows few post-acquisition changes (Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991). Naming the Preservation-strategy an integration strategy is therefore peculiar, since it 

is actually the opposite of this. Siehl and Smith (1990) knows this strategy as ‘Courtship/Just friends’ 

and is in support of the Preservation-strategy. They highlight that Preservation-strategy does not 

exclude the integration of certain back-end functions or overall mission. Again, scholars see marginal 

differences in definition, but agree on the untouched culture and autonomy and are therefore in 

support of the Preservation-strategy (Angwin & Meadows, 2015; Bruner, 2004; Kummer, 2009). Marks 

& Marvis (2001) also mentions Preservation-strategy but holds a slightly different definition. He speaks 

of modest degree of integration, especially appealing for diversified firms that promote cultural 

pluralism among business units. Kummer’s (2009) Ansoff application, which uses Stand-alone as a 

notation for the Preservation-strategy, places this strategy in a new product, new market environment 

(Kummer, 2009). Control dimension for the Preservation-strategy in the Angwin (2015) framework is 

low, as can be expected since the essence of the strategy is autonomy retention. All in all, these 

scholars are in support of the Preservation-strategy. 

 The previously mentioned ‘extreme’ cases receive consensus. There remains discussion in 

between these utmost degrees of integration. Haspeslagh and Jemison found empirical evidence for 

the Symbiosis-strategy. In this strategy, substantial transfer of competencies and capabilities should 

take place, while these need to be preserved at the same time. This strategy should be deployed 

when Strategic Interdependence and Organizational Autonomy are both high (Haspeslagh & Jemison, 

1991). More scholars support this strategy. A supported definition comes from Marks & Marvis’ 

Transformation-strategy (2001, p. 85): ‘Both companies undergo fundamental change following their 

combination and synergies come from reinventing the company’. Kummer (2009) agrees with this 

statement in his Best-of-both-strategy, adding that the integrated companies can create something 

entirely new. The last mention of the Symbiosis-strategy comes from Angwin (2015) stating that this 
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strategy enables a broad range of interactions as inter-firm boundaries dissolve. All in all, there is 

enough academic evidence for the existence of the Symbiosis-strategy 

.Haspeslagh’s last PMI-strategy, the Holding-strategy includes no intention of integrating and 

value is created only by financial transfers, risk-sharing and general management capabilities. This 

strategy was never empirically proven. Next to this limitation, the Haspeslagh framework offers others 

as well. Angwin (2015) recognized that no data was collected on acquisitions that are not looking to 

exploit unique resources. Firms may be acquiring other firms purely for direct financial benefits (e.g. 

exchange rate benefits, stock market listing or undervaluation of a target). Secondly, as was 

previously stated, in order to create the four quadrants framework Haspeslagh and Jemison assume 

that Strategic Interdependence and Organizational Autonomy are orthogonal. There are multiple 

studies that indicate that this might be incorrect (Capron, Dussauge, & Mitchell, 1998; Puranam & 

Srikanth, 2007; Zaheer, Castaner, & Souder, 2013), which would disable multiple integration strategies 

based on these dimensions. Thirdly, the typology does not take the pre-deal conditions into 

considerations which may have significant consequences for the PMI-strategy. 

 

These limitations were, among others, reason for scholars to research PMI-strategy 

frameworks further. Two recent frameworks clearly differ from Haspelsagh & Jemison’s work. A book 

written by Bruner (2004), in which he gets a lot of support for his PMI-strategy framework, seen in 

Figure 4, offers interesting insights. As mentioned, he deploys the same two dimensions as 

Haspeslagh, Strategic Interdependence and Organizational Autonomy. But the addition of the third 

Control dimensions leads to two different PMI-strategies (Confederation-strategy and Linking-

strategy), which will be discussed below. Secondly, the recent work of Angwin (2015) results in 

deviating strategies as well (Intensive care-strategy and Reorientation-strategy). His data-driven 

approach leads to five clusters of PMI-strategies on an Organizational Autonomy and Knowledge 

Transfer dimensions, extracted from UK M&A data. This can be seen in Figure 5. His insights will also 

be discussed below. 

The Confederation-strategy from Bruner (2004) typifies a low interdependence, high control 

and high autonomy integration strategy, which seems highly contradicting but is a common tension in 

PMI literature (Puranam, Singh, & Zollo, 2007; Steigenberger, 2016). He defines it as a need to control 

risks while preserving the unique qualities of the target. In practice the acquired company enjoys 

relatively high autonomy but is strategically managed and subject to (financial) supervision. This 

Confederation-strategy is also mentioned by Kummer’s (2009) Ansoff framework(2009). Lastly, it is 

quite equal to Siehl & Smith’s ‘One night stand’ strategy (1990). All this support indicates the validity of 

the Confederation-strategy.  

The second strategy proposed by Bruner is Linking-strategy (2004), where the target 

maintains its culture but also establishes controls where the buyer’s processes and value chain is 

linked to the targets processes. It is important to note that there was no similar strategy found by any 

other scholar. 

The Intensive care-strategy by Angwin (2015) depicts an active intervention of a turnaround 

nature, with strict financial controls imposed on the target company from the acquiring company and 

very directive strategy setting. The decisive factor for this PMI-strategy is the pre-deal condition of 

poor financial performance. Moreover, there is no other mention of an intensive care PMI-strategy in 

the literature. This raises controversy about its validity.  

A second new integration strategy from Angwin is the Reorientation-strategy (2015, p. 14), 

where: ‘Significant and distinctive areas of the organization are deliberately left independent and there 

is collaboration concerning the elements of the organization that might be changed’. The 

Reorientation-strategy is fundamentally different from other strategies. It allows multiple degrees of 

integration to coexist in an integration project. No other PMI allows this, while it should be possible 

(Graebner, 2004; Iborra & Dolz, 2006; Ranft, Lord, & Carolina, 2002).  



 

 

Figure 6: PMI-strategy framework, source: own construction  

 

 

 

 
 
 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 Cluster 7 Cluster 8

Reverse takeover Preservation Confederation Linking Reorientation Intensive care Transformation Absorption

Reverse takeover Preservation One night stand Linking Reorientation Intensive care Best of both Absorption

(Marks 2001) (Haspeslagh 1990) (Siehl 1990) (Bruner 2004) (Angwin 2014) (Angwin 2014) (Marks 2001) (Haspeslagh 1990)

Courtship/just 

friends 
Condeferation Tranformation Pillage&Plunder

(Siehl 1990) (Bruner 2004) (Marks 2001) (Siehl 1990)

Preservation Confederation Best of both Absorption 

(Marks 2001) (Kummer 2009) Kummer 2009 (Marks 2001)

Perservation Holding Transformation Absorption

(Bruner 2004) (Haspeslagh 1990) (Kummer 2009) (Bruner 2004)

Preservation Symbiosis Absorption

(Angwin 2014) (Haspeslagh 1990) (Kummer 2009)

Stand Alone Symbiosis Absorption

(Kummer 2009) (Angwin 2014) (Angwin 2014)

Love&Marriage

(Siehl 1990)

PMI 

strategies:

Appointed 

name:

Table 8: Digitalized result of PMI strategy workshop, source: own construction 
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There is one more unique strategy voiced by Marks & Marvis (2001) and this is the Reverse 

takeover-strategy. This is a rare case where the acquired company leads post-acquisition integration  

efforts. While academic support is very limited, it is relatively common in practice (McKinsey, 2015). 

The acquired company leads the PMI practices and deploys one of the other PMI-strategies 

 

Workshop 

The literature review revealed a lot of PMI-strategies based on a wide range of dimensions and 

typologies. To provide in the researches’ prerequisite of being applicable for all future M&A cases, all 

strategies should be incorporated. The PMI-typologies both overlap and have unique and distinctive 

insights. It is therefore imperative to create a new framework based upon previous work, rather than 

selecting one and being incomplete. This is where practice and theory met. 

 The creation of the new PMI framework was done in a workshop session including two M&A 

professionals. The input for the workshop was restricted to the theoretical insights provided by the 

literature review described above to protect the academic nature of this research, i.e. business 

literature and experience gained from practice were excluded. Every single PMI-strategy was written 

on a post-it, ready to be grouped in an interactive group discussion when the participants felt like the 

strategies overlapped. The scholars’ theoretical definition of their respective strategy supported the 

decision making. The result can be seen in Appendix 1, the digitalized result in Table 3. 

  After the PMI-strategies were grouped, or intentionally left separate, multiple clusters 

originated. Each cluster was given an appropriate name based on ease of communication and 

theoretical support. These names are visible in Figure 6 as well. The clusters were placed in order on 

a degree of integration. This level of integration is defined by Pablo (1994) as the degree of post-

acquisition change in a target’s technical, administrative, and cultural configuration. Integration design 

choices, and with that integration strategies, are sitting on a continuum from autonomy to absorption 

(Bauer & Matzler, 2013; Pablo, 1994; Schweiger & Very, 2003). This continuum is long known and 

proven (e.g. Nahavandi & Malekzadeh, 1988; Shrivastava, 1986). 

After further discussion, it was noted that cluster 1 (Reverse takeover-strategy), 5 

(Reorientation-strategy) and 6 (Intensive care-strategy) did not belong on this degree of integration. 

The Reverse takeover-strategy proposed by Marks & Marvis (2001) depicts the strategy of the 

acquired firm leading the acquisition, after which any degree of integration can be employed for this 

integration design. Cluster 5 is the Reorientation-strategy from Angwin (2015). Fundamentally, this is a 

combination of different degrees of integration used in distinctive business areas, which implies that a 

variety of degrees can exist at the same time (Graebner, 2004). Cluster 6 is the Intensive Care-

strategy, which should be preferred on the pre-deal condition of a target’s unhealthy financial results, 

regardless of M&A objective. Based on this information, these three strategies will not be placed on a 

degree of integration. 

Lastly, due to insufficient theoretical recognition, cluster 4, Angwin’s Linking-strategy, will not 

be acknowledged as a separate PMI-strategy on the degree of integration. Next to the lacking 

academic support, the distinction with the Confederation-strategy was found inadequate. The 

definition of the Confederation-strategy does not exclude Angwin’s (2015) definition of his Linking-

strategy, since they are closely affiliated.  

 

Conclusion 

Figure 6 offers the final constructed PMI-strategy framework, which answers research sub question I: 

What PMI-strategies exist? It incorporates the different PMI-strategy clusters placed on a degree of 

integration. For distinction purposes, definitions for the PMI-strategies were derived from scholars’ 

definition. The definitions shown in Figure 6 are a derivation from the complete definitions in Appendix 

2. The supporting scholars’ definitions, on which they are based, are also included.  
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2.2 Research Sub Question II: What M&A rationales exist? 

Since the 1970s, the amount of research on M&A has increased enormously (Cartwright & 

Schoenberg, 2006) and why M&A’s are done is no secret anymore as there are multiple typologies 

describing the strategic objectives and rationales, most of which have a lot of similarities. These will be 

discussed thematically in this sub chapter, following one of the more recent and comprehensive 

theoretical M&A rationale typologies described in a book from Gaughan (2012). M&A rationale 

typologies originated from business environment will not be considered (e.g. Blomquist, 2007; Bohlin, 

Daley, & Thomson, 2000; Harari, 1997; McKinsey, 2010) to protect the academic nature of this 

research. A workshop session was organized to validate the clustering of the M&A rationales. The 

conclusion at the end of this sub chapter is a constructed M&A rationale framework, answering the 

second research sub question: What M&A rationales exist? 

 

Existing body of literature 

M&A’s can be performed for several reasons. These reasons are often referred to as motives or 

rationales (Chaudhuri & Tabrizi, 1999; Graebner, 2004; Heeley, King, & Govin, 2006). The term ‘M&A 

rationales’ was selected for this research. Motives can be present for a certain choice, while rationale 

depicts the process outcome of consultation of those motives in order to create a foundation for an 

action. Similar for the term objectives, which describes a goal to be reached, rather than the evaluation 

process of this. The oxford dictionary defines rationale as ‘a set of reasons or a logical basis for a 

course of action or belief’ (OxfordDictionary, 2017), which is used in this research as well.  

 One of the most evident and widely recognized M&A rationales is consolidation of a direct 

competitor to realize synergies (Albizatti, 2004; Berkovitch & Narayanan, 1993; Bower, 2001b; 

Kishore, 2009). The Synergy motive can be defined according to Gaughan (2012) as: ‘the combination 

of two individual parts that are more profitable than the sum of these parts’. The two main types of 

synergy are operating and financial synergy. The acquiring firm looks to gain economies of scale and 

becomes more efficient since redundant resources can be cut. This rationale is backed also by the 

Efficient-theory (Trautwein, 1990) where financial, operational or managerial synergies can lower cost. 

To conclude, the Synergy motive is well supported. 

 An M&A rationale similar to the previous, and often wrongfully mixed up, is one done to 

increase market power (Schweiger et al., 2003; Walker, 2000), noted by Gaughan (2012) as Market 

power/Roll-up. In this M&A the acquiring firm looks to increase market share to significantly impact the 

firm’s horizontal market power. Trautwein (1990) recognizes this as the Monopoly-theory. The 

previously mentioned Synergy motive is a defensive move, protecting and ensuring an already 

possessed position in the market while an acquisition done for Market power is offensive in nature, i.e. 

conquering new positions. These are fundamentally different rationales. Possible explanation for the 

mix up could be that the targets in both cases can be similar, namely a close competitor, but again, the 

rationale differs in the attitude to defend of attack.  

 Increasing vertical market power can be a third rationale for an M&A. Instead of power in the 

horizontal market, a supplier or distributor is acquired which will increase the acquiring firms’ control in 

the value chain (Schweiger et al., 2003; Walker, 2000). The increase of control by Vertical integration 

(Gaughan, 2012) leads to a more dependable source of supply and sales information as well as the 

reduction or elimination of dependence on other firms. 

 Acquisition of a product through M&A is also broadly recognized as an M&A rationale. 

Gaughan (2012) recognizes this rationale as a Related diversification motive in which firms diversify 

into fields that are related to the buyer’s business. Both Gaughan (2012) and Bower (2001) do not 

distinguish product and market diversification in their definition, while other scholars do (Albizatti, 

2004; Schweiger et al., 2003; Walker, 2000). In product-related diversification acquisitions, the 

acquiring company wants to gain full control over a certain product to sell it to their existing market



 

 

 

Appointed name: M&A rationales:

Transform/create 

new industry

Enter new line of 

business

Industry 

convergence

Diversification (no 

overlap)

Unrelated 

diversification

Albizatti, 2004 Schweiger, 2003 Bower, 2001 Walker, 2000 Gaughan, 2012

Expand 

geographically

Geographic 

expansion

Consolidation to 

exploit 

internationally

Enter new 

geographic market
Geographic roll-up

Albizatti, 2004 Walker, 2000 Kishore, 2009 Schweiger, 2003 Bower, 2001

Focus on R&D M&A as R&D
Improve R&D 

motive

Acquire new 

skills/products

Kishore, 2009 Bower, 2001 Gaughan, 2012 Albizatti, 2004

Focus on core Synergy motive Efficienct-theory Overcapacity M&A
Consolidate an 

industry

Kishore, 2009 Berkovitch, 2001 Trautwein, 1990 Bower, 2001 Albizatti, 2004

Synergy motive
Consolidate within 

geographic area

Gaughan, 2012 Schweiger, 2003

Market power/Roll-

up

Increase market 

share
Monopoly

Gaughan, 2012 Walker, 2000 Trautwein, 1990

Vertical integration Vertically integrate Vertical integration
Acquire supply of 

material

Walker, 2000 Schweiger, 2003 Gaughan, 2012 Kishore, 2009

Diversification 

(overlap)

Product/market 

extension

Broaden the 

product line
Extend new product

Related 

diversification

Walker, 2000 Bower, 2001 Walker, 2000 Schweiger, 2003 Gaughan, 2012

Hubris motive Tax Raider theory Valuation theory
Capital 

restructuring

Berkovitch 2001 Gaughan, 2012 Trautwein, 1990 Trautwein, 1990 Kishore, 2009

Improve 

management
Hurbis motive Empire building Agency motive

Gaughan, 2012 Gaughan, 2012 Trautwein, 1990 Berkovitch 2001

Cluster 1

Cluster 8

Cluster 7

Cluster 6

Cluster 5

Cluster 3

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

Transformation of 

business

Broaden the 

product l ine

Direct financial 

benefit

Build vertical 

market power

Build horizontal 

market power

Acquisition of R&D

Expand 

geographically

Build economies of 

scale

Table 9: Digitalized M&A rationale workshop result, source: own construction 
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As stated in the previous paragraph, Gaughan (2012) does not differentiate between related 

diversification of a product or a market. Schweiger (2003) puts an M&A rationale as Enter a new 

geographic market forward, where the objective is to extend the business into geographic areas where 

the firm has had no presence. Albizatti (2004) states that a geographic expansion is an M&A rationale 

where companies buy others to extend its business model into new regions. There is more evidence of 

existence of this new market entry rationale in other literature (Kishore, 2009; Walker, 2000). The 

target firm has connections and knowledge about the geographical market in which the acquiring firm 

is not doing business yet. The acquisition of this firm will allow for an easy and faster entry. 

 A sixth rationale is the acquisitions of knowledge. This M&A rationale has received wide 

recognition in the literature (e.g. Bower, 2001; Kishore, 2009; Puranam et al., 2009). The logic behind 

this M&A is to access unique knowledge, patents, research or technological developments to improve 

R&D practices, something that Gaughan (2012) supports in his Improve R&D motive. An example of 

this is when firms want to secure and gain complete ownership of a specific technology or expertise.  

 Firms can also acquire a different company to change or reshape its business. This is the 

Unrelated diversification motive (Gaughan, 2012). In the literature, this is more often referred to as a 

transformation (Albizatti, 2004; Bower, 2001; Schweiger et al., 2003; Walker, 2000). The fact that the 

target operates in a different product-market combination than the acquiring firm is a distinctive 

characteristic. This can be illustrated briefly by the Nokia acquisition of Siemens Networking branch in 

2014. As their market share in their once core-business of consumer mobile-devices was decreasing 

rapidly, they sold it to Microsoft while acquiring a Siemens Networks branch in parallel, which sold 

networking equipment, thus reinventing themselves in a massive turnaround (BCG, 2014). When the 

industry’s environment is changing for the worst, an unrelated diversification acquisition can save a 

company by allowing a quick(er) transition into a different, more advantageous, industry.  

 Another rationale which receives theoretical support is one made for direct financial benefit, 

for example Tax motives (Gaughan, 2012) or lowering of cost of capital (Kummer, 2009). The rationale 

in this case is opportunity driven. Trautwein (1990, p. 286) defines it as: ‘an M&A planned and 

executed by managers who have better information about the target’s value than the stock market’, 

implying an undervaluation of a target through which direct financial benefit can result. This is related 

to Gaughan’s (2012) Improved management motive, where the acquiring company believes that the 

management skills are such that the value of the target would rise under its control, also believing that 

the M&A target can be sold for financial benefit. 

Lastly, theory emphasizes the significance of managers’ psychology in M&A decisions under 

the Hubris motive where an acquisition is merely an overestimation or misjudgement of potential M&A 

value (Berkovitch & Narayanan, 1993; Gaughan, 2012). Moreover, there are some mentions of M&A 

rationales motivated by managers’ self-interest and pride such as the Agency motive (Berkovitch & 

Narayanan, 1993) or the Empire-building theory (Trautwein, 1990).  

 

Workshop 

Gaughan (2012) does not make a distinction between related geographical and product acquisitions, 

contradicting several M&A rationale frameworks. Moreover, the non-strategic financial and 

psychological rationales will not contribute to a better understanding of the M&A rationale and PMI-

strategy relationship, since these cases do not require integration. These facts necessitate the 

construction of a new M&A rationale framework. To construct a new framework, a workshop session 

was organized, like the one described in the previous chapter. Two experienced M&A professionals 

were invited in an interactive meeting to discuss and cluster M&A rationales, based upon the 

theoretical input only. The result can be seen in Appendix 3, the digitalized result in Table 4. 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Constructed M&A rationale framework, source: own construction 
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The different clusters were appointed names to increase ease of communication and practical 

understandability. Most of them are derived from the theoretical term. Cluster 4 was named Build 

economies of scale to highlight the defensive emphasis of the rationale. The most common notation, 

Synergy motive, was too often related to the general advantages of cooperating and would therefore 

lead to unnecessary miscommunication. Cluster 5, Build horizontal market power, in turn highlights the 

offensive emphasis of this rationale.  

Cluster 8, Direct financial benefit, is a cluster of different rationales without any long-term 

strategic objective. The multiple of financially driven rationales do not require, and are also not 

intended to have, an integration process to capture the value. While they are recognized as an M&A 

rationale by scholars, these will not contribute to a better understanding of the M&A rationale and PMI-

strategy relationship. The other M&A rationales in this cluster, such as the Hubris motive and the other 

irrational psychological rationales, receive the same evaluation. For this reason, cluster 8 will not be 

integrated in the final constructed M&A rationale framework. 

 

Conclusion 

The clusters were defined based on the theoretical definitions given by the different scholars. The full 

definitions as well as the underlying theoretical definitions can be found in Appendix 4.  

 The constructed framework can be seen in Figure 7. The definitions depicted in this figure are 

derived from the complete definitions. An important improvement was also made regarding practicality 

and distinctiveness of the M&A rationale framework by providing axis in the M&A rationale framework. 

The rationales can be divided into market- and product/services-related M&A’s. On the vertical axis, 

the M&A rationales are divided based on the mind-set of the M&A, i.e. Defend, Improve, Extend or 

Transform the business. To exemplify, Build economies of scale is a defensive minded market related 

M&A rationale as the acquiring company wishes to defend its current position by for example reducing 

costs. With Build horizontal market power, an acquiring firm seeks to improve the position they already 

have, with an offensive mind-set. The final result is a practical and understandable M&A rationale 

framework, depicting the different existing M&A rationales which answer research sub question 2: 

Which M&A rationales exist? 
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2.3 Research Sub Question III: How can the M&A rationale dictate the appropriate 

PMI-strategy? 

The different PMI-strategies and M&A rationales are established. In order to create propositions that 

can predict the most appropriate PMI-strategy for every M&A rationale, their relationship was 

researched. No conclusive research has been done regarding this relationship, but multiple scholars 

have indicated possible existence of this relationship (Bower, 2001; Bruner, 2004; Gupta, 2012). This 

sub chapter will be structured per M&A rationale. A multitude of papers were used in order to find 

characteristics, indicators or propositions that can create a figurative bridge between the M&A 

rationale and PMI-strategy. The eventual propositions for each of the M&A rationales will be stated in 

the next sub chapter as some M&A rationales do not match with one conclusive PMI-strategy. The 

current sub chapter will focus on research sub question III: How can the M&A rationale dictate the 

appropriate PMI-strategy? 

 

Build economies of scale  

The objective is to consolidate and achieve synergies, looking to drive efficiencies and 

increase economies of scale 

The first M&A rationale that is be discussed is Build economies of scale, a market related rationale to 

defend the business. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. Four scholars indicate that the 

Absorption-strategy is the most appropriate PMI-strategy for this M&A rationale.  

The focus of this rationale is to save costs and Ellis (2004) notes that the Absorption-strategy 

usually has cost saving as a head motive. Schweiger (2003) notes that market consolidation requires 

high levels of organizational consolidation, standardization, and coordination which indicate a high 

degree of integration as well. He goes on by saying that differences in organizational culture, identity 

and management practices have to be resolved as well as differences in strategy, policies, operations 

and brand names. The unification he describes directly points to the Absorption-strategy. Moreover, 

economies of scales and reduction of redundancies can only be achieved if the tangible assets and 

resources are actually absorbed into the acquiring company (Brueller, Cermeli, & Drori, 2014). Lastly, 

a confirmation comes from a study from Kummer (2009) in which he states that solid consolidation and 

high synergy realization will be achieved best with the Absorption-strategy.  

Therefore, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build economies of scale 

is the Absorption-strategy. 

 

Build horizontal market power:  

The objective is to achieve horizontal market power, desiring to grow quickly 

Second M&A rationale that will be discussed is Build horizontal market power, a market related 

rationale to improve the business. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. Ellis (2004) 

supports the Preservation-strategy as most appropriate PMI-strategy, seconded by Gaughan (2012).  

With the objective to increase market power by buying market share, the objective can be 

achieved with minimal risks. Leaving customers would directly subvert the objective so it is desired to 

keep acquired company changes’ to a minimum. A Preservation-strategy will already allow the 

completion of the objective, without unnecessary risks. Moreover, speed is often an important factor in 

these kinds of acquisitions since the target is often a healthy competitor in which other competitors 

might have an interest as well (Gaughan, 2012). Lastly, attempting to profit from potential synergetic 

gains, for which a higher degree of integration is necessary, will also impose greater demands on 

management (Gaughan, 2012). These synergetic gains are not a requirement to achieve the desired 

objective. The revenue growth and market position are key motives for a Preservation-strategy (Ellis & 

Lamont, 2004).  

Build horizontal market power is best supported by the Preservation-strategy.
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Expand geographically 

The objective is to extend a firms business model into new geographic regions, aiming for 

economies of scale, market share or regional specific knowledge 

The third M&A rationale that will be discussed is Expand geographically, a rationale to expand the 

market. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. There is ambiguity in the literature as to 

which PMI-strategy is the most appropriate for this rationale. Ellis (2004) proposes the Transformation-

strategy, whereas two other scholars suggest the Confederation-strategy (Kummer, 2009; Schweiger 

& Very, 2003).  

 First of all, Ellis (2004) researched the Transformation-strategy and found that the primary 

motive for this strategy should be the expansion of products or expansion of geographic areas. In this 

strategy both parties undergo change and create a business environment which best supports the sale 

of the products in the new market. This makes sense since the acquired company has expertise in the 

new geographic area, whereas the acquiring party has the product know-how. One needs both to find 

a proper solution 

 Alternatively, Schweiger (2003) recommends a low consolidation of functions and activities, 

even though some general overhead functions can be standardized. Retention of key people is very 

important considering that the acquirer neither has the internal people available to staff the operation 

nor has deep knowledge of the local area. To minimize this risk, a certain degree of autonomy and 

distance should be kept. Thirdly, differences in strategy and policy have to be resolved for successful 

expansion of a geographic market (Schweiger et al., 2003). These three characteristics are clear 

indicators for the Confederation-strategy. ‘When a company pursues a medium risk growth strategy to 

stimulate growth by selling its existing products to new customers in new geographical markets, a 

company might rather go for the Confederation-strategy for its PMI’ (Kummer, 2009, pp. 138&139).  

For these reasons, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand 

geographically could be either the Transformation-strategy or the Confederation-strategy. This conflict 

will be clarified in the next sub-chapter. 

 

Transformation of business 

The objective is to enter or create a new industry where the acquiring firm has little or no 

experience 

The fourth M&A rationale that will be discussed is Transformation of business, a rationale to transform 

both a company’s market and their products. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. Just 

as the previously discussed rationale, there is ambiguity in the literature as to which PMI-strategy is 

the most appropriate for this rationale. While most scholars advocate the Preservation-strategy, there 

is also support for the Transformation-strategy to best aid a transformation.  

 Since the two companies are very different, initial synergies will be low. This radical change 

has a long time horizon and that makes Preservation-strategy the preferred PMI-strategy (Chatterjee & 

Brueller, 2015). Kummer (2009) supports the use of Preservation-strategy, stating that a risky growth 

strategy such as unrelated diversification should be approached with caution. When an acquired 

company is active in technical and product areas different from those of the parent, it is attractive and 

feasible to grant the acquired company continued autonomy and culture retention (Hakanson, 1995) 

Schweiger (2003) is the last scholar in support for the Preservation-strategy, stating that the acquired 

company should operate either as a division or a wholly-owned subsidiary in order to transform into a 

new industry. No functions or activities should be consolidated with the exception of potentially cash 

management and financial statements. Redundancy of management or employees is not likely as it is 

unwise to transfer the acquirer’s employees to the target, their experience and know-how is low in the 

new industry. Retention of people is therefore of utmost importance.  
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In a recent study, the Transformation-strategy was suggested as being the most appropriate. 

According to Brueller (2016), the aim is to co-create a boundary-spanning and interfirm shared value 

creation. This can best be coupled with Transformation-strategy because of the focus on 

strengthening overlapping ties between firms to infuse greater strategic and operational synergies. 

Therefore, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of 

business could be either the Preservation-strategy or the Transformation-strategy. This conflict will be 

clarified in the next sub-chapter. 

 

Build vertical market power 

The objective is to increase vertical market power and control by acquiring firms up- or 

downstream the value chain 

The fifth M&A rationale that will be discussed is Build vertical market power, a rationale to defend a 

company’s product via acquisitions. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. A study from 

Schweiger (2003) demonstrates the Confederation-strategy as most appropriate. 

 Vertical integration requires low levels of organizational consolidation and standardization but 

high levels of coordination. Key interrelationships are established as the new acquisition support 

existing parts of the business. Differences in culture and identity are not an issue, unless there are 

drastically conflicting aspects that cannot function otherwise. The senior management of the target is 

to report to the acquirers’ structure, to aid in the need for high levels of coordination. These four 

integration characteristics are proposed by Schweiger (2003) in order to best support a vertical 

integration. These characteristics clearly indicate the Confederation-strategy.  

Therefore, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Vertical market power is 

the Confederation-strategy. 

 

Acquisition of R&D 

The acquisition is focused on gaining knowledge to improve R&D efforts, aiming to harvest 

innovation and technological developments 

The sixth M&A rationale that will be discussed is Acquisition of R&D, a rationale to improve a 

company’s product via acquisitions. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. While there are 

multiple scholars supporting the Absorption-strategy for this rationale (e.g. Brueller, Cermeli, & Drori, 

2014; Gomes et al., 2013), one other scholar campaigns for the Absorption-strategy as an appropriate 

PMI-strategy to gain knowledge and improve innovative capabilities(Norderyd & Nolgren, 2015). 

 Makri, Hitt and Lane (2010) found that acquiring complementary scientific and technological 

knowledge can contribute to innovation performance but in order to exploit acquisitions integration and 

resource reconfiguration are necessary. The need to obtain and transfer tacit and socially complex 

knowledge based resources requires a high degree of post-acquisition integration, which is best 

supported by the Absorption-strategy (Gomes et al., 2013). The Absorption-strategy may be relevant 

when an acquired R&D unit offers a welcome addition to existing R&D capacity. This usually entails 

the redirection and redefinition of tasks and objectives for the acquired company (Hakanson, 1995). 

However, Harkanson is conservative and states that the feasibility of this approach is related to the 

degree of cultural compatibility between the two organizations. Brueller (2014) says that in cases of 

acquisition of innovative capabilities, the target is usually young and relatively small and is to be fully 

absorbed where the acquirer assumes responsibility for the product development with heavy 

dependence on acquirer’s staff. These three scholars propose the Absorption-strategy. 

Norderyd & Nolgren (2015) differ on the most appropriate PMI-strategy to support innovative 

abilities. In his study of 35 deals he finds that firms will obtain the best innovative results in the PMI 

phase when practicing an Absorption-strategy or Transformation-strategy. The results of his study 

highlight the importance of standardized and unified structures, processes and routines, rather than 

emphasizing the balance of power and which party will lead the integration. These united R&D.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: M&A rationales connected with appropriate PMI strategy, source: own construction 
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practices are pertinent in order for firms to be successful in the PMI process. This can either be 

established by the acquiring firm forcing their policies upon the target, i.e. Absorption-strategy, or by 

collaborating to find the best fitting processes for both parties, i.e. Transformation-strategy (Norderyd 

& Nolgren, 2015). The choice to go for either one originates from the companies’ complementarity and 

shared common product vision 

For these reasons, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisitions of 

R&D could be either the Absorption-strategy or the Transformation-strategy. This conflict will be 

clarified in the next sub-chapter. 
 

Broaden the product line 

The objective is to increase competitive capabilities in the market place by acquiring new 

products 

The last M&A rationale is Broaden the product line, a rationale to extend a company’s product portfolio 

via acquisitions. The definition of this rationale can be seen above. Similar to the Expand 

geographically rationale, both the Transformation-strategy and the Confederation-strategy seem the 

most appropriate.  

 In a study where the Transformation-strategy was researched, expansion of products and 

increase of size was the primary motives for companies employing this strategy (Ellis & Lamont, 

2004). Hakanson (1995) saw that complementing existing technical capabilities are best matched with 

the Transformation-strategy. To exploit complementary technical capabilities, firms need to create 

conditions conducive to transfer and synergetic assimilate these capabilities. In order to do this, 

structural assimilation of the two organizational cultures is necessary. 

  Support for the Confederation-strategy comes from Schweiger (2003). Extension requires 

moderate levels or organizational consolidation and standardization. Redundancy of management and 

employees is likely to take place in consolidated areas as well as retention of key people in non-

consolidated areas. Differences in strategy, policies and management practices have to be resolved, 

since the target reports to the acquiring firm (Schweiger et al., 2003). These characteristics indicate 

the Confederation-strategy. Secondly, Kummer (2009) highlights the need to keep control. However 

autonomy is required, since the acquired product is new to the firm. In a medium risk growth strategy 

like introducing new products to existing clients or in its current markets, the company should go for 

the Confederation-strategy for its PMI.  

Therefore the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand geographically 

could be either the Transformation-strategy or the Confederation-strategy. This conflict will be clarified 

in the next sub-chapter. 

 

Conclusion 

A summary of the linked M&A rationales and PMI-strategies can be seen in Figure 8. For four of the 

M&A rationales, there are two PMI-strategies flagged as most appropriate. Decisive factors are 

explored in the next sub chapter for only these four cases.  
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2.4 Research Sub Question IV: Are there mediators or moderators that play a 

significant role in this relationship? 

The previous sub chapter was able to link every M&A rationale to a PMI-strategy. In some cases, 

scholars had differentiating view as to which PMI-strategy was most applicable. For these cases 

further theoretical research is conducted in order to clarify the deviations. This could unravel possible 

moderating or mediating factors, which could play a decisive role in the PMI-strategy selection.  

 In other words, only the four M&A rationales for which diverging PMI-strategies were found in 

the literature will be researched further in this sub chapter. These are: (1) Geographic expansion, (2) 

Transformation of business, (3) Acquisition of R&D, and lastly (4) Broaden the product line.  

 This sub chapter is kicked off with a general literature review concerning factors that 

significantly influence the preferred degree of integration. This is followed by the application of these 

insights to the specific M&A rationales. This chapter will be concluded with explicit statements of the 

propositions. 

 

Moderating factor; Complementarity or relative size 

Literature shows that relative size (Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Gates & Very, 2003) and 

complementarity (Bauer & Matzler, 2013; Schweiger & Very, 2003a; Stahl & Voigt, 2003; Zaheer, 

Castaner, & Souder, 2013) can both influence the degree of integration as a moderating factor. Both 

factors are examined below 

As noted by Ahuja and Katila (2001), relative size of the target to the acquirer is negatively 

related to degree of integration. Potential internal cultural struggle may necessitate retention of 

individuality of a target. In that way, relative size can influence the choice of integration mode and 

request a lower degree of integration (Gates & Very, 2003). Larsson and Lubatkin (2001) tested the 

effect of relative size and the effect on degree of acculturation, which is the development of a 

constructive culture that overcomes clashes. In a research involving 50 M&A cases, this effect was 

found insignificant. In a semi-structured interview conducted in this research, two M&A professionals 

also argued the negative effect of relative target size on degree of integration. The potentially resulting 

cultural struggle should not affect the choice of the desired and most appropriate integration strategy, 

but should be seen as a hurdle to overcome in any M&A. The fact that this plays a bigger and more 

significant part in acquisitions that integrate to a higher degree should raise attention and should be 

dealt with adequately, but should not affect the most appropriate PMI-strategy. For these reasons, 

relative size of the target will not be applied as a moderating factor in the propositions.  

Complementarity in acquisitions occurs when components of the target “round out” those of 

the acquirer to achieve joint value creation through coordinated management (Zaheer, Castaner, & 

Souder, 2013). Stahl (2003) reports the use of relatedness as a moderator to the degree of integration 

by multiple scholars in his meta-analysis. More concrete is the outcome of a study by Zaheer (2013) in 

which he proved that the greater the perceived complementarity between acquirer and target, the 

greater the degree of post-acquisition integration. A second relevant finding is the significant positive 

relationship between perceived similarity and the degree of post-acquisition integration. Moreover 

Bauer (2013) found similar strong support for the positive relationship between strategic 

complementarity and degree of integration. These results indicate the role complementarity plays in 

selecting a degree of integration. This complementarity also extends into cultural complementarity. 

Cultural complementarity is positively related to the degree of integration (Schweiger, 2003; Bauer 

2013). Complementarity is therefore a viable positive moderating factor in the degree of integration. A 

certain aspect of complementarity is important for each of the different researched M&A rationales. 

The next sub chapters will discuss Complementarity as a moderating factor applied to the different 

specific rationales and highlight which form of complementarity will most likely be critical.  
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Expand geographically; Transformation-strategy and Confederation-strategy  

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand geographically could be either be 

the Transformation-strategy (Ellis & Lamont, 2004) or the Confederation-strategy (Kummer, 2009; 

Schweiger et al., 2003) which has a lower degree of integration. 

No clarification for the deviating views as found in the work of Ellis (204), Schweiger (2003) 

and Kummer (2009). The literature indicates that complementarity can have a decisive factor in this 

decision. Logically there can be truth in the moderating factor of complementarity for the M&A 

rationale Expand geographically, when it is specified to market complementarity. First of all, the higher 

the market complementarity of the target, the more knowledge and experience can be shared. It is 

then less risky to integrate firms that operate in a complementary market. To exemplify, when the 

geographic area is completely new and very different, the acquiring firms’ current knowledge, culture 

and policies are more conflicting in oppose to a complementary area. Secondly, lower degrees of 

integration leave more autonomy for the target, which has a positive effect on employee and 

knowledge retention. The opportunity to share intellectual resources about this market without 

meddling with the target’s identity is bigger when a lower degree of PMI-strategy is selected. Thirdly, 

an uncomplimentary market reduces initial synergies because adjustments and changes will have to 

be made. This makes higher degrees of integration less attractive. Lastly, it is likely that cultural 

similarity is higher if market similarity is higher, which fits a lower degree of integration better. 

The academic support proposes that the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the rationale 

Expand geographically is Transformation-strategy when the target has a high market complementarity. 

For targets with a low market complementarity, the Confederation-strategy seems the most 

appropriate.  
 

Transformation of business; Preservation-strategy and Transformation-strategy 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of business could be either 

be the Preservation-strategy (Brueller, Cermeli, & Drori, 2014; Hakanson, 1995; Kummer, 2009; 

Schweiger & Very, 2003) or the Transformation-strategy (Brueller, Carmeli, & Markman, 2016) which 

has a higher degree of integration. Unfortunately, no clear explanation was found in the literature as to 

why scholars report different degrees of integration for this M&A rationale.  

The previously described moderator of complementarity would not apply in this case, since the 

Transformation of business rationale is unrelated per definition. Similarity or complementarity cannot 

play a significant role when the implication of the rationale is to acquire a completely uncomplimentary 

target. Cultural similarity could play a moderating role in the selection of PMI-strategies. This might 

however be a less convincing moderator than in the previous case. The Preservation-strategy is not 

adjacent to the Transformation-strategy in terms of the degree of integration. They are different in 

most of the important PMI characteristics, which could make cultural similarity less convincing as a 

conclusive moderator. This scepticism led to an interactive discussion among two M&A professionals, 

who also felt that they would not select either of these strategies based on the cultural similarity. Some 

case studies were consulted. In the successful takeover of Siemens Networks by Nokia, Nokia 

subsequently sold their mobiles business to Microsoft which was originally their core business (BCG, 

2014). Abandoning their own business allowed them to focus all their resources on their 

transformation. This would not be possible if Nokia attempted to keep their core business. The 

transformation into a new industry makes it very risky, which demands all of the company’s attention. 

Obviously this is impossible if the current business is retained, for which the Preservation-strategy 

might be a solution. This case could be a justified foundation for a moderating effect. This was 

discussed with two M&A professional, who acknowledged this as a valid point. 

To conclude, due to inconclusive theoretical support, a practical approach was deployed to moderate 

the PMI-strategy selection. Based on a case study and the consultation of M&A professionals, it is  is 



 

 

 

Figure 9: Visualisation of propositions in framework, source: own construction  
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proposed that the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the rationale Transformation of business is 

Preservation-strategy when the acquirer retains his current business. The Transformation-strategy the 

most appropriate when the target abandons his current business.Norderyd & Nolgren, 2015) or the 

Absorption-strategy (Norderyd & Nolgren, 2015) which has a higher degree of integration. 

 

Acquisition of R&D; Transformation-strategy and Absorption-strategy  

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D could be either be the 

Transformation-strategy (Brueller, Cermeli, & Drori, 2014; Gomes et al., 2013; Hakanson, 1995;  

Complementarity is a moderating factor for degree of integration. In the case of Acquisition of 

R&D. Knowledge complementarity may be more accurate. Makri, Hitt and Lane (2010) highlighted 

specifically for acquiring complementary scientific and technological knowledge, a high degree of 

integration is necessary. Also, as briefly stated, Nordeyrd (2015) stated a possible explanations for the 

differentiating views among scholars. ‘The choice to go for either one originates from the companies’ 

complementarity and shared common product vision’ (Norderyd & Nolgren, 2015, p. 29). Since the 

acquisition motive relates to product development and product innovation, the higher the knowledge 

complementarity and shared product vision, the higher the degree of integration (Bauer & Matzler, 

2013; Zaheer, Castaner, & Souder, 2013). When knowledge is relatively complementary, the risk of 

mishandling it is lower. Alternatively, when the target’s knowledge and R&D expertise is less familiar, 

there is a higher risk of conflicts which demands a best-of-both approach in close collaboration that 

can be achieved in the Transformation-strategy. Lastly, a suggestion is made by Hakanson (1995), 

who relates the feasibility of the Absorption-strategy to the degree of cultural complementarity, 

indicating that a cultural incompatible R&D takeover should be integrated less (Schweiger & Very, 

2003). Knowledge complementarity seems to be a moderating factor in acquisition of R&D as well.  

In line with the clear academic support, the most appropriate PMI-strategy for the rationale 

Acquisition of R&D is Transformation-strategy when the target has a low knowledge complementarity. 

For targets with a high knowledge complementarity, the Absorption-strategy seems the most 

appropriate.  

 

Broaden the product line; Transformation-strategy and Confederation-strategy 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Broaden the product line could be either be 

the Transformation-strategy (Ellis & Lamont, 2004; Hakanson, 1995) or the Confederation-strategy 

(Kummer, 2009; Schweiger & Very, 2003), which has a lower degree of integration. 

The same reasoning of the M&A rationale Expand geographically can be applied. According to 

some, the extension of both product and market via acquisitions are not fundamentally different, 

indicating that they might share PMI-strategy implications (Bower, 2001; Gaughan, 2012). Following 

this logic, the knowledge and experience gap is bigger when, not the market, but the product 

complementarity is lower. Leaving more autonomy for the target has a positive effect on employee and 

knowledge retention, something which is enhanced by lower degrees of integration. An 

uncomplimentary product reduces the benefits from initial synergies, which makes higher degrees of 

integration less attractive, having the associated risks in mind.  

The academic support proposes that the appropriate PMI-strategy for the rationale Broaden 

the product line is Transformation-strategy when the target has a high product complementarity. For 

targets with a low product complementarity, the Confederation-strategy is the most appropriate.  

2.5 Propositions 

Based upon the insights in this chapter, seven propositions can be constructed. These propositions 

are visualized in Figure 9, in which the moderating factors are included. 
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Proposition 1:  The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build economies of scale is 

the Absorption-strategy. 
 

Proposition 2: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build horizontal market 

power is the Preservation-strategy. 

 

Proposition 3:  The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand geographically is 

the Confederation-strategy when market complementarity is low and Transformation-

strategy when market complementarity is high. 

 

Proposition 4: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of business 

is the Preservation-strategy when the current business is retained and 

Transformation-strategy when the current business is abandoned.  

 

Proposition 5:  The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build vertical market power 

is the Confederation-strategy. 

 

Proposition 6: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D is the 

Transformation-strategy when knowledge complementarity is low and Absorption-

strategy when knowledge complementarity is high. 

 

Proposition 7:  The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Broaden the product line is 

the Confederation-strategy when product complementarity is low and Transformation-

strategy when product complementarity is high. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Empirical Cycle, source: (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012) 

Figure 11: Emperical cycle with visualised activities, source; own construction  
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3 Research design 

To validate the propositions constructed in Chapter 2, I study multiple M&A cases. This chapter entails 

a short review of the employed empirical cycle methodology in this research. The testing sub-chapter 

depicts the organisation of the case studies, including sampling, interview set-up and method of 

analysis. The results of the case studies will be presented and discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

3.1 Methodology 

Due to the theoretical basis and aim of this research, the empirical cycle was followed, visualized in 

Figure 10 (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). This cycle aims at developing theories within a 

dominant paradigm. It is also the recommended methodology for generating improved or additional 

descriptive and explanatory theory (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). This research had an 

explanatory focus, but included exploratory aspects as well, when discovering moderating factors for 

the degree of integration. The cycle knows five phases; observation, induction, deduction, testing and 

evaluation. The expected outcome of this is a newly tested theory. 

Qualitative research methods were used in this research. M&A cases do not occur regularly 

which causes the collection of data to be either over a relatively long time period or to be focused on a 

small amount of cases. Additionally, M&A projects are an integrate and sensitive part of a company’s 

strategy. Their willingness to openly share information about these projects is limited. Qualitative 

research methods require fewer cases since they are able to get information more detailed which will 

help to understand M&A rationale and PMI-strategies in more depth (Liamputtong, 2013).  

The unit of analysis is M&A projects, specifically its strategic decisions. This is an example of 

an event process unit. These can be recognized by events that are being done or happened in 

businesses. Information gathering will be focused around this unit (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 

2011). The sampling and case selection is based on this unit of analysis, which is explicated in the 

following subchapter.  

Visualization of the complete empirical cycle and the activities in the research methodology 

can be seen in Figure 11. This scheme provides a quick overview of the different phases, its main 

activities and main deliverable. The scheme offers a lower level of detail and is supported by the 

description below. 

 

Observation  

In this starting phase, a business phenomenon is placed in the real world and what has been written 

about it in the academic literature (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). For this study this 

phenomenon was the integration strategy of M&A’s and basically its environment had to be explored. 

Theoretical orientation was done by desk research, looking for M&A literature as well as research 

methodology research. Most importantly, the literature gap had to be confirmed. Additionally, 

enhanced understanding of M&A integration in the research environment that is Océ is beneficial for 

the quality of the reference model. It is not only advantageous to learn from past experiences in M&A 

and PMI activities in Océ and Canon, but the end result will be better applicable to the Océ 

environment. 

  

Induction
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In this phase the possible explanations for the relationship between M&A rationale and PMI-strategies 

was explored through literature. The induction phase is theory-developing by nature (Aken, Berends, & 

Van der Bij, 2012). To conduct the literature study thoroughly and exhaustively, the search was not 

limited to a single source. Desk research was focused around online library databases such as, but 

not limited to, Google Scholar, Scopus, Proquest and the TU/e-library to find scholarly journals and 

books. A wide range of terms will be used for the search aiming at M&A and PMI papers. Terms 

searched included, for example, M&A strategies, M&A rationales, PMI-strategy, PMI success, M&A 

implementation, M&A integration strategies. Secondly, relevant papers’ references also formed a 

source to find new material. This is also known as the ‘snowball method’ (Aken, Berends, & Van der 

Bij, 2012). Two restrictions were taken into account while selecting literature. Firstly, studies with a 

business origin were avoided. Océ wants academic insights on which PMI-strategies can increase 

M&A success. Secondly, due to the dynamic nature of M&A activities, recent papers were preferred. 

No specific lower bound was set since research which proved revolutionary in the field of M&A and 

PMI could not be overlooked. Therefore, this restriction merely depicts the focus for newer papers. 

The Induction-phase resulted in a literature review as described in Chapter 2.  

 

Deduction 

In this step, the most promising ideas of the induction step are transformed into propositions as done 

in chapter 2.4. At the hand of these propositions, a framework was made, seen in Figure 10.  

 The deduction phase was concluded with an internal presentation to offer the insights to the 

stakeholders. The presentation was attended by the main internal stakeholders of this research which 

opened up communication and discussion about previous M&A cases, and in turn positively influenced 

the information availability of M&A cases. 

3.2 Testing  

In this research, the testing, or validation, of propositions was done through multiple-case study. Océ 

and owner Canon have a rich history of mergers and acquisitions. This offers an advantage in that 

Océ, as an important stakeholder of this research, will be more open to share information about these 

M&A activities in oppose to other firms. A list of available cases of the last 20 years is presented in 

Appendix 5. Cases older than 20 years were not considered. Properly documented information lacks 

for these cases and most involved employees are not within Océ anymore. Case study validation is 

used in many situations and was the best option for this research for a couple of reasons. Firstly, the 

researcher has little control over the event, which also favours case studies (Yin, 2013). Secondly, the 

case-study validation aims to explain the presumed casual links between M&A rationale and PMI-

strategies in real-life interventions as well as illustrate the M&A integration success assessment in a 

descriptive node. This can best be matched with case study validation (Yin, 2013). 

 

Sampling 

There are a number of sampling strategies available and in this research it was important M&A 

cases were selected on their rationale. This made the random sampling ‘stratified’ the most applicable 

since cases are selected in such a way that every subset is represented (Yin, 2013). After initial 

classification of the available cases, it was found that not every proposition could be validated through 

an M&A case conducted by Océ or Canon. A different approach was chosen for this reason. For three 

of the seven propositions, all academic insights point to specific PMI-strategy. There can be 

considered an academic consensus with regards to the most appropriate PMI-strategy for these three 

M&A rationale, which makes the need to validate those propositions obsolete. This is the case for 



 

 

 

 
 

Test 
proposition  

 

Case 
# 

Acquired target 
Target 
country 

Year Function interviewee 

3 
1 Archer Management Services USA 1997 Canon NL Senior Director 

2 Imagistics USA 2005 Senior Sales Director Canon 

4 
3 Océ Netherlands 2010 Executive PPP  

4 Gretag Graphics Group Canada 2001 Canon NL Senior Director 

6 

5 Groupware technology USA 1998 Canon NL Senior Director 

6 Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz Germany 2000 
Director Service and Support 
Canon 

7 
7 Cognitas Germany 2013 Senior Manager Strategy Canon 

8 IRIS  Belgium 2014 Marketing Director Canon 

Figure 12: Overview of validation case studies, source; own construction 
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proposition 1, 2, and 5. These propositions were not validated through a case study in this research. 

Only the propositions which are moderated by a factor are validated through case studies in this 

research, i.e. mentioned in chapter 2.4. By not validating the proposition with academic consensus 

resources open up to study two cases per proposition for proposition 3, 4, 6, and 7. These 

propositions can be studied in more depth which will better facilitate the validation of the moderating 

effects (Sandelowski, 1995). 

Selection of cases will be based on the proposition, the available documentation, and 

participation willingness of managers of the cases. Information will be extracted via documentation and 

interviews. This combination is chosen to ensure the availability of information. Figure 12 shows the 

cases that will be researched. 

 

Interview set-up 

Managers that were strategically involved in the M&A cases were interviewed in a semi-structured 

interview, which will be explained below. The durations ranged between half an hour and an hour. The 

used interview template is depicted in Appendix 6. Most interviews are conducted in person on Océ 

and Canon premises, although some via a Skype meeting. All interviews are recorded and 

transcribed, attached in Appendix 7.  

All interviewee were sent roughly the same invitation. Considering the hierarchical position of 

the targeted managers, the invitation was announced via a colleague in a more respectable position 

and with which the targeted managers are already acquainted with, which increased the likelihood of 

acceptance. This was successful seeing that every targeted manager accepted the invitation. The 

interview was kicked off with an introduction, explaining the research and providing clarity and comfort 

in the confidentially and purpose of the information. This invites the interviewee to answer honestly 

and openly (Aamodt, 2013). To properly test the propositions, four pieces of information were needed 

for every case. The M&A rationale and the used PMI-strategy are the first two. For some cases these 

were documented. Documented rationales or M&A objective and characteristics of the employed PMI-

strategy form direct input of the classification of the cases. Gathering this from documentation 

decreases subjective bias. Not everyone uses the same definitions for strategies, while documentation 

holds the extensively considered primary rationale and PMI-strategy choice. Thirdly, a conclusion has 

to be drawn whether the used PMI-strategy was successful or not. Contrary to the M&A rationale and 

the used PMI-strategy, this is not documented. Not all M&A projects are evaluated and concluded with 

transparent documentation. That is why a semi-structured interview was used. M&A’s are very 

complex and its success can be influenced by a lot of factors, many of which are not caused by an 

incorrect selection of PMI-strategy. Simply measuring the M&A success in financial or other 

quantitative measures will therefore not correctly assess the integration success. Based upon these 

facts, a semi-structured interview will retrieve the most trustworthy results (Barriball, 1994). Semi-

structured interviews can map the reasoning since it allows the freedom for further detailed 

questioning on relevant or unclear topics (Barriball, 1994; Keller & Conradin, 2010). The success of 

the M&A integration will be evaluated through questions towards the degree to which the M&A 

objective was met. The fourth and last piece of information was the either high or low complementarity 

of the target. This information is necessary to find support of the influence of the moderating effect. 

The interviews are concluded appropriately, thanking the interviewee for their cooperation and 

requesting the preferred contact information for further questions.  

 

Method of analysis 

The analysis of the information is done through qualitative data analysis software MaxQDA. By 

transcribing the interview recordings, the interview results can be coded. Both the transcribing and the 

coding is done by the researcher. The software gives useful overviews regarding these codes based 

upon which an assessment can be made for the M&A rationale, deployed PMI-strategy, the M&A 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14: Possible case study outcomes, source; own construction 

 
 

Code System

M&A rationale Broaden the product line

 Acquisition of R&D

 Build vertical market power

 Transformation of business

 Expand geographically

 Build horizontal market power

 Build economies of scale

PMI strategy Reorientation

 Intensive care

Reverse integration

 Absorption

 Transformation

 Confederation

 Preservation

Success Unsuccessful

 Successful

Moderating effect Abandon old business

 Retain old business

 Uncomplimentary

 Complementary

Improvements Lower degree of integration

 Higher degree of integration

Figure 13: Code system, source: own construction 
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success and moderating factor. The template approach is used towards coding because the 

phenomena in which new insights will be created are known upfront (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 

2012). The template approach uses existing concepts and theories to create a code structure (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). The code structure is created by the researcher and based upon the elaborated 

literature review as described in chapter 2. The code structure and can be seen in Figure 13. 

Characteristics of each of the four pieces of information, M&A rationale, PMI-strategy, M&A success 

and complementarity, were tagged and attached to one of the respective concepts. Whenever the 

interviewee made notions that either indicates successful or unsuccessful acquisition, they were 

tagged and attached to the respective concept as well. The software collects these tags to provide an 

overview of characteristics which should give decisive clarification of the M&A rationale, PMI-strategy, 

the acquisitions success and, its complementarity. By doing this, the conclusions from the interviews 

are drawn in a fairly objective way. This qualitative approach cannot be analysed based on 

quantitative data alone. In consequence, the tagged characteristics data will be analysed on its 

content to come to a final verdict. This is additional advantage of the detailed insights created by 

application of semi-structured interviews. To decrease confirmation bias (Rabin & Schrag, 1999), the 

intercoder reliability, or intercoder agreement (Tinsley & Weiss, 2000) was tested. This is the ‘the 

extent to which the different judges tend to assign exactly the same rating to each object’ (Tinsley & 

Weiss, 2000, p. 98). A third party analysed the transcripts and made an assessment on all of the four 

pieces of information per case. This second coder is not a stakeholder of this research and is trained 

in the field of business engineering with moderate knowledge on M&A’s. The results can be seen in 

Appendix 8. The interjudge reliability (Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2010) was 90%, where half 

of the differences concerned the employed PMI-strategy. According to Neuendorf (2002), this is 

considered as acceptable to all.  By discussing the differences and reaching an unanimous 

conclusion, the reliability of the coding was increased (Rabin & Schrag, 1999). 

The outcome of the cases can be one of four possible outcomes, depicted in Figure 14. It is 

important to note that the nature of this research will not allow a conclusively acceptation or rejection 

of propositions. However, if the PMI-strategy is selected as predicted in the proposition and the 

integration is successful as can be seen in the upper left corner, then a positive evaluation of the 

proposition is given. Alternatively if the acquisition is regarded as successful but was not predicted by 

the proposition, a negative inclination of the proposition will be given. In this case the M&A case will be 

reviewed to look for the origin of the deviation. In the event of an unsuccessful integration as predicted 

by the propositions, the upper right box, M&A case will be reviewed to see if the PMI-strategy that was 

suggested by the propositions would have been more appropriate. The last possibility is an M&A case 

with an unsuccessful acquisition, while the proposition predicted a successful outcome. This will then 

require additional academic review. The propositions are based on research conducted by scholars 

whom have to be critically analysed in order to clarify the deviation of the particular M&A case. The 

proposition will be evaluated based on this information 

3.3 Validity and reliability 

To further open transparency about this research, a critical look is taken at its validity and the 

reliability. There are some social researchers who reject the construct of validity in qualitative research 

based upon their philosophical perspectives regarding research, i.e. realism in oppose to positivism. 

This could imply that constructs than validity should be used to assess a research, for example Guba 

& Lincoln’s (1994) trustworthiness or soundness. When leaning towards a realism perspective, it can 

be argued that referring to observational results as ‘true’ or ‘false’ is illogical, since the truth consists in 

correspondence with reality and the cognitive representation of a participant (Blackburn, 2007). In this 

research, the interviews are used as means to uncover more facts about the process and outcome of 

multiple M&A projects and ultimately draw a conclusion together with other facts. The credibility or  
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believability of the participant is in this case not emphasized as a result from the interview. The 

interviews have a social aspect in them and the views of a participant can exist between reality and his 

perception. But, the use of the interviews in this research leans towards a positivism perspective, in 

which one assumes truth as a result from sensory experience and reliability interpreted through reason 

and logic (Macionis & Gerber, 2013). For this reason, the validity and reliability will be discussed as 

described in Van Aken (2012) and Blumberg (2011) respectively. 

Validity refers to the relationship between a research result or its conclusion and the way it 

has been generated. Thus, validity shows if the instruments, the interviews in this research, measured 

what was intended. Specifically, did the interview indeed measure the integration performance. To 

review this, three different types of validation are discussed, construct, internal and external validity 

(Van Aken and Berends 2012).   

Construct validity is the degree to which a measuring instrument measures what is intended to 

measure (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). Firstly, the construct validity was ensured by covering 

the whole concept of the M&A success. By asking open questions in a semi-structured interview, 

different aspects of the integration performance were discussed, as to capture as much information as 

possible. Then, the high construct validity was aspired by filtering components that did not contribute 

to the concept of PMI success. In the analysis and coding of the data, the researcher identified and 

filtered these irrelevant components. This was activity was checked by an M&A professional not 

involved in validation process. 

 Internal validity depicts the degree to which a construct is really the source of the observation 

difference (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). This research has a predicting factor so a degree of 

causation is relevant. The theoretical foundation of the propositions offers confidence in this cause-

effect relation. Additionally, this predicting relationship was tested through case studies as well, albeit 

for some propositions. The success of this study was also represented by its level of criterion-related 

validity and the reliability and validity measures taken, such as the standardization and transparency of 

the methodology, which was the empirical cycle in this research. These measures all increased the 

internal validity of this research.  

 If the research’s findings are generalizable across people, settings and times, it has a high 

external validity (Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012). The M&A projects mostly took place in the 

same industry. However, the underlying propositions are based on vast theoretical support, which in 

turn were conducted in different environments. Secondly, in order to furtherly increase the external 

validity, the transparency of results is vital. By conducting detailed semi-structured interviews, the 

underlying factors and motives could be identified in oppose to only receiving the interviewee’s 

answers or final judgements. Any significant environmental factors were accounted for and handled 

appropriately. 

 

A measure is reliable to the degree that is supplies consistent results (Blumberg and Cooper 2011). 

This means that a measurement is free of random or unstable error or biases. A high reliability of this 

research gives the reader confidence that situational factors are not interfering. Theoretically, reliability 

has three perspectives, stability, equivalence and internal consistency (Blumberg and Cooper 2011). 

These perspectives will be discussed to asses this research’s reliability further. 

If one can get consistent results with repeated process in the same environment, a research is 

stable (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2011). First and foremost, this research has the transparency 

and the standardization of the research methodology. The empirical cycle is both theoretical and 

practically proven and understood by most researchers and professionals (Aken, Berends, & Van der 

Bij, 2012). This enhances the stability. Furthermore, external sources of variation were minimized by 

handling a qualitative approach to information gathering. By understanding the reasons, thoughts or 

factors behind an outcome, the possible interfering situational factor could be detected and handled  
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accordingly. Also, all the interviews were performed by the researcher with an interview template, 

enhancing standardization even further. 

Equivalence is the amount of errors that may be introduced (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 

2011). It is concerned with variation at one point in time. In order improve this, the coding process was 

shared and discussed with the company supervisor. His expertise in M&A can help the correct 

interpretation of the transcript. Additionally, as described in previous segment, the intercoder reliability 

was 90% which is acceptable to all (Neuendorf, 2002).  

 The last perspective, internal consistency, looks at the reliability of the measuring tool itself, in 

this case the interviews (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2011). Since this research did not actually 

use a measurement instrument, controlling this can be hard. The split-half technique is popular to test 

this perspective (Blumberg, Cooper, & Schindler, 2011). When analysing the transcripts, a critical view 

was kept on the consistency in the answers. Questions were related and were therefore expected to 

have similar answers. Due to the limited material that can be gathered via interviews, it was not 

feasible to split the data in two complete groups. 
  



 

  

 

Figure 15: Quantitative results case 1, source; own construction 

 

 

Case 1 Archer Management Services # of notations

Transformation of business 6

Expand geographically 5

Build horizontal market power 1

Confederation 1

Preservation 6

Succes Successful 7

Moderating effect Uncomplementary 5

Improvements 0

PMI strategy

M&A rationale

1 It was purely to set foot in the American market? 
‘Yes’ 
 

2 It's like we sell vegetables in Europe and we buy a 
bakery, we both make food. We were in the 
outsourcing business but in a different outsourcing 
business. 
 

3 It was never integrated, and I still feel that it isn’t. 
 

4 Access to the American market, which was 
accomplished. The financial results they brought, 
they were fine. You could say that it was a succefull 
acquisition.  

 
5 In America it is very different, look Europe are 20 

different countries and the US is one.  

Figure 16 Raw data quotes case 1 (translated), source: own 

construction 
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4 Results & discussion 

This chapter reports the outcomes of the research method and particularly the testing and validation of 

the propositions. This chapter is divided per proposition where I review the cases’ results individually, 

using visuals of both quantitative and qualitative raw data to support my statements. The implications 

for the proposition will be discussed per proposition at the end of each subchapter. The most valuable, 

comprehensive conclusions can be found in the following Chapter 5.  

 

4.1 Proposition 3 results 

The results of case study 1, Archer Management Services (1997), and case study 2, Imagistics 

(2005), will be presented in this sub chapter. These results will be discussed afterwards to validate 

proposition 3. 

Case 1: Archer Management Services 

The acquisition of United States based Archer Management Services took place in 1997. The M&A 

rationale in this case was Expand geographically. However, during the interview, some characteristics 

came up, indicating Transformation of business rationale. Little discussion is possible about the use of 

the Preservation-strategy and the successful outcome of this M&A. The case study also shows that 

the market was low in complementarity. These statements are supported by the coded transcript 

quantitative and qualitative results, which are fully visible in Appendix 9.1. These results will be 

discussed in detail. 

 Preliminary classification showed that the main rationale for this M&A was Expand 

geographically, which also resulted from the interview supported by an example in Figure 16, quote 1. 

In this time, Océ was heavily invested in Europe. Their business process outsourcing market was 

growing, and Océ wanted to expand this to the United States. However, showing from Figure 15, the 

underlying rationale could also have been Transformation of business. No learning effect on product-

area was possible due to dissimilar product portfolios. The US market was also new for Océ at the 

time, hence the desire to expand geographically in this market through acquisitions. The acquisition of 

a firm with the combination of a new product and new market, hence a different product-market-

combination, is a key characteristic of the Transformation of business rationale (Albizatti, 2004). The 

raw data also supports this statement, proven by quote 2. The interviewee noted multiple times, that in 

the market of business process outsourcing, the service differs greatly in terms of knowledge 

resources, sales and execution. 

The use of the Preservation-strategy is quite clear, proven both quantitatively and qualitatively 

by quote 3. There was one individual mention of the Confederation-strategy as the interviewee said 

that a Canon manager was put in the management team of Archer Management Services after the 

acquisition but only after more than 10 years, long after the integration phase was completed. This 

shows that Canon did employ the Preservation-strategy. Until this day, Océ’s business process 

outsourcing activities in the US are a stand-alone practice. 

The M&A can be considered as a success. The interviewee gave no indications of any 

problems during the integration process and as quote 4 shows, financial results were reported as 

positive, continuing until this day as well. Lastly, the market complementarity was regarded as low. As 

can be seen in quote 5, the political landscape caused the interviewee to access the American market 



 

 

 

Figure 17: Quantitative results case 2, source; own construction 

 

Case 2 Imagistics # of notations

Build horzontal market power 1

Expand geographically 4

Reverse integration 2

Absorption 2

Confederation 1

Preservation 4

Unsuccessful 11

Successful 4

Moderating effect Complementary 1

Improvements Higher degree of integration 4

Success

PMI strategy

M&A rationale

1. Oce discussed how much influence do we want and 
how much do you want to integrate. They left the 
majority with Imagistics which caused that some 
boundaries were never broken down.  
 

2. Look, I think if you need go through a change like 
this, you can better take a big leap instead of half a 
step. That is just not enough. 

Figure 18: Raw data quotes case 2 (translated), source: own 

construction 
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as different to the European market. Additionally, the market complementarity, with regards to 

adjacencies and overlap in market segments within the business process outsourcing, was very low at 

the time of the acquisition. This contributes to the controversy surrounding the M&A rationale, as 

described in the previous paragraph 

 All in all, when assuming the M&A rationale of Expand Geographically, the Archer case does 

not comply with proposition 3, but was still successful. For this reason proposition 3 is inclined to be 

declined. The origin of the deviation will be discussed after the results of case 2.  

Case 2: Imagistics 

The acquisition of United States based Imagistics took place in 2005. This is the second case with the 

M&A rationale Expand geographically. The Preservation-strategy was deployed in this case. This 

acquisition knew a lot of problems and was not a success. This will be supported by quantitative and 

qualitative data, visible in Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively. The complete list of coded lines can 

be seen in Appendix 9.2. 

Starting with the M&A rationale, which was concluded as Expand geographically. Imagistics 

acted as a distribution partner for Océ who sold faxes to big American companies. They had access to 

the decision making units within these companies which was seen as a good basis to sell Océ’s 

products to those customers as well, who were looking to grow in the American market. That was the 

thought process behind the Imagistics acquisition. Remarkable in this case is that access to decision 

making units within big companies could have been achieved through multiple acquisitions, where Océ 

opted to acquire a fax machines sales organisation. This implies that basically any company with sales 

contracts in the US could have been a viable candidate where Océ opted to buy a company they 

already did business with, instead of prioritizing product or organisational culture similarities.  

The employed PMI-strategy was Preservation-strategy. Quote 1 in Figure 18 clearly supports 

this statement. Additionally, the culture of Imagistics was kept intact as, for example, method of 

rewarding employees was retained which in turn resulted in two different financial rewarding structures 

within the same company. The interviewee stated clearly that Océ opted for a reverse integration, 

effectively also integrating employees from Océ into the Imagistics organisation and Imagistics 

management. The notions of Absorption-strategy depicted in Figure 17 originate from this process. 

The interviewee got a position in the Imagistics management team, getting responsibility however for a 

special and alternative branch of the Imagistics organisation. This is a separate and additional branch 

and explains the notation of Confederation-strategy.  

As stated, this acquisition was not a success. Figure 17 does have notations of the 

acquisitions’ success but these are all related to the fact that the acquisition made Océ more attractive 

for being acquired by Canon which followed in 2010. These notations do not reflect the success of the 

PMI-strategy regarding objective achievement. First of all, the culture of Imagistics was one that did 

not fit because Imagistics was a sales organisation dealing a lot with vendor businesses and street 

sales. They were used to sell products in high volumes which was not a good environment to sell 

Océ’s industrial printers. Secondly, as stated, originating from pressure from the sales employees, the 

current method of financial compensation and reward structure was retained. Sales employee 

protected and shielded their own accounts for colleagues which led to hostility within the company. All 

in all, Imagistics found that the acquisition by Océ threatened their business model which caused 

employees to lose responsibility for the company’s success.  

Quote 2 expressed the interviewee’s feelings toward integration improvement potential. If 

Imagistics would have been under Océ’s leadership directly, than Océ would have been able to 

change and stimulate the desired behaviour much faster. By allowing Imagistics full control and only  
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employing very moderate integration activities, Océ allowed room for resistance and political 

uncertainty. This indicates that a higher degree of integration would have probably led to better 

integration results.  

While the quantitative results do not reflect this, the market complementarity was very low. 

The US market, in which case study 1 also eventuated, has a low complementarity with the European 

market. More important is the fact that this was a fax machine sales organisation which sells to a 

different market. The interview pointed out that the differences in products caused some of the 

integration problems described above. Furthermore, company and culture complementarity was very 

low. The business model of the sales organisation did not complement Océ’s products at all.  

This acquisition knew a lot of integration problems which diminished the success. The 

Preservation-strategy did not support the M&A objective of Expand geographically. This follows the 

logic of proposition 3. Both the interview and the proposition suggest that a higher degree of 

integration would have been more appropriate.  

Discussion proposition 3 

Proposition 3: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand geographically is 

the Confederation-strategy when market complementarity is low and Transformation-

strategy when market complementarity is high. 

Case 1 reported a negative inclination of proposition 3. Successful geographic expansion in a low 

market complementarity environment should have been fostered with the Confederation-strategy 

according to the proposition. However, there is strong evidence that the M&A rationale was not 

Expand geographically but Transformation of business in practice. For one, the interviewee highlighted 

to differences in the document outsourcing services. They were of such significance that Archer 

Management Services could not have profited from experience and skills from Océ in this market. The 

entry of a new market with new product or service as well is a key characteristic of the Transformation 

of business rationale. It can very well be that the conscious objective of the acquisition was the entry 

of the US market, but was actually the entry of a new industry in practice. This would also explain why 

the company remains stand-alone, with a Preservation-strategy, until this day. Proposition 4 handles 

M&A’s with Transformation of business rationales and will be discussed in the next sub-chapter 2. 

According to this proposition, an acquisition of this sort should be integrated with the Preservation-

strategy in order to be successful and exactly that is the case in case 1. For these reasons, case 1 is 

in retrospect unfit to properly validate proposition 3.  

 While case 2 offers less ambiguity concerning rationales and the deployed integration method, 

it did involve the purchase of a rather incongruous target. In its foundation, the case is in support of 

proposition 3. The deployment of the higher degree of integration Confederation-strategy would have 

yielded more successful results in oppose to the deployed Preservation-strategy. The interviewee 

indicated that an important improvement point is fast and immediate leadership involvement of Océ. 

Secondly, controls should have been employed on the target. Lastly, the existence of two reward 

structured caused a lot of hostility which would have been avoided if a back-end process like this 

would have been integrated as in the Confederation-strategy. Therefore, case 2 provides support for 

proposition 3. The moderate controversy originating from the interview is whether Imagistics was a 

suitable partner to begin with, and thus raising the question if any integration strategy could have 

actually resulted in a successful acquisition. As previously discussed, the decision to target Imagistics 

originated from the fact that Océ already did business with them, rather than a rational selection of 

most suitable targets. 

 All in all, case 2 is in support of proposition 3. The case clearly pointed that a Confederation-

strategy would have been a more successful option. Because only one case could be used, and 

keeping the controversy surrounding it in mind, the strength of the support is concluded as moderate. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 19: Quantitative results case 3, source; own construction 

 

Case 3 Oce Technologies BV # of notations

Build economies of scale 1

Build horizontal market power 4

Transformation of business 6

Preservation 8

Absorption 6

Reorientation 3

Successful 4

Unsuccessful 5

Moderating effect Retain current business 1

Improvements Lower degree of integration 2

PMI strategy

Success

M&A rationale

1. Oce had a great position in segments Canon was  
not active at all. Canon aimed to diversify out of 
corporates and to develop themselves into different 
printing applications.  
 

2. One third of the business in integrated in a division 
of Tokyo [Canon]. The other two thirds of Oce 
became PPP with transaction mail and direct mail 
market specialty, primarily governed from Poing 
[Oce Germany].  

 
3. We [Oce] are for our innovation perspective and 

strategic framework not integrated into another 
entity of Canon, so as an independent company or 
division you could say.  

 
4. The integration of the sales channels caused some 

friction and still does. There are some improvement 
opportunities. 

 

Figure 20: Raw data quotes case 3 (translated), source: own 

construction 
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4.2 Proposition 4 results 

Proposition 4 will be discussed based upon results from case study 3, Océ Technologies BV (2010), 

and results from case study 4, Gretag Imaging Group (2001).  

Case 3: Océ Technologies BV 

Canon undertook one of its larger acquisitions when they acquired Océ Technologies BV (Océ) in 

2010, headquartered in the Netherlands. The M&A rationale was Transformation of business. Canon 

opted to go for a combination of approaches for distinctive business areas as integration strategy. This 

approach is known as the Reorientation-strategy. This has its implications regarding the integration 

success of each individual business area which will be discussed below. All the tags and coded lines 

can be seen in Appendix 8.3.  

 The prime M&A rationale for Canon to acquire Océ was Transformation of business. Canon 

was active in the printing division. They had a strong presence in the office printing segments for 

consumers and small and middle size enterprises, but had no printing activities other than that. Océ’s 

printing focus was much more orientated towards industrial printing, transactional printing and direct 

mail printing solutions, which were usually sold to multinationals. Examples include segments in CAD-

drawing, designers-market, construction and automotive industry. Due to consolidation of primarily the 

office printing market, Canon looked to diversify into different segments, illustrated by quote 1 in 

Figure 20. Figure 19, however, also shows multiple notations of Build horizontal market power 

rationale, and one for Build economies of scale. This can be clarified with the fact that Océ was also 

operating in the office printing market Canon was active in, but on a much smaller scale. Canon had a 

16% market share whereas Océ only served 2% of this same market. The interviewee clearly 

indicated that the additional market power and the possible cost reductions that come with that was 

also an important reason to acquire Océ. This addition of power was very welcome for Canon who 

was competing with multiple big competitors in a consolidating office printing market. It is not 

unimaginable for Canon to acquire a big company as Océ with more than one specific goal in mind 

and thus resulted in this interview in multiple rationales. 

 Selecting an integration strategy based on multiple goals has wisely resulted in a combination 

of integration approaches, something known in the literature as Reorientation-approach. As can be 

seen in Figure 19, there are multiple notations of the Preservation-strategy and the Absorption-

strategy, two strategies at the far end of the degree of integration spectrum. Quote 2 clarifies this 

situation in one sentence. The Preservation-strategy was the primary integration strategy that was 

deployed. Production printing (PPP) still exists as an independent part with an independent market 

position, business responsibility and innovation capacity. Quote 3 expresses this individuality. For the 

office imaging activities, Canon had a separate plan. From the start of the negotiation, Canon made 

clear that they wanted to fully integrate the office printing activities from Océ into their own 

organisation to enjoy economies of scale. The office printing activities were moved to Canon 

headquarters in Tokyo in an Absorption-strategy fashion. They served the same market and had an 

adjacent portfolio. Additionally, all the sales channels are integrated into Canon practices. To conclude 

the integration strategy for Canon in the Océ acquisition, Preservation-strategy for all divisions except 

office printing, this division is fully integrated using the Absorption-strategy. The go-to-market was also 

integrated following the Absorption-strategy.  

 As the different M&A objectives had multiple integration strategies, it also led to multiple 

degrees of success. First of all, the Transformation of business for the biggest part of Océ was very 



 

  

 

Figure 21: Quantitative results case 4, source; own construction 

 
 
 

Case 4 Gretag Imaging Group # of notations

M&A rationale Transformation of business 3

Confederation 1

Preservation 4

Unsuccessful 1

Successful 5

Moderating effect Complementary 2

Improvements Higher degree of integration 1

Success

PMI strategy

1. Integrate where possible, but leave their own 
identity. Leave everything in Vancouver and leave 
their own culture.  
 

2. The actual strategic goals we wanted, a new 
growth pocket within wide format, is pretty much 
achieved.  

Figure 22: Raw data quotes case 4 (translated), source: own 

construction 
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successful. Océ was able to keep its position in the segments Canon was not active in, and even 

managed to improve upon them, using the Preservation-strategy. Canon’s printing activities 

successfully diversified and became better as a whole across the different segments. The deployment 

of the Absorption-strategy knows a more questionable success. The ambition to achieve more market 

power and cost reduction in the office printing market was achieved, and can therefore be seen as 

successful. However, there were multiple problems with the absorption of Océ’s go-to-market 

channels which can be contributed to the difference in end-customer. Canon set up their route-to-

market through domestic sales organisations because the majority of Canon’s products find their way 

to consumers through indirect channels like wholesalers, retailers and distributors. Océ had a very 

direct sales approach in which they had direct customer contact who worked together to find a 

solution. These two are no natural partners which essentially caused friction and no additional 

synergies from the acquisition.  

 The acquisition of these relatively big companies gives insights in multiple propositions. 

Primarily, the M&A rationale Transformation of business was combined with a Preservation-strategy. 

Canon retained their own business and as predicted by proposition 4, it was successful. A second 

M&A rationale for the office printing activities was to Build horizontal market power and to Build 

economies of scale, which was combined with an Absorption-strategy, which caused it to achieve its 

goals, but did not progress without problems. This has implications for proposition 1 and 2 which are 

not validated in this research.   

Case 4: Gretag Imaging Group  

Case 4 is the acquisition of the Canadian Gretag Imaging Group by Océ in 2001. The acquisition 

rationale was Transformation of business. In order to integrate this, Océ employed the Preservation-

strategy, which turned out to be a success. All the tags for this interview can be found in Appendix 8.4.  

 The acquisition was made in 2001, a year after Océ drew the conclusion that the technical 

documentation business, which is printed on Océ’s large format printing machines, was not only 

consolidating, but would disappear in the following 5-10 years. Océ’s large format printing division 

therefore started looking for new application for their machines. They saw potential in the large format 

posters for marketing purposes. After an extensive selection process, Gretag Imaging Group came up 

as most suitable target. The idea was that Gretag Imaging Group formed the foundation for Océ’s new 

large format printing growth pocket. This is a clear characteristic for the M&A rationale Transformation 

of business.  

 As stated, Océ employed the Preservation-strategy for the acquisition of Gretag Imaging 

Group. As shown by quote 1 in Figure 22, the retention of identity and culture were important, key 

features of this strategy. Additionally, the original owner kept its position for two years after the 

acquisition. Figure 21 shows two notations that indicate Confederation-strategy. These notations 

showed that the service organisation and sales were integrated. While integrating a back-end 

department like service organisation is allowed within the boundaries of the Preservation-strategy, a 

full integration of sales departments is a link from the target’s business processes to the acquirers. 

Nonetheless, the Preservation-strategy makes a better case, looking at the emphasis on identity and 

culture retention. Furthermore, characteristic of the Confederation-strategy is the linking and sharing of 

resources of core departments, something that is not the case in this example.  

  Quote 2 shows the fact of objective achievement, and based on that alone the acquisition is 

considered to be successful. The interviewee estimates that the business grew in value since the 

purchase and looking back would acquire it again. The profitability of the new growth pocket is less 

than the previous exploited market segment, but this can be attributed to the industry environment. 

The large format marketing industry knows high level of competition which puts pressure on margins
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and market shares, in oppose to the original technical documentation business for which two global 

players serve approximately 70% of the market.  

 Concluding case 4, the creation of a new growth pocket was successful with the use of the  

Preservation-strategy. Since Océ retained their current business while acquiring Gretag Imaging 

Group, this is in line with proposition 4. 

Discussion proposition 4 

Proposition 4: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Transformation of business 

is the Preservation-strategy when the current business is retained and 

Transformation-strategy when the current business is abandoned.  

Both case 3 and case 4 shows a positive evaluation of proposition 4. Both projects were conducted 

according to the proposition and both were successful. Case 4 of Gretag Imaging Group is a textbook 

example of employing an integration strategy that supports the M&A rationale and its success shows 

it. The main rationale for case 3 was also clearly Transformation of business fostered by a 

preservation-strategy. For these reasons, proposition 4 is supported.  

 Case 3 however offers a special case in which the Reorientation-strategy was used. Next to 

the Preservation-strategy, the Absorption-strategy was used for a distinctive business area as well as 

for the sales channels which can give some insights in other propositions. From the start of the 

negotiations, Canon made clear that they wanted to gain more market power and achieve economies 

of scale for specifically the office printing activities by employing the Absorption-strategy. This affects 

proposition 1, concerning M&A rationales Build economies of scale, and proposition 2, Build horizontal 

market power.  

These two rationales require a vastly different integration approach. One might wonder how theory 

and practice differ if these two rationales can exist in the same target in the same acquisition at the 

same time. There seems to be a lack of explicit and conclusive choice for either an offensive or 

defensive minded attitude in this acquisition. Perhaps because these rationales are inferior and 

secondary to the main Transformation of business. This will be discussed in chapter 5. In any case, 

both of these propositions are not validated in this research.  

Thirdly, the integration of the sales channels was fully integrated which led to some integration 

problems. Following proposition 2, successful increase of market share and market power should be 

fostered by not integrating one’s acquisition target. As indicated by the interviewee, a lower degree of 

integration would have been a more appropriate approach, which can make a case for proposition 2. 

Again, this proposition is not validated in this research.  

4.3 Proposition 6 results 

The results of case study 5, Groupware Technology (1998), and case study 6, Computer Gesellschaft 

Konstanz (2000), will be presented in this sub chapter. These results will be used to discuss 

proposition 6 afterwards. 

Case 5: Groupware Technology 

The acquisition of US based Groupware Technology took place in 1998. The M&A rationale was 

clearly Acquisition of R&D. There was a clear use of the Preservation-strategy, which resulted in an 

unsuccessful acquisition as predicted by proposition 6. Knowledge complementarity was high. 

Additionally, multiple citations state that a higher degree of integration would have supported this 

acquisition better. Transcript results can be seen in its entirety in Appendix 8.5. 



 

  

   

 

Figure 24: Quantitative results case 5, source; own construction 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 26: Quantitative results case 6, source; own construction 

 

Case 5 Groupware Technology # of notations

M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D 4

PMI strategy Preservation 2

Success Unsuccessful 8

Moderating effect Complementary 1

Improvements Higher degree of integration 5

Case 6 Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz # of notations

M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D 7

Preservation 2

Confederation 5

Success Unsuccessful 9

Moderating effect

Improvements Higher degree of integration 3

PMI strategy

1. It was more than in this days a software company. 
The idea was to have the skills and make it the 
center and get it more integrated. 
 

2. That was the idea, start a software hub in Oce 
with the core of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz 
and then look how we can link the other software 
Oce developed to that software. 
 

3. As said, the integration never took place and 
maybe the idea was that the team of Computer 
Gesellschaft Konstanz is so strong that the 
business with the brand Oce can be pushed and 
developed but this never happened. 

 
4. The same tools, the development tools, they all 

require collaboration. 

Figure 27: Raw data quotes case 6, source: own construction 

1. The distance between Venlo and Cleveland, it was 
always two different worlds.  
 

2. I think we made a fundamental mistake in 
analyzing how we can make this successful.  

 

Figure 25: Raw data quotes case 5 (translated), source: own 

construction 
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First of all, preliminary classification showed that the main rationale for this M&A was Acquisition of 

R&D. This was not disputed during the interviewee, as illustrated by figure 24. Océ already had a 

business in archiving software for plotting and were in fact market leader in this segment. However, 

the demand for dynamic archiving components, which could be altered, governed and saved, grew in 

the market. Groupware Technology was bought to bridge this software knowledge gap, since Océ did 

not possess the skills to develop this internally.  

 The use of the Preservation-strategy is quite clear. Groupware retained its autonomy and no 

employee was placed in the management team of Groupware. The interviewee refers to two separate 

worlds in quote 1 in figure 25. The original owner kept its power and also made the strategic decisions 

for the firm. According to the interviewee, it was also his influence that led to Océ deploying a 

Preservation-strategy. He set profit and revenue targets, aiming to enrich the financial performance of 

Groupware Technologies, which ultimately led to misfit with Océ’s expectations. 

The M&A was definitely not a success. Next to the fact that there was never an explicit 

decision regarding the PMI-strategy, Groupware Technology was not able to provide the R&D 

knowledge Océ was hoping for. Quote 2 illustrates this. As previously mentioned the original owner 

kept a lot of power and steered the company towards financial performance instead of R&D efforts 

which did not align with Océ’s expectations. Ultimate proof of the failure of Groupware Technology 

acquisition is the fact that it has been liquidated. 

Canon was market leader on the plotter market, in which Groupware Technology was active 

as well. The market is the same and the products were very adjacent. The knowledge 

complementarity was therefore seen as high. 

Integration improvement potential was clearly present, seeing as the acquisition was not 

successful. The interviewee was clear about the need to integrate Groupware Technology to a higher 

degree. For starters, technology and knowledge resources should have been transferred to Océ’s 

R&D practice in Venlo in an Absorption-strategy fashion. Additionally, the interviewee advised that the 

strategic management of Groupware Technology should have been shifted to Océ’s hands from the 

start, instead of leaving the strategic autonomy in the hands of the owner of Groupware Technology 

hands. Océ should have dictated the long-term strategy of Groupware Technology to best fit with 

Océ’s ambitions.  

Summarizing these results, proposition 6 is inclined to accept. This acquisition was 

unsuccessful and initial case study results state that a higher mode of integration would have been 

more appropriate. This is in accordance with proposition 6.  

 

Case 6: Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz  

The acquisition of the German company Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz was done in 2000. The 

M&A rationale was Acquisition of R&D. The deployed integration strategy was a low degree of 

integration, the Confederation-strategy. Similar to case 5, this acquisition was not a success. The 

knowledge similarity between the two companies was fairly complementary. The interview gave also 

clear indications that a strategy with a higher degree of integration has would have been more 

appropriate. This is supported by visuals Figure 26 and Figure 27. Complete list of coded transcript 

can be seen in Appendix 8.6.  

 The objective in this case was clearly to enhance R&D practices by buying the knowledge 

assets Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz owned. Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz was really good at 

making software that recognized handwriting. In these days, especially in the United States, the 

cheque-business was big. Océ wanted a piece of this cake, and in order to do that, the software and 

knowledge assets of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz were bought. The data quote 1 in Figure 27 

supports the fact that the M&A rationale for this acquisition was Acquisition of R&D.  
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A low degree of integration was used as PMI-strategy. Océ renamed the firm when they bought it and 

brought the management of both parties together. They replaced the CEO with an Océ employee. 

These are clear characteristics of a Confederation-strategy. There was actually a clear integration 

plan, as shown by quote 2. Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz should have been the core of a software 

hub that would include all of Océ software R&D. This way, the separate software initiative could learn 

from each other and possibly form a software platform. Secondly, the primarily hardware- focused Océ 

tried to build a name in the market as software bearing company. This would in turn support the Océ’s 

process outsourcing services. This plan shows more characteristics of the Transformation-strategy or 

the Absorption-strategy. 

 There were no notations of this acquisition being a success, as depicted in Figure 26. The fact 

is that the integration, as it was planned, never took place. The execution of creating a software hub in 

a matrix organisation never happened. The physical integration never took place and as a result R&D 

employees never saw Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz as the software hub. The emphasis on 

hardware development was too significant, ultimately causing the absence of a clear high-level 

software strategy. In line with quote 3, the acquisition was unsuccessful. To summarize, the integration 

plan never materialized which ultimately led to the sale of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz in 2007.  

 The original plans for the integration would have supported the acquisition of knowledge 

better. Quote 4 gives a good example of how the integration should have been executed differently. 

According to the interviewee the acquired company was left too separate. In the planned software-hub 

the Transformation- or Absorption-strategy would have been more appropriate in this case.  

 Concluding case 6, the Acquisition of R&D in a Confederation-strategy resulted in an 

unsuccessful acquisition. The original plans to integrate it to a higher degree would have had better 

results. This is all in line with proposition 6. 

Discussion proposition 6 

Proposition 6: The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisition of R&D is the 

Transformation-strategy when knowledge complementarity is low and Absorption-

strategy when knowledge complementarity is high. 

Both cases are very similar. These acquisitions were executed hoping to reap fruits of technological 

development. A low degree of integration strategy in both cases did not support the knowledge and 

skills transfer. Both cases pointed out that a higher degree of integration would have been more 

appropriate. Proposition 6 agrees that Acquisition of R&D cannot be successfully achieved with a low 

degree of integration strategy that is Preservation- or Confederation-strategy. With this, proposition 6 

is supported based upon the results of case 5 and case 6.  

 Case 5 specifically would have benefitted from deploying a higher degree of integration. The 

interview clarified that the acquisition suffered from the retention of strategic management who were 

focused on revenue goals and exploitation of the business. When trying to achieve R&D performance, 

the exact opposite of this is what Océ would have wanted. Placing the resources of Groupware 

Technology fully under Océ’s control would allow Océ to direct the business towards an exploration 

focus. The Absorption-strategy characterizes itself by gaining complete control of the targets 

resources and applying them in alignment with the strategic goals. This approach would have negated 

the negative influence the original management team had on the acquisition. As described in the case 

5 results, the knowledge complementarity was high. This therefore strengthens the support for 

proposition 6, which states that an acquisition with the Acquisition of R&D rationale can best be paired 

with an Absorption-strategy when the knowledge complementarity is high.  

The failure of case 6 is not a surprise seeing as the original plan for the acquisition integration 

did not took place. Océ’s focus and investment on hardware in general but even more in development 



 

 

 

Figure 28: Quantitative results case 7, source; own construction 

 

Case 7 Cognitas # of notations

Broaden the product line 4

Acquisition of R&D 1

Build vertical market power 1

PMI strategy Confederation 5

Successful 7

Unsuccessful 5

Moderating effect Complementary 2

Improvements Higher degree of integration 6

M&A rationale

Success

1. The Cognitas purchase was that we have adjacent 
product portfolios. So we did document 
composition and printing and they did creation 
and translation, we were printing the stuff they’re 
creating. 
 

2. The company is performing well but it’s not 
delivering to the optimistic business case that we 
made. It is still very profitable but the growth is 
not as big as we expected it to be, in revenue. 

 
3. In retrospect, mixing Canon and Cognitas 

practices up a little more would have helped the 
learning effect in sales? 
‘Yep, the business synergies yes.’ 

 

Figure 29: Raw data quotes case 7, source: own construction 
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can be attributed as the main reason why this plan was never executed. Resulting from this, the 

integration never took place, resulting in a Confederation-strategy. As seen in case 5 as well, this does 

not support the transfer of knowledge and skills which ultimately caused the unsuccessful acquisition. 

According to the interviewee the original plan had been much more appropriate in terms of achieving 

software development. Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz was planned to be at the centre of a new 

software hub to which Océ’s other software development practices could be linked to create one 

software knowledge centre. This software hub collaboration is a new business environment by 

combining best practices, something that points towards the Transformation-strategy. No 

complementarity notion originated from the interview but the handwriting recognition software was new 

to Océ. At that time the knowledge complementary was therefore low, which complements the notion 

that in this case the Transformation-strategy would have been most appropriate, as described by 

proposition 6. 

4.4 Proposition 7 results 

Proposition 7 will be discussed based upon the results of case study 7, Cognitas (2014), and the 

results of case study 8, IRIS (2013).  

Case 7: Cognitas  

In order to broaden their product line, Canon acquired the Germany based Cognitas in 2014. The 

acquisition was concluded as a success. There were some improvement points in some distinctive 

areas. Canon employed the Confederation-strategy for this acquisition, but perhaps should have 

integrated Cognitas more seeing that the product complementarity was high. All coded transcripts can 

be seen in Appendix 8.7.  

 As quote 1 in Figure 29 shows, Canon was active in composing and printing technical 

documentation. In order to increase their share of orders and provide a more complete product 

portfolio to their customers, they acquired Cognitas, which sold creation and translation services for 

these technical documentation. The M&A rationale was Broaden the product line for this acquisition. 

An additional advantage of adding these services to their portfolio was that the creation and translation 

services are more value adding services for which the margins are higher. This is very welcome in the 

consolidating printing market. This and quote 1 proves that the product complementarity is high 

between Canon and Cognitas. 

 The employed PMI-strategy was the Confederation-strategy. After the purchase, the 

management team consisted out of the original Cognitas director and two Canon employees. 

Interestingly, both these Canon employees retained their original responsibilities. This resulted in a 

part-time consulting role towards steering Cognitas and its integration. The interviewee declared that 

this part-time role was not so much 50-50, but in practice rather 80-20 balance in favour of their 

original responsibilities. Cognitas employees did not really notice the takeover. Little less than a year 

after the acquisition, there were some activities to increase sales synergies by exchanging personnel 

for a couple of days.  

 The success assessment is a little more complex. As can be seen in Figure 28, there are 

multiple successful and unsuccessful notations resulting from the interview. A good clarification of this 

contradiction can be seen in quote 2. The objective was to add a product to Canon’s portfolio and 

become a full service provider. They managed to become just that, so in that way the acquisition was 

successful. However, there were some improvement points. First and foremost, the sales synergies of 

being a complete service provider and having a broader customer channel did not really materialize. 



 

 

   

 
 

Figure 30: Quantitative results case 8, source; own construction 

 

Case 8 IRIS # of notations

Broaden the product line 5

Acquisition of R&D 1

Transformation 1

Confederation 1

Preservation 4

Successful 3

Unsuccessful 8

Moderating effect Uncomplementary 2

Lower degree of integration 3

Higher degree of integration 2

M&A rationale

Success

PMI strategy

Improvements

1. We started looking into products that could 
complement the capture problem that we have 
with E-copy. Then we come across IRIS technology 
as one of the… There were only a few that were 
providing engines and IRIS was one of those. 
 

2. No because the skills that you need to sell in those 
markets are not the same ones that we have 
internally. It’s a completely different market so it 
didn’t make any sense to integrate it. 

 
3. We are creating the new business unit and things 

like that. Those things will help, it is not just the 
technology and the skills to be good, you need 
something more. 

Figure 31: Raw data quotes case 8, source: own construction 
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Cognitas performed as could be expected, but there were no additional growth in sales while this was 

originally projected. This can partly be attributed due to Canon sales employees not being able to sell 

the Cognitas value proposition. Moreover, a key sales employee left the organisation after the 

acquisition. Knowing this, the final assessment of the acquisition is successful, whilst there being 

some issues. 

 Based on these issues, the interviewee indicated that these could have been tackled better if 

a higher degree of integration strategy was employed. Especially the synergy regarding sales could 

have been improved if the Transformation-strategy was employed. According to the interviewee, sales 

employees, especially from Canon, should have been trained in order to shift their mind-set in order to 

sell full and complete services. Quote 3 shows that mixing up the practices, as would have been done 

in the Transformation-strategy, would have helped the learning effect and in turn the business sales 

synergies. Complementarity was high, thus a higher degree of integration would have supported the 

objective even more. Proposition 7 supports these statements, suggesting Transformation-strategy for 

exactly these kind of cases. 

 Finalising case 7, the Confederation-strategy was successful for broadening the product 

portfolio. The indication from the interviewee that a higher degree of integration would have yielded 

better results and seeing that the complementarity was low, proposition 7 is supported 

Case 8: IRIS 

Canon acquired the Belgium IRIS in 2013. The M&A rationale was Broaden the product line and they 

opted to not integrate IRIS into their organisation with the Preservation-strategy. Although the 

acquisition was definitely not a failure, the roll out to sell the IRIS software in Europe did not work out 

as planned. For this reason, several projects have been started in the beginning of this year to 

improve upon these practices. All the tags and coded lines can be seen in Appendix 8.8. 

 The rationale was Broaden the product line, which is illustrated from quote 1 in Figure 31 as 

well. Canon owned several software packages and components. They were looking into products that 

were complementary to another capturing software package, with which they had some problems and 

only worked on Canon devices. Canon was already working in Belgium with IRIS as a partner. Canon 

noticed that other European customers had a demand for the IRIS product as well. The plan was to 

acquire IRIS and offer it as a product in the whole of Europe. 

 Figure 30 shows notation of several PMI-strategies, the most for the Preservation-strategy. 

The idea was to acquire IRIS but not to integrate it in the Canon structure in order to leverage the 

knowledge they had. Additionally, IRIS had their own sales and operation channels and the risk that 

came with the integration was regarded as too big. Lastly, as expressed in quote 2, the advantages of 

integrating IRIS were seen as low to none. IRIS therefore knew almost no post-acquisition changes. 

 The assessment of the acquisition’s success requires some elaboration, as the acquisition can 

be regarded as moderately successful but unable to achieve its objective. As stated, IRIS software 

was acquired to add it to the product line and roll it out to Europe. However, both parties were not 

ready in terms of resources. IRIS can be seen as a component and what Canon was lacking was the 

knowledge and skills to integrate this component to a full service. The interviewee stated that Canon 

needed more time to prepare for the roll out by acquiring knowledge resources and investments which 

resulted in the feeling that the roll out was being rushed, trying to push the product but neither party 

really being able to provide this full service. In other words, the acquisition of the product was 

successful, but Canon did not account for the people that needed to be in place in order to support the 

IRIS model. Secondly, it turned out to be difficult for IRIS to work with a big company as Canon. This 

difficulty was enlarged by the immediate roll out to the whole of Europe. With regards to the objective, 

Canon was not successful in the European roll out of IRIS. Some countries made the necessary 

investments and now sell IRIS successfully, but others are not doing that great in terms 
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of sales. The IRIS software is added to the product line, as for example a software package now 

shares an IRIS engine, but not successfully sold by Canon Europe.  

 Figure 30 shows contradicting notations for improving the degree of integration. However this 

can be explained by the previously described feeling of an early and rushed roll out. By not bringing 

IRIS directly to the continental-level, but rather rolling it out slowly one country at a time, the 

interviewee indicates that a lower degree of integration would have been more successful. In that way, 

every country had the time to do the required investments. During the time Canon prepared for the roll 

out, the interviewee suggested that IRIS should have been even more at distance than they already 

were, focusing on their own development instead of seeking collaboration and synergies with Canon. 

This all indicates a preference of a lower degree of integration. However, if one looks at Canon’s 

intentions, for which they require said investments, IRIS software will be sold as an integrate whole of 

Canon software, something for which you require a higher degree of integration. Moreover, quote 3 

shows that the interviewee thinks that merely acquiring IRIS is not enough, that something more was 

necessary. Canon started a project in 2017 in which they restructure part of the organisation. Canon 

Netherlands, who functions as a trail has also acquired a system integrator that is able to integrate 

IRIS and Canon’s other software components. These moves have been very successful so far and are 

also supported by the interviewee to enhance the success of the IRIS acquisition. These plans employ 

a higher degree of integration, albeit with a third party involvement. To conclude, it would have been a 

bad idea to integrate IRIS more at the time of the acquisition. However, in order to make it a success, 

a higher form of integration will most likely be the most appropriate.  

 All in all, Canon has not been successful in selling IRIS in Europe. The Preservation-strategy 

did not support the M&A rationale of Broaden the product line. This results in support for proposition 7. 

If a higher degree of integration at that time would have supported the objective better cannot be said 

convincingly based upon the data retrieved from this case study. One can argue that the timing was 

not right or that Canon should have prepared more before doing the acquisition. It is however a fact 

that four years after the acquisition, Canon is going to integrate IRIS more which is expected to be a 

big success. 

Discussion proposition 7 

Proposition 7:  The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Broaden the product line is 

the Confederation-strategy when product complementarity is low and Transformation-

strategy when product complementarity is high. 

Following proposition 7, in order to successfully add a new product to the portfolio through 

acquisitions, neither the lowest degree nor the highest degree of integration strategies is applicable. 

The moderate integration strategies, Confederation-strategy and Transformation-strategy, are offered 

by academics to be the most applicable. Case 7 employed one of these, i.e. the Confederation-

strategy, and resulted in a success. The arising integration issues do give some scepticism. Based on 

the results of the interview, the Transformation-approach might have been an even better fit. Due to 

the product complementarity being high, this is in line with proposition 7, which demonstrates the 

support for this proposition. Case 8 employed the Preservation-strategy and was not able to achieve 

its objective. Whether the Confederation-strategy or Transformation-strategy would have been more 

appropriate cannot be declared conclusively, but the interview showed that a higher degree of 

integration can turn the IRIS acquisition into a success. Based upon the result of these two cases, 

proposition 7 is supported. 

 Case 7 gives interesting insights in the moderation factor of complementarity. According to the 

literature upon which proposition 7 is based, the Cognitas acquisition would have reached the most 

success with a Transformation-strategy due to high product complementarity. In this case the 
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Confederation-strategy did support the objective but also caused some synergy issues. A 

complementary product increases the initial synergy benefits, which makes higher degrees of 

integration more attractive. In other words, the deployed Confederation-strategy was applicable and 

supported the desired objective, as also stated in the literature. But the high level of product 

complementarity of the two companies would have allowed the higher degree Transformation-strategy 

as well, which would likely resulted in less integration issues and more sales synergies. This offers 

strong support for the moderating factor of complementarity.  

Lastly, case 8 is less conclusive. As stated, one might argue that non-integration related 

matters caused the failure of the European roll out of the IRIS product. The interviewee would in 

retrospect have left the target completely alone in order to properly prepare for the roll out. But when 

looking at the desired organization of the integration, the interviewee describes a higher degree of 

integration to be expected as more successful. This contradiction elicits discussion about what 

strategy would have been the best integration method at the time of the acquisition. Or would the 

integration strategy not have mattered at all and was Canon perhaps too early and not ready for the 

acquisition. The fact that Canon is planning a higher degree of integration for IRIS years after 

acquisition offer compelling evidence that a higher degree of integration might have been the most 

appropriate option, which is in line with proposition 7. Product complementarity was low in this case, 

so literature suggests a Confederation-strategy. The organizational solution Canon is offering, 

however, shows more characteristics of a Transformation-strategy. The product complementarity 

might have risen to such a higher degree since 2013 that this strategy might actually offer the best 

support right now, although this cannot be confirmed from the case study.  
 



 

 

 

# Proposition Support 

1 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build 
economies of scale is the Absorption-strategy. 

Academic support 

2 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build 
horizontal market power is the Preservation-strategy. 

Academic support 

3 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Expand 
geographically is the Confederation-strategy when market complementarity 
is low and Transformation-strategy when market complementarity is high. 

Academic and 
moderate empirical 
support 

4 

The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale 
Transformation of business is the Preservation-strategy when the current 
business is retained and Transformation-strategy when the current business 
is abandoned.  

Academic and 
strong empirical 
support 

5 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Build vertical 
market power is the Confederation-strategy. 

Academic support 

6 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Acquisition of 
R&D is the Transformation-strategy when knowledge complementarity is low 
and Absorption-strategy when knowledge complementarity is high. 

Academic strong 
empirical support 

7 
The most appropriate PMI-strategy for the M&A rationale Broaden the 
product line is the Confederation-strategy when product complementarity is 
low and Transformation-strategy when product complementarity is high. 

Academic and 
strong empirical 
support 

 
Table 10: Propositions with summarized support, source: own construction  
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5. Evaluation 

After the validation results have been reported and discussed in Chapter 4, I conclude this thesis with 

a formal evaluation of the research results. In a comprehensive conclusion I discuss the implications of 

this research, both academic and professional. Recommendations for future research are also 

included. This chapter captures the main new insights for the M&A and PMI environment.  

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The research question that drove this research was “What is the relationship between M&A rationales 

and PMI-strategies?” This research was able to answer this question, as well as validate the proposed 

relationships. There is now transparent and definite knowledge about the relationship of these two 

streams of literature. Each of the propositions or with their support are summarized and concluded 

individually in Table 5. To conclude, the answer to the research question consists of three insights. 

Firstly, scattered and overlapping literature is integrated in order to create a comprehensive framework 

of theoretical M&A rationales as well as PMI-strategies. Secondly, based upon these constructed 

frameworks, the first definite relation is uncovered for each of the identified M&A rationales with their 

most appropriate PMI-strategy. This relationship clarifies the relationship referred to in the research 

question. Thirdly, the moderating factor Complementarity can provide a decisive impact for the 

selection of PMI-strategies in some cases. Together, these insights clarify the relationship between 

M&A rationales and PMI-strategies to the academic and professional world. 

5.2 Academic implications 

The insights generated in this research have an implication on the academic world. A multitude of 

papers have been consulted in order to complete this research. This sub-chapter highlights the new 

knowledge that has been generated in two main implications.  

The first and foremost result of this thesis for academics is that the framework created is the 

first complete and comprehensive overview of M&A rationale linked with PMI-strategies, that 

incorporates all M&A rationales. The previously fragmented M&A rationales as well as the PMI-

strategies are moulded in a framework that was created from a broad body of literature, carefully not 

excluding aspects of this relationship. Every M&A rationale can be applied to this framework, 

overarching industries and demographics. This is also the first time that all these M&A rationales and 

objectives are linked to actual PMI-strategies. Whereas multiple scholars highlight integration aspects 

and characteristics on a more detailed level, this research takes a higher abstract level and combines 

these insights to conclude the implications for PMI-strategies. The framework shows literal M&A 

objectives connected to distinct and conspicuous PMI-strategies. Moreover, all connections that are 

made are based upon proven research by multiple scholars. The research includes some meta-

analysis characteristics for this reason, since all relationships are based upon academic support from 

scholars in the M&A world. In other words, this research integrates the theory of M&A rationale and 

PMI-strategy relationship in one framework. By doing this, this research adds a confirmation of prior 

academic work to the table. The efforts of the scholars whose insights are used in this research are 

examined and, for some, confirmed by the case studies. To summarize this implication, Bower (2001), 

Gupta (2012), Bruner (2004) and Kummer (2009) stated the strategic rationale for an M&A should 

impact the most successful PMI approach. This research concretely provides an answer to their 

uncovered academic gap.



 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Practical characteristics per PMI strategy, source: own construction 

Figure 33: Functional implications per PMI-strategy, source: own construction 
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The second big implication is the exploration progress this research has made in the moderating 

factor of complementarity on the choice of integration strategy. Complementarity was used as a 

moderating factor due to differences in applicable PMI-strategies for some M&A rationales. Some 

scholar noted strategic and cultural complementarity as moderating factor on degree of integration 

already (Bauer & Matzler, 2013; Schweiger & Very, 2003b; Stahl & Voigt, 2003; Zaheer, Castaner, & 

Souder, 2013). This researched aimed to apply these insights as the deciding factor for M&A rationale 

specific PMI-strategy. Due to the qualitative nature of this study, conclusive evidence regarding its role 

cannot be presented. However, the explorative advancements adds a new indication to the academic 

world that complementarity can have a critical influence on which PMI-strategy is the most 

appropriate.  

5.3 Professional implications 

The research is conducted and supported by Océ and the results have practical value for the company 

and others that engage in M&A projects. Before stating explicit professional implications, three useful 

tools are presented that have been created to improve practicable usability of the PMI-framework. 

These three tools are examples of the practical applicability of the insights of this research. As will be 

further explained in this chapter, Océ will enjoy among others enhanced decision making, more clear 

communication in integration practices and a higher M&A success rate. 

 First of all, Figure 32 shows key characteristics for all integration strategies that are identifiable 

in practice. Océ had requested more clear distinction and borders of PMI-strategies. With integration 

strategies being a continuum, this can be unclear. Figure 32 aims to highlight symptoms of each of the 

four PMI-strategies. These insights are filtered from literature. To exemplify, a firm is employing a 

Preservation-strategy when the acquired firm keeps its autonomy, neither party change in identity, the 

strategic management of the target is retained and there is no sharing of resources in the core 

departments of the two parties. This gives practitioners a good tool to review integration practices, and 

will improve integration strategy communication, since the symptoms are relatively hands-on. 

 Secondly, a name and a definition of an integration strategy do not really speak to mind to 

practitioners. While the previous table supports the identification of the different strategies, this visual 

helps practitioners understand the operational implications of the strategies. This will increase 

companywide communication of the PMI-strategy. A functional deployment is made for People, 

Technology and Process in Figure 33. These insights are based upon academic research as well. By 

giving these insights, Océ gets a higher level of understanding of each PMI-strategy and can explain 

what each strategy would translate to if put into practice, across multiple business functions. 

 Lastly, to support Océ with an artefact that can be employed in future M&A practices, a 

decision tree was created, visible in Figure 34, on the next page. This will help Océ in the decision 

making process for integration strategies. As will be discussed in detail below, it is very important to 

explicitly define the M&A rationale. This information is a result of strategic planning and a high level 

decision making. While the provided decision tree will support this process as much as possible, it 

does not imply that elaborate thought and consideration should not be accredited to this.  

 

This research offers multiple advantages for Océ and other companies. This is captured thematically 

in four main benefits.  

 There has always been a lot of emphasis on the phase before an acquisition purchase, which 

includes screening, due diligence, valuation and negotiation. In Océ, but also other companies, the 

part after the actual purchase was overshadowed by these financially orientation activities. The most 

important implication of this model is that it puts the acquisition integration problem on the agenda. ‘All 

value creation in M&A’s takes place after the acquisition’ is a quote from Haspeslagh & Jemison 

creates (1991) and this research helps showing the M&A business its accuracy.



 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Decision tree PMI-strategy, source: own construction 
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Communication of this research and its results announces Océ’s renewed emphasis on M&A 

integration and attention and support for this phase of the M&A. This has companywide advantages 

and will increase M&A success in virtually every aspect of M&A practices, especially in corporations 

characterized by many stakeholders. The emphasis on this phase of an M&A also highlights the need 

to take proper care and consideration in defining the main M&A rationale and objective. By 

understanding the importance of a good PMI-strategy, and the insights that this can be selected upon 

explicit realisation of M&A objective, this research emphasizes the importance of clearly knowing what 

the objective is in every M&A project. Some of the interviewees in the case studies conducted in this 

research showed their understanding of this premise. A quote, filtered from Appendix 7.1, states: 

‘Actually, you should spend 50% of your time on realising why you buy it, and the other 50% on 

executing the acquisition process’. Clear realisation and communication of the rationale in M&A affects 

every aspect of the M&A and thus its success (Bower, 2001). This research emphasizes and helps 

this realisation. The last aspect of this increased emphasis is the conducted case studies. The eight 

case studies that have been performed in validating the propositions offer additional attention. Océ 

and Canon received a formal evaluation of past M&A cases. These insights can be used as critical 

lessons learned and improve future practices.  

 Secondly, the connection of M&A rationale and PMI-strategy offers early implications of the 

integration process. For starters, early and proper selection of the PMI-strategy can increase M&A 

success (KPMG, 2016). The link based on strategic rationale is fortunate since this information is 

generated internally. This is available, transparent and reliable information. But early insights in key 

integration characteristics are much bigger than that. First of all, it enhances the evaluation and 

financial valuation of potential targets. When creating long and short lists for acquisition targets, 

practitioners can now add integration implications as criteria, before even contacting the potential 

target. Integration difficulty or integration investments necessary can be a decision factor for the most 

appropriate target. Target screening will therefore be more complete. Consider the negotiation phase 

of an M&A. When knowing what integration implication there will be, professionals can discuss and 

mediate in these matters before hand, and capture it in the M&A contract. Professionals can use it as 

a pawn on the M&A chessboard. Moreover, integration activities carry costs. It is logical that these 

costs are accounted for in the financial valuation of the target. You are only able to recalculate these 

costs on the original valuation of the target when you know what the integration process will look like 

before the negotiation phase. A last advantage of early integration insights is that it is academically 

proven that alignment of expectations and intentions contribute to M&A success (Marks, Mirvis, & 

Brajkovich, 2001). With the early insights, integration decisions and agreements can be made, and 

captured in the M&A contract.  

Thirdly, correct selection of the PMI-strategy obviously increases the success of the 

operational integration plan. The PMI-strategy is the higher level plan which sets clear goals in the 

horizon around which a supportive plan can be made. This goal aligns the intentions across different 

functional areas. The PMI-strategy reveals information about the end state of the integration and 

therefore offers guidelines for the plan on the operational level.  

The last main professional benefit is that a foundation for integration improvement has now 

been built. Now that the most appropriate PMI-strategy can be chosen, Océ can extend and broaden 

insight for each PMI-strategy. Figure 33 shows an example of insights on various functional business 

aspects that provide valuable information for Océ. One can investigate the main threats and 

opportunities for every PMI-strategy and create a SWOT-framework for each strategy. Something that 

has not been explored in this research is key performance indicators for the integration. With this 

research, explicit and strategy specific performance indicators can be made. Knowing this can create 

companywide alignment and informs employees upfront of the expectations. These are just two 

examples of improvement actions Océ can take based upon this new PMI-strategy framework. The 

groundwork has been set and the continuous improvement lane has been opened
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5.1 Limitations & recommendations for future research 

This research is, like others, subject to limitations. The limitations of this research will be discussed in 

this sub chapter and combined with recommendations for future research. These will be presented in 

four segments. 

 This research focuses on integration strategies and excludes the implementation of the 

strategy. The first and foremost recommendation for future research would be to get more academic 

insights on the realization of integration strategies. Mergers and acquisition project encompasses 

many different business aspects which makes it very complex (Bauer et al., 2015). Successful 

operational integration knows different risks and challenges. The insights generated in this research 

can functions as a foundation for future research. The advantages of proper selection of integration 

strategies can not materialize without success implementation. 

 Secondly, the M&A cases that are studied in this research were all carried out by Océ or its 

owner Canon. This opens the possibility that this research’s results are only applicable in this specific 

environment which could have a negative effect on the generalizability of this research. It is important 

to note that there is no that the results are company or industry specific. Two cases were studied to 

test each of the propositions and one interview to study each case. When compared to a quantitative 

research, this is relatively limited. It is therefore recommended to research the relationship between 

M&A rationale and PMI-strategies in a quantitative manner, across multiple industries. This would 

support the generalizability of the acquisition integration insights. 

 The third recommendation concerns the integration strategies that could not be placed on the 

degree of integration, discussed in chapter 2.1. The respective integration strategies are 

Reorientation-strategy (Angwin & Meadows, 2015), Reverse takeover-strategy (Marks, Mirvis, & 

Brajkovich, 2001) and the Intensive Care-strategy (Angwin & Meadows, 2015). These integration 

strategies do not have a distinct degree of integration because they either have multiple possibilities of 

correct degrees, or because the integration is not related to the degree of integration but rather to pre-

acquisition conditions of the target. Moreover, no connection with any of the M&A rationales was found 

in the literature. There are some indications as to in which situations these strategies are most 

appropriate, albeit that the academic support for this is rather low. Future research should be able to 

shed more light upon these strategies, what they entail and when they can best be employed. To 

illustrate, case 3 from this research deployed the Reorientation-strategy which is characterised by 

multiple M&A rationales and PMI-strategies for distinctive business areas. The secondary objective in 

this case contradicts a proposition which has literary support. Perhaps the origin for the deviation 

deals with the fact that the relationship between rationale and integration strategy differs when the 

objective is inferior to another objective. As of now, literature cannot explain why this practice turned 

out successful, while literature suggested it would not. 

 Lastly, the time aspect in integration strategies can be an interesting topic for future research. 

M&A projects have a long timeline and case study interviewees indicated that a certain PMI-strategy 

can be successful initially while being ineffective after a period of time. This research focusses around 

the static initial integration strategy and the dynamics of integration strategy over time was therefore 

excluded. There might be a positive relationship between the degree of integration and the time after 

executing the acquisition. Perhaps the long term plan of any integration approach is to go to the higher 

degrees of integration, but in a rather phased, steady trajectory. This would be a suitable proposition 

for future research. 
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7. Appendices 

8. Appendix 1: PMI workshop start and result 
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Appendix 2: Definitions of academic and constructed PMI-strategies 

 
 

Cluster # Appointed name Scholar Definition

Marks & 

Marvis, 2001
A rare case where the acquired company leads post=acquisition integration efforts

Constructed
The acquired company leads post-acquisition integration efforts and hosts the acquiring company's 

processes (partially)

Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991
Keep acquired company culture with low integration and few post-acquisition changes

Siehl & Smith, 

2001

Not a complete merger but rather a complementary dependable working relationship. Companies 

remain basically independent but certain functions and overall mission of the firms may be 

integrated

Marks & 

Marvis, 2001

The acquired company faces a modest degree of integration and retains its ways of doing business 

typically found in diversified firms that promote cultural pluralism among BU's 

Bruner, 2004 The target company is left almost entirely alone, without any changes

Kummer, 2009

Both companies are kept separate with almost no or only minimal changes. In many cases this PMI 

approach, which is rather the complete opposite of integration and taking it ad absurdum, is a very 

good choice in order not to destroy the value of a transaction.

Angwin, 2014
Target is given relatively high autonomy, subject to high controls and to low links of 

inderdependence

Constructed
The acquired company retains its culture and autonomy and experiences only minor back-end post-

acquisition changes

Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991

No intention of integrating and value is created only by financial transfers, risk-sharing or general 

management capability

Siehl & Smith, 

2001

Development of an intense financial, but otherwise generally superficial relationship between the 

acquired and the acquiring firm

Bruner, 2004
There is need to control risks while perserving the unique qualities of the target, target is given 

relativley high autonomy, high controls and low links of interdependence.

Kummer, 2009
Companies enjoy a relatively high level of autonomy, but a variety of interdependencies and some 

control 

Constructed
The acquired company remains relatively autonomous, but is strategically managed and subjected to 

acquiring firms' controls

Bruner, 2004
Maintain culture of the target but also  establish buyers controls and link the target to the buyers 

business processes and value chain. 

Constructed
The acquired company maintains its culture but is subjected to the acquiring firms controls, linking 

their business processes and value chain to the acquiring firms'

Angwin, 2014
Significant and distinctive areas of the organization are deliberately left independent and there is 

collaboration concerning the elements of the organization that might be changed

Constructed
The acquired company is selectively integrated, leaving distinctive business areas independent 

while engaging in close collaboration for other areas

Angwin, 2014
Active intervention of a turnaround nature, with strict financial controls imposed on the target 

company from the parent and very directive strategy setting from the centre

Constructed
The acquired company undergoes an active intervention of a turnaround nature, having strict 

financial controls imposed and very directive strategy setting by the acquiring company

Cluster 4 Linking

Cluster 5 Reorientation

Cluster 6 Intensive care

Cluster 1 Reverse takeover

Cluster 2 Preservation 

Cluster 3 Confederation
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Marks & 

Marvis, 2001
Cruching functions together with blending of the policies and practices

Marks & 

Marvis, 2001
Both companies undergo fundamental change following their combination

Kummer, 2009
Both companies create a combined entity, taking over superior parts from both or introducing best-

of-class standards

Kummer, 2009
Companies try to create something entirely new ranging from a giant leap in terms of geographic or 

product coverage to even a fundamental change in the business model

Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991

A substantial transfer of competencies and capabilities has to take place, but at the same time 

the capabilites of the acquired firm need to be preserved

Angwin, 2014
Both firms become increasingly susceptible to a broad range of interactions as inter-firms 

boundaries dissolve

Siehl & Smith, 

2001
This strategy seeks a true merger or cultures, personel and operation

Constructed
The acquired company as well as the acquiring companies undergo change by crunching functions, 

either combining cultures or creating something entirely new

Haspeslagh & 

Jemison, 1991
Occurs when two firms absorb each other and truly merge into one

Siehl & Smith, 

2001

Taking the most valuable assets of the acquired company and incorporate them into the acquiring 

firm

Marks & 

Marvis, 2001
Acquired company is absorbed by a parent and assimilated into ins culture

Bruner, 2004
The strategy is used when the aim is to exploit economies of scale and/or remove capacity out of 

the industry

Kummer, 2009 One company is fully integrated into the other company or adopts its standards, processes, etc.

Angwin, 2014
The boundaries bewtween the firms are dissolved, and operations, organzation and culture are 

fully consolidated into the parent firm

Constructed
The acquired company, or its most valuable assets, is assimilated and incorporated in the acquiring 

company, adopting its standards, cultures and processes.

Cluster 7 Transformation

Cluster 8 Absorption
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 Appendix 3: M&A rationale workshop result
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Appendix 4: Definitions of academic and constructed M&A rationales  
  

Cluster 

#

Appointed 

name Scholar Definition

Albizzatti
These types of mergers, with a company in one industry acquiring one in a different industry to create a new business 

model

Bower
A company bets that a new industry is emerging and tries to establish a position by culling resources from esiting industries 

whose boundaries are eroding

Walker
The acquiring firm buys an unrelated target firm. They desire to move from a slower to a faster-growing business as primary 

motivation

Schweiger the objective is to enter businesses where the acquirer has little or no previous experience. 

Gaughan Acquisition to diversify into fields that are unrelated to the buyers' business

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to enter or create a new industry where the acquiring firm has little or no experience

Albizzatti
So-called rollups occur when a large company extends its business model into new regions to increase market share, often 

by buying smaller companies primarily for their location.

Walker The acquiring firm seeks economies of scale by expanding its operations geographically.

Bower A successful company expands geographically; operating units remain local.

Kishore Consolidation and economy of scale by expansion and diversion to exploit extended domestic and global markets.

Schweiger The objective is to extend the business into geographic areas where a firm has had no presence. 

Constructed 

definition

The objective is to extend a firms business model into new geographic regions, aiming for economies of scale, market share or 

regional specific knowledge 

Kishore Focus on research and development to reap the fruits of innovation and new technological developments

Bower Acquisitions are used in lieu of in-house R&D to build a market position quickly. 

Albizzatti
This approach is taken by a company looking to add a specific competency, people, R&D capabilities, or a product that fills 

a gap in its portfolio

Gaughan Acquisition to improve research and development

Constructed 

definition

The acquisition is focused on gaining knowledge to improve R&D efforts, aiming to harvest innovation and technological 

developments

Kishore Focus on core strength, operational synergy and efficient allocation of managerial capabilities and infrastructure

Berkovitch
Managers of targets and acquirers maximize shareholder wealth and would engage in takeover activity only if it results in 

gains to both sets of shareholders

Trautwein This theory views mergers as being planned and executed to achieve synergies.

Schweiger The basic goal is to acquire competitors in the same geographic market

Bower The acquiring company will eliminate capacity, gain market share, and create a more efficient operation. 

Gaughan Acquisition where the combination of two firms are more profitable than the sum of these firms

Albizzatti
Deals in this category often involve a merger of equals in industries where companies are looking to drive efficiencies and 

build scale to remain competitive.

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to consolidate and achieve synergies,  looking to drive efficiencies and increase economies of scale

Gaughan Acquisitions that result in an increase in market share to significantly impact the combined firm's market power

Walker The acquiring firm buys a competitor

Trautwein This explanation views mergers as being planned and executed to achieve market power

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to achieve horizontal market power, desiring to grow quickly
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Walker ~ No definition provided ~

Schweiger
The objective is to enter into either sources of supply or distribution. Such moves are made to increase value added into 

the business or  gain control over more aspects of the business. 

Kishore Acquiring constant supply of raw material and access to scientific research and technological developments

Gaughan Acquisition of a firm that is closer to the source of supply or to the ultimate consumer

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to increase vertical market power and control by acquiring firms up- or downstream the value chain

Walker The acquiring firm seeks economies of scope by expanding its product line

Bower Acquisitions extend a company's product line or its international coverage 

Walker
Acquiring and target firms are unralated but the acquisition might create synergy, becasue the firms either sell similar 

products, or sell product in similar markets

Schweiger
Opportunities exist to increase competitive capabilities in the marketplace by acquiring new products and services, skills 

and technology, and access to complementary distribution (if products/services utilize different distribution channels). 

Gaughan Acquisition to diversify into fields that are related to the buyers' business

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to increase competitive capabilities in the market place by acquiring new products 

Berkovitch Acquisitions are motivated by managers' mistakes and there are no synergy gains

Trautwein
The merger is motivated with the aim to causes wealth transfers from the stockholders of the companies he bids for. These 

wealth transfers include greenmail or excessive compensation after a succesful takeover

Gaughan
Managers seek to acquire firms for their own personal motives and that the pure economic gains to the acquiring firm are 

not the sole motivation or even the primary motivation in the acquisition

Kishore
Capital restructuring by appropriate mix of loans and equity funds to reduce the cost of serciving and improving return on 

capital employed

Trautwein
This approach argues that mergers are planned and execited by managers who have better infroamtion about the target's 

value than the stock market. 

Gaughan Acquisition done for effective mean to secure tax benefits applying its superior management skills to the target’s business

Gaughan
Acquisition done because of the acticipated gains it will experience when it applies its superior management skills to the 

target's business

Trautwein
Mergers are planned and executed by managers who thereby maximize their own utility instead of their shareholders' 

value

Berkovitch Takeover is primarily motivated by the self-interest of the acquirer management

Constructed 

definition
The objective is to realise direct financial benefits, without the presensence of a long-term strategic objective
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Appendix 5: Overview of conducted M&A projects last 20 years 

 

# Cases Year Availability 

1 Imagistics  2005 High 

2 Siemens Nixdorf  1996 Medium 

3 EMC (CMCM) 2015 High 

4 Milestone 2014 Medium 

5 Safig 2013 High 

6 Gretag Imaging Group 2001 Low 

7 CaseData 2006 Low 

8 Archer Management Services 1997 Medium 

9 DelftDI 2012 Low 

10 Océ / Canon 2011 High 

11 Toshiba 2016 Medium 

12 Océ South Africa 2015 High 

13 Espace Graphique 2000 Low 

14 GE Access Printing Solutions 2002 Low 

15 Groupware technology  1998 Medium 

16 Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz 2000 Medium 

17 Converga 2015 High 

18 Docspro 2016 High 

19 Cognitas 2014 High 

20 IDM 2015 High 

21 Lifecake 2015 Low 

22 Harbour IT  2014 High 

23 IRIS 2013 High 

24 Axis 2015 High 

25 NT Ware 2001 High 
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Appendix 6 Semi-structured interview template 

 
1. Introduction 

2. Strategic M&A rationale 

 What was the higher level M&A strategy at the time? 

 What was the main reason/rationale for the acquisition? 

 < Check whether they agree with documented strategic rationale> 

 

3. PMI-strategy 

 What was the intended degree of integration? 

 How was the acquired firm intended to operate? 

 <Ask for comments about specifics, such as>  

o Autonomy of acquired firm 

o Management board of acquired firm 

o Business culture of acquired firm 

o Linked business processes / value chain with acquired firm 

o Degree of change for acquired firm 

o Assimilation of acquired firm 

 Which party underwent change? Acquiring firm / acquired firm / none / both 

 < Check whether they agree with documented PMI-strategy> 

 

4. M&A performance 

 Did the M&A achieve the intended objective? Why? 

 Subjectively, how do you think the M&A project performed? Why? 

 Did the integration strategy support the specific M&A objective? 

 Was this integration strategy a good fit for the strategic rationale? 

 If you could have changed the integration strategy, would you change it? Why? 

 Was the M&A project formally evaluated after the execution? 

 

5. PMI performance 

 Subjectively, how did you think the integration process was performed? Why? 

 What were the main objectives for the integration?  

 Were there any major problems in the integration process? 

 To which degree were the integration objectives met? 

 

6. Possible moderator/mediator effect 

 <Check whether case-specific moderator effect was correctly interpreted>  

 

7. Close 
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Appendix 7 Interview transcripts  
Appendix 7.1 Case 1, Case 4 & Case 5 

M&A case: Case 1: Archer Management Services, 1997, USA 
  Case 4: Gretag Imaging Group, 2001, Canada 
  Case 5: Groupware Technologies, 2000, USA 
Participants: Interviewee 1 (I1) – Canon NL Senior Director 

Philip Van Kappen (PvK) – Head of research, analysis & strategic Planning & Research 
supervisor 

  Mike Rademakers (MR) - Reseacher 
Location: Den Bosch, the Netherlands 
Duration: 41:46 minutes.  
 
PvK: Als je nog wat meer wilt weten over het model, kan Mike dat uitleggen 
 
MR:  Ja tuurlijk, want dat is dus op basis van literatuur gemaakt en ik denk dat er wel leuke 

inzichten uit zijn gekomen, wat in ieder geval platform is voor een mogelijke discussie. Dan 
allereerst Archer Management Services. Hoe ik het, ik heb natuurlijk wel wat huiswerk 
gedaan, hoe ik het begrepen heb is dat we eigenlijk voet wilde krijgen in US wat betreft 
business outsourcing services en dat we met Archer daarin een leader wilde worden in die 
industry, 

 
I1: Bij Archer ben ik nooit betrokken geweest. Ik kan er hooguit een mening over geven. Maar ik 

ben daar niet bij betrokken geweest. Bij Archer kan ik hooguit een persoonlijke mening geven 
maar ik doe dat liever niet omdat ik daar zelf, ik denk dan dat ik het weet maar, ik ben er 
gewoon niet bij betrokken geweest. 

 
PvK: Weet jij iemand die daar wel bij, die nog in dienst is, die daar wel bij betrokken is geweest of 

dichterbij heeft gezeten? 
 
I1: Denk dat de meeste daar wel weg zijn. [confedential], die weet dat. 
 
MR: Je wilt ook geen uitspraken doen over eventuele objective? 
 
I1: Ja objectives, we hadden een rol waar, cbs toen obs, daar hebben we natuurlijk in Amerika 

maar das al denk ik meer dan 15 jaar geleden … 
 
MR: In 1997. 
 
I1: Ja nou dus 20 jaar geleden dus ik denk dat dat hetzelfde in Amerika doen als in Europa doen. 

In Amerika is het heel anders, kijk Europa zijn 20 verschillende landen en de US is een land. 
En we hebben daar een bedrijf gekocht wat op gele andere activiteiten deed dan de CBS in 
nederland. Binnen Europe deed men andere dingen. Maar wat we wilde we, we wilde, in 
Europa groeide dat goed dus dat willen we in Amerika ook. Dus ik snap wel dat dat gekocht 
is. Het is nog nooit geintegreerd geweest, het is volgens mij nog niet geintegreerd.  

 
PvK: Hah, ja CBPS ja dat staat nog hartstikke apart.  
 
I1: Ja misschien is dat ook wel goed. Ik denk dat je mijn mening is dat je… Ik heb veel acquisities 

gedaan, ik denk dat per definitie veel integreren is iets wat je niet moet doen. Je moet 
gewoon heel nauwkeurig kijken per acquisitie, moet ik die wel of niet integreren en als je 
besluit om het wel te integreren, ga je het reverse integreren, ga je het half integreren, hoe 
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ga je het integreren. Maar integratie heeft toch veel nadelen, je haalt het hart uit het bedrijf. 
Je gaat ze bij zetten bij een groot bureaucratisch bedrijf. Wij doen hier op dit moment, ik heb 
recentelijk twee weken terug een acquisitie gedaan en die laat ik zo appart mogelijk want als 
je dat soort bedrijven gaat integreren dan worden ze meteen belast met de kosten van de 
bureaucratie van een grote corporate en dat moet je juist niet willen. Je moet juist snelle 
speedboaten willen die snelle vooruitgang maken op innovatief gebied. Dus die ga ik zo los 
mogelijk van deze organisatie organiseren. Maar dat is mijn mening. 

 
MR: Dus je wilt eigenlijk niet aan de kracht komen van die club.  
 
I1: Nee want je gaat het meteen, het allerbelangrijkste, want bedrijven verschillen zoveel, is 

waarom koop je het? Misschien de allerbelangrijkste reden is; Waarom koop je iets? Waarom 
koop je dat bedrijf en niet dat bedrijf.  

 
MR: Mee eens 
 
I1: Ik heb daar vanmorgen weer, wij zijn op het gebied van creative services zijn we bezig, ik heb 

op dit moment, ik ben op dit moment [confedential]. Dat is een pocket waarvan de markt 
snel groeit, waar bedrijven bij zeggen daar moeten we groter in worden. Wij moeten daar 
professioneler in worden. Wat voor bedrijven koop je dan he. Je kunt een bedrijf kopen 
waarbij je meteen een jump in technology maakt, dan heb je 0 synergieen in je bestaande 
business. Je kunt een bedrijf kopen die je bestaande business snel vergroot maar dan heb je 
nog steeds geen innovatieve kracht want dan maak je de technology stap niet. Dat zijn dan 
de twee extremen. En wat koop je en waarom koop je. Je ziet dat je daar eigenlijk 50% van je 
tijd over moet nadenken de andere 50% van je tijd moet je het acquisitie traject doen. Dat is 
technisch niet moeilijk, waarde bepaling van alle bedrijven dat doe ik ongeveer in een half 
uur. Heb ik de waarde wel bepaalde en het klopt altijd achteraf. Dat onderhandelen komt 
ook wel als je het vaak gedaan hebt. De due dillegence kost allemaal een hoop tijd, maar je 
moet echt veel tijd besteden, de helft van de project tijd; waarom wil je dat bedrijf hebben? 
Hoe past dat in onze strategie. Wij hebben een strategie die willen wij bereiken wij willen 
over 3 jaar ergens zijn. Een acquisitie moet in die straat passen. Theoretisch zou je ook 
acquisitie kunnen doen die niet in de strategie past maarja dan moet je wel een hele goede 
reden hebben. In principe moet het in de strategie passen. Ik vind dat wij veel, in zijn 
algemeenheid, kijk ik weet niet of jij het ook over grote tent in Amerika gaat hebben, 
Imagistics, daar hebben we niet over de strategie nagedacht vind ik. Niet over strategie 
nagedacht. Kom je van een koude kermis thuis, heb je een tent gekocht die 0,0 bij onze 
strategie past. Das mijn mening. Archer paste wel in onze strategie, ik denk dat ik in dat geval 
juist …. Medicamenten. Ik denk dat het de juist keuze was geweest om het niet te integreren. 
  

 
PvK: Ja en het was toch ook puur toegang krijgen tot de Amerikaanse markt 
 
I1:  Ja 
 
PvK: En je had daar helemaal niks, dan is het logisch dat je dat apart laat staan want dat is je 

nieuwe activiteit. 
 
I1: Ja wat je kunt kijken , en kijken hoe kun je zeg maar cross seliing op elkaars klanten krijgen, 

dat is het enige waar je aan moet denken, denken wij natuurlijk ook wel aan maar dat is iets 
anders als integreren, je kunt ook cross selling op elkaars klanten kopen o een andere 
manier.  
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MR: Je gaf aan, is dat dan niet. Als ik kijk naar Europa daar was het heel erg groeiende, de 
outsourcing business, kan misschien een partij als archer dan niet van Océ leren? 

 
I1: Ja die kunnen wel van Océ leren maar die deden wat anders dan dat we in Europa deden. Die 

zaten in de post business en andere business. Je kunt van elkaar leren maar dat is hetzelfde 
als, je moet het zo zien, het is alsof wij in Europa groenteboeren zijn en we kopen een 
bakker, beide maken ze voedsel. Wij zaten wel in de outsourcing business maar in een 
andere outsourcing business. We hadden een andere kunnen kopen. Maar misschien was er 
wel geen die deden wat we in Europa deden. Dus toch in de outsourcing business zitten. Ik 
weet niet waarom ze Archer gekocht hebben maar die deden andere soort business. Je kunt 
van een bakker proberen en groenteboer te maken maar dan kun je eerder een groenteboer 
kopen. Of er moet geen groenteboer te koop zijn. Je moet eten, je gaat dan toch maar een 
bakker kopen.  

 
PvK: En de business to business die zij deden was niet de business waar je het Océ equipment 

voor kon gebruiken, mailroom? 
 
I1: Nee, dat had weinig met onze printers te maken. In Europa afhankelijk wel maar nu ook 

steeds minder. Maar het had daar weinig mee te maken dus ook business services zelf . Je 
merkt ik ga gewoon op omzet gekocht. En we willen afvinken weer een werelddeel waar we 
CBS doen. Dat is volgens mij de strategie geweest, wat ik me kan voorstellen he. Een 
activiteiten hadden wij ook willen groeien en daarom koop je een partij en ik denk dat wij 
vandaag de dag nog steeds goed doen.  

 
PvK: Absoluut ja 
 
I1: Dus daar is bewezen, als je dat echt fundamenteel integreert had was het dood geweest. Dan 

had je al die overheads gekregen, nou het is lean en mean georganiseerd daar. Daar vind ik 
dat wij CBS ook uit Canon NL moeten desintegreren, ben je een bende corporate ellende 
kwijt. 

 
PvK: Ja, maar zou je dat dan per land doen of zou je dat als Europa in geheel doen. 
 
I1: Jaa… ik denk dat 99% van de business doe je toch land gericht, Je kunt een paar klanten, 

grote klanten kun je wereldwijd pakken, maar ik denk dat je lokaal. Het ligt veel aan de 
business die je doet. De huidige business die wij doen moet je lokaal doen. Als jij de nieuwe 
business van Canon doorneemt, de nieuwe BPO business, maar dat doen we niet. We doen 
heel Europa niet, maar dat is gewoon een hele nieuwe business. Als je dat gaat doen kan ik 
me voorstellen dat je dat europees aanpakt maar dat is business waar we nu niet inzitten, 
daar willen we naar toe. Nou dat is een propositie waar we naartoe willen. Dan zou je dat 
kunnen doen, maar de huidige business is allemaal lokale business. En de klanten die we 
hebben zijn ook allemaal lokale klanten. Kijk, de klanten die wij hebben zijn allemaal lokale 
klanten. We zitten niet in multinationals, met name lokale klanten. Dat is ook de reden, de 
reden waarom Canon NL alleen met lokale klanten zit, heeft daar precies mee te maken. 
Waarom zitten we niet in AEX bedrijven in NL. Omdat wij als Océ helemaal niet goed zijn in 
internationale contracten, de internationale contracten. Maar nooit door bijhouden nooit als 
Océ organisatie die internationale account organisatie, die hebben wij nooit gehad. Dus wij 
waren noodgedwongen die grote AEX fondsen, gingen allemaal Europees en wereldwijd 
inkopen. Nou Océ had geen europese of wereldwijde verkoop organisatie. Canon heeft ook 
geen wereldwijde organisatie. Dus dat zijn bedrijven die komen met onze organisatie cultuur 
in de knoei. Dus kun je beter richten op bedrijven. Kijk en ziekenhuis kun je gewoon mee 
onderhandelen, dan heb je met europa of wereldwijd allemaal niks te doen, scholen ook, dat 
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zijn allemaal locale. Daarom zijn wij marktleider in overheid, centrale en locale, ziekenhuizen 
scholen, dan heb je allemaal niks met internationaal te maken. Daarom hebben wij zon sterk 
bis-centrum, dat is allemaal aanbestedingen business. Dat heeft allemaal ie historie als 
reden. Dat heeft niet met de acquisitie te maken maar dat is wel zo. Dan begrijp je hoe dat zo 
gekomen is, waarom wij een bepaalde marktsegment hebben . 

 
PvK: Je hebt een bepaald succes opgebouwd en daar bouw je op door. Dan breek je ook met je 

succes… 
 
I1: … Precies daar bouw je op door. Dus ik ben heel sterk voorstanders, echt succes komt juist 

van lokaal versterken. Behalve als je echt naar een nieuwe BPO wil. Maar welke BPO wordt 
dat dan. Dan moet je daarin kijken. Wij doen geen BPO. Ja een beetje IDM, ook IDM 100% 
italiaanse business he. Dat is geen europese business dat is italiaanse business. Ik zou zeggen 
IDM in talie stand alone laten en niet laten.  

 
PvK: Maja, ze hebben CBS Italië in IDM geschoven.  
 
I1: Ja dat is wel de juiste keuze denk ik. Maar ik kan dat moeilijk beoordelen want ik sta er zo ver 

van af. Dat is 100% italiaanse business. Tot en met alle software dingen in het italiaans 
geschreven zijn, nou probeer dat maar eens te vereuropeaniseren. Dat valt nog niet mee. 

 
MR: Zou je den ik ook veel weerstand krijgen vanuit de ploeg van Italië denk ik. 
 
I1: Nee ik denk niet dat je dan weerstand krijgt, ik denk dat die best wel willen dat die best wel 

Europese business willen. Maar ik weet nog steeds niet goed wat ze doen. Ik weet niet of er 
markt voor is. Kijk in nederland is de digitale ontwikkeling zo veel verder dan italie. Das 
onvergelijkbaar. Als frankrijk, die hebben ook een redelijk succesvolle acquisitie gedaan, met 
Safiq. En die doen met name, claims van ziektekosten bedrijven. Nou dat is bij ons helemal 
weg gedigitaliseerd, daar hoef je bij ons niet meer aan te beginnen. Wij zijn zover dat is 
allemaal appje, foto maken klaar. En is de foto niet goed, dat wordt er wat bij gedaan nee, 
dat doen ze hier in europa niet, sturen ze het terug maak maar een nieuwe anders krijg je 
niks. Ze leggen het fundamenteel het werk bij de klant neem. Al die bedrijven die gitialiseren 
leggen het bij de klant neer. Als jij naar de bank gaat, jij moet het werk doen. En dat zijn dus 
allemaal door technologie ondersteudn, daar zit geen handmatig werk meer aan. Dat BPO is 
er niet meer in NL, dat is allemal weg gedigitaliseerd. Maar dat heeft niets mer acquisities te 
maken.  

 
PvK: Nee maar als je even terug gaat naar Archer, je zou dus wel als je kijkt naar toegang tot de 

Amerikaanse markt, nou dat is gelukt. Als je kijkt naar de financiele resultaten die ze hebben 
binnen gebracht, die zijn prima. Dus je zou eigenlijk kunnen zeggen dat het opzich wel een 
succesvolle acquisitie is geweest. 

 
I1: Ik denk dat Archer zeker een succesvolle acquisitie was door het juist stand-alone te laten. 

Door goed management erop te zetten. We hebben daar een goede Canon manager, Joe 
Marciano, zitten. Die man komt uit de Océ standen komt die mee. Dat is gewoon een goede 
vent en die houdt dat lean en mean. Stel dat ik hier als CBS stand-anlone zou, je zou fysiek in 
een ander pand gaan zitten. De hele corporate club heb je niks mee te maken, dat maakt 
direct een verschil van 3 miljoen euro. 

 
PvK: Aan allocaties? 
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I1: Aan allocaties, kosten uit London waar ik niks voor krijg. Ik kan zo mijn business uittrek, 
[confedential],. Maar dan moet ik al die afdelingen, die hier allemaal rondlopen in dit pand, 
waar ik allemaal niks aan heb. Dan pak ik een goede HR persoon, twee goede boekhouders 
en de rest, die 40 man die ik gealloceerd krijg, ja die heb ik allemaal niet nodig. Dat 
management laat ik iemand anders doen, die ik vanuit London doorbelast krijg. Ja die heb ik 
dan ook niet meer. Dus ik kan makkelijk [confedential],  verbeteren in winstgevendheid als 
het op mijn manier mag. Maar dat mag niet, want wij zijn geintegreerd en het grote nadeel 
van integratie is dat je meedoet met de club regels, en die kosten heel veel geld. Wij zijn 
bijna een staforganisatie geworden, alleen maar lijsten invullen en vergaderen. Als je kijkt 
hoeveel mensen hier rondlopen zijn er 10 van mijn 526, dus 516 zitten bij klanten. Het beetje 
wat hier binnen zit… Voor het restje van het pand [confedential]. Maar kijk, als je een andere, 
de vraag is wat is integraren he, want kom je dadelijk ook op Raster Graphics uit.  

 
PvK: Ken je die? 
 
MR: Sorry welke 
 
I1:  Raster Graphics? 
 
MR: Nee 
 
I1: Dat is de grootste acquisitie die ik heb gedaan. Hebben wij in 2001 gedaan, die was toen 

[confedential]. Die heb ik ook wel gedaan. Das is nu eigenlijk Display Graphics uit voort 
gekomen. 

 
PvK: Ben je die niet tegen gekomen? 
 
MR  Nou Gretag ? 
 
I1: Ja, die ja. Nou gretag hebben wij niet gekocht, wij hebben hem van Gretag gekocht. Raster 

graphics gekocht dat was een dochterbedrijf van gretag. Kom je daar dadelijk nog op terug? 
 
MR: Dat had ik niet gepland voor dit gesprek maar 
 
I1:   Daar ben ik wel heel expleciet bij betrokken geweest. 
 
PvK: We kunnen kijken want, groupware weet je daar wat vanaf?  
 
I1:   Ja 
 
PvK: Want anders kunnen we eerst even die pakken en dan… 
 
I1: Groupware heb ik eerst gekocht, ik ben bij de acquisitie betrokken geweest en ik heb het 

geliquideerd.  
 
PvK: Lijkt mij een interessante! 
 
I1: Ik kwam werken in 1999 in Venlo, en we hebben hem in 1998 gekocht. Dus het was net 

gekocht toen ik kwam werken. En die hebben wij gekocht omdat we dynamische 
archiveringssoftware voor tekeningen wilde hebben. Wij waren marktleider op gebied van 
plotters. Dat was de tijd dat het allemaal boemde. Allemaal digitaal en de tekeningen 
moesten bewaard worden, moesten bestuurd worden. We hadden wel statische 
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archiveringsblokken maar we moesten naar een dynamisch archief. Ik weet het pakket niet 
meer, hoe het pakket heette… Ja Engineer Exact heette het pakket, ja dat was het pakket vor 
dynamische archivering. Ik ben iets later ingestapt toen hadden ze het al gekocht toen zou 
groupware het systeem worden. Maar groupware is het gewoon nooit geworden. Dat in mijn 
optiek, achteraf gezien is het gee acquistie geweest, terwijl Archer wel een goede was 
geweest in mijn optiek. Groupware is niet een goede acquisitie geweest. 

 
MR: Het ging om de technologie, die software? 
 
I1: Het ging om die software binnen te krijgen. Het is software waarvan wij dachten die kunnen 

wij mooi gaan verkopen. Maar wij zijn nooit succesvol geweest om dat te verkopen. Het 
heeft ook te maken dat volgens mij de baas, de eigenaar, die is er altijd blijven zitten, hij 
moest daar winstgevend zijn. Dus dat is nooit, dat zit zo in het hart van onze … Dat had veel 
beter geïntegreerd moeten worden. Wij hadden daar denk ik die technologie moeten 
overdragen naar de R&D in Venlo en dan was het een groter succes geweest. Maar de 
afstand tussen Cleveland en tussen Venlo dat bleven eigenlijk altijd twee werelden. In dat 
geval had dat verder geïntegreerd moeten worden. Omdat dat zo fundamentele aanvulling 
en propositie was, dat had echt een R&D cel moeten worden. En wij hebben nooit de keuze 
gemaakt, moet het nou een pocket center worden of. We hebben wel gezegd, het moet een 
profit center worden terwijl het eigenlijk een kosten centrum zou moeten zijn. Jullie mogen 5 
of 3 miljoen per jaar uitgeven en daar moet dit en dit, dit moet in de landen verkopen. We 
hebben dat altijd half en half, we hebben dat nooit zuiver kunnen maken. Uiteindelijk 
hebben we gewwoon daar de stekker uit getrokken. Dat werd niet verkocht. Ja en hoe komt 
het dat wij het niet verkopen, ja dat is een goede vraag, hoe komt het dat wij het niet 
verkopen. Terwijl het best misschien een aardig pakket was. Daar hebben we denk ik een 
fundamentele fout gemaakt om te kijken hoe ga je dat nou succesvol maken.  

 
MR: Er is niet expliciet gekozen om het op een bepaalde manier te integreren. 
 
I1: Het is een beetje ontstaan. Ik heb het gevoel dat het eigenlijk ontstaan is. Ik heb dus 

verschillende acquisities gedaan. Ik heb een ding geleerd, dat je daar extreem goed over 
moet nadenken. Waarom ga je het kopen en hoe ga je het integreren.  

 
PvK: Als je dus zegt we hadden daarmee een R&D center op moeten zetten, dat is dan net iets 

anders als wanner je zegt ik koop hem over om software weer door te verkopen aan onze 
klanten. Wat je ook zegt, of je gaat voor de profit of je gaat een kenniscenter bouwen. 

 
I1: Ik denk dat wij het gewoon als een R&D center hadden moeten integreren. Onderdeel van 

R&D hadden moeten maken. We hebben dat geprobeerd, dat was toenmalige eigenaar het 
echt niet mee eens, dat was een ondernemer. We hadden daar een R&D baas op moeten 
zetten. Het was een ondernemer, die ging voor de klanten en die ging ook zelf naar de 
klanten toe. Nou onze R&D’ers gaan niet naar klanten toe. Of je had het als stand-alone 
business door moeten laten gaan, of je had het als R&D door moeten laten gaan naast 
andere software die wij in Creteil of Venlo maakte. En ik vind dat daar net de keuze niet 
geoed genoeg gemaakt, daar hebben we eigenlijk de oud eigenaar, die wlde niet anders. En 
dus dan moet je ook geoede afspraken maken wat zijn rol, zon ondernemer, een ondernemer 
moet je geen R&D baas maken, want een R&D baas moet producten maken.  

 
PvK: Maar eigenlijk als je dus bij de overname zelf het contacteren had je dus al moeten hebben 

geweten wat je ermee wil, wil je er een R&D man op zetten of wil je hem zijn gang laten 
gaan. Want dat wordt vaak ook in het contract meegenomen wat dan de rol van de eigenaar 
is.  
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I1: Ja plus want dat was dus een payment regeling op. Dus die man werd dus omdat het voor mij 

een RD centrum had meoeten zijn, die man werd betaald , [confedential]. Ja dus die man zag 
die omzet stijgen terwijl zijn taak.. Maar die man is daarna overal doorheen, want die man 
wilde die drie miljoen in zijn zak steken. Dus daar is volgens mij, dat zijn fouten geweest die 
we daar gemaakt hebben. En ja, dat kan daar leer je dan weer van. Bijvoorbeeld bij, ik weet 
niet of je dar op terug komt ik ben er ook bij betrokken geweest. Bij pagemasters, uit 
Phoenix. 

 
MR: Nee 
 
I1: Daar hebben we heel duidelijk gezegd, dat is een R&D centrum, daar hebben we meteen een 

Canon technische man op gezet. Dat is op zich redelijk succesvol geweest. 
 
MR: Daar had je een zelfde soort doelstelling? 
 
I1:  Ja ik weet niet wat de echte doelstelling van Engineer Exact was, ik weet wel dat de 

doelstelling bij pagemaster repro desk software. Kijk reprodesk en TDLS 9800, dat waren 
twee vriendjes, zonder Reprodesk verkocht je geen 9800, zonder 9800 verkoop je geen 
reprodesk. Kijk die mensen zijn zo rijk geworden van onze reprodesk, daarin werd die 
software meeverkocht. Dat waren drie van die jonge jongens, liepen in korte broeken rond 
en waren in no time miljoenair. Dat is ook niet erg want als je een goed product hebt is dat 
ook prima. Heb ik 0 problemen mee. Ik was van mijn eerste dag zon beetje in Venlo aan het 
werk, moest ik daar meteen naartoe, toen wilde ze die company kopen. Zijn ze uiteindelijk 
verkocht aan autodesk, en vier jaar later hebben wij ze van autodesk gekocht. En toen 
hebben er veel minder voor betaald en daar hebben we uiteindelijk een echte R&D center 
van gemaakt, dat moet ook, want de propositie in de markt daar hoorde dat gewoon bij, het 
is eigenlijk haast enabling software. Kijk en daar hebben we niet gekozen, ja dan moet dat 
mee verkocht woden om 9800’s te verkopen. En dat is vvolgens mij reedlijk goed gelukt, dus 
daar hebben we onze doelstellingen niet gehaald, bij Engineer Exact niet, want dat was echt 
een stand alone software pakket en die landen waren niet geinteresseerd om dat te kopen 
en wij konden het zelf natuurlijk ook niet verkopen in al die landen. En hij zat er maar 
achteraan te jagen. Dus op den duur hebben we gezegd jongens dit wordt geen succes. Dus 
toen heb ik daar het licht uit mogen maken. 

 
MR: Dat is dan omdat daar, in Phoenix, gewoon bewuste keuze is gemaakt, goede keuze is 

gemaakt over wat gaan we daar mee doen.  
 
I1: Ja dat is gewoon echt een onderdeel van R&D geworden toevallig op een locatie waar 

palmbomen staan, maar et is wel een onderdeel van R&D en het was gewoon een stuk 
software. De markt kan in 20 jaar natuurlijk veranderen maar ik denk dat we daar onze 
doelstellingen wel hebben behaald, net als bij Archer. Helemaal niks geintegreerd dat is 
stand alone business. Pagemasters hebben we helemaal geintegreerd eigenlijk omdat het 
onderdeel 9800 applicatie was, en cleveland hebben we daar hebben we gewoon verzet 
denk ik. Dat is allemaal mijn mening he.  

 
PvK: Hoe jij erover praat zie ik jou model mooi terug komen.  
 
MR: Ja zeker. Wanneer was die Pagemaster, die wat je zei? 
 
I1: Ik denk 2003 of 2004. Denk 2003. 
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MR: Oke, want die zou dan ook interessant kunnen zijn. Wat philip eigelijk al zegt, wat ik probeer 
met mijn model is dat je dus juist waar we het constant over hebben, juist die hele bewuste 
keuze maken oke wat wil ik daar dus mee doen. Watwil ik met die partij gaan doen, en dat 
dat een doorslaggevende factor kan hebben in hoe je het integratie traject inga, en die 
connecties is eigenlijk ook waar ik probeer te bevestigen met overname die we afgelopen tijd 
gedaan hebben. Waarbij ik dus nu terug kom op die. Je gaf ook aan Gretag Graphics, daar 
was je ook betrokken bij geweest? 

 
I1: Ja 
 
MR: Ja die had ik niet origineel gepland maar die ben ik ook tegengekomen. Kun je daar wat over 

vertellen wat het bovenliggende doel was.  
 
I1: Bovenliggende doel was heel eenvoudig. Die hebben wij in 2001 geacquireerd. En in 2000 

hebben we dus geconcludeerd dat de TDLS markt op zn retour ing. Uiteindelijk heeft dat heel 
lang geduurd maar je zag dat de markt dus in 2004 2005 wel, ja over 5 jaar is er geen TDS 
meer. Die gaat gewoon weg. Wij wisten dat. Ik zat toen in het management team van wide 
format in Venlo en we zeiden toen al ja we moeten naar andere soorten applicaties, We 
moeten eigenlijk naar wij noemen dat display graphics. Heet nog steeds zo. Die maken dat 
soort dingen, we moeten naar display Graphics achtige applicaties. Wij deden dat eigenlijk 
altijd beetje , we kochten wat links en recht, bij Encad en bij andere HP maar dat is eigenlijk 
allemaal geen sustainable business en een handelaar daar zijn we veel te duur voor. Dus we 
moeten zelf een bedrijf acquireren waar wij mee de.. 

 
MR: De transitie kunnen maken 
 
I1: Ja de groeipocket van wide format omdat TDLS afneemt, moet dat de nieuwe groeipocket 

worden. 
 
PvK: Dat display graphics is dus eigenlijk groot formaat voor marketing doeleinden? 
 
I1: Ja, posters en tegenwoordig dure printen. Ik zeg maar altijd zo, een tekening is hetzelfde als 

een A4’tje dat flikker je weg. Display graphics daar is printen het doel op zich, daar gaat het 
om de print. Dat hang je op omdat het mooi. Nou dat had eerst smerige inkt. Nou daar 
hebben wij een exercitie van gemaakt welke bedrijven moet je nou hebben. Dat hebben we 
heel structureel gedaan. Toen kwamen we bij Gretag Graphics uit, we hoeven dat niet op zich 
te integreren, je moet wel eigen producten maken en die moet wel door de Opco’s verkocht 
gaan worden. Dat heeft een hele tijd geduurd, daarnaast hadden ze ook het software center, 
daar bij Onyx software, dat is een RIP software. Die kregen we eigenlijk mee dat was eigenlijk 
een stand alone bedrijfje en die waren marktleider in RIP software, om mee te scannen. 
Daarvan hebben we gezegd, die moet gewoon stand alone blijven. Daar moest de naam Océ 
niet te veel aan verbonden worden. Stand alone laten en staat tot vandaag de dag nog steeds 
succesvol. Dus niet integreren, nog steeds succesvol, omdat de markt positie dusdanig goed 
was dat moest niet te veel met Océ in verband gebracht worden want dat verkochten we aan 
HP en allerlei concurrenten, dus zo stand alone mogelijk. Doet het tot vandaag de dag nog 
steeds goed. We hebben gekozen, wij willen de beste worden in flatbed printing en dat is 
redelijk goed gelukt, dus daar hebben we eigenlijk daar hebben we eigenlijk de strategische 
doelen die wij voor ogen hadden, een nieuwe groeipocket brengen binnen wide format, is 
redelijk gelukt. Integreren waar het kon, toch de eigen entiteit te laten hebben. Alles in 
Vancouver te laten en de eigen cultuur en wel wat inhoudelijke besturing vanuit Venlo. En de 
Opcos gewoon laten verkopen. Laten heeft Fuji hier licentie van gekocht en hebben we het 
onder de Fuji naam verkocht. Een tweede outlet was ook een goede keuze geweest. Het 
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heeft redelijk aan onze doelstellingen voldaan. Hij is haast in Europa wel even groot als TDS, 
het begon met niks. De winstgevendheid is natuurlijk een heel stuk minder maar dat komt 
omdat TDS twee aanbieders wereldwijd 70% markt aandeel hadden. Nu heb je 1000 
aanbieders wereldwijd waar wij 5% markt aandeel halen, ja dan liggen de prijs niveaus net 
wat anders. Plus dat ligt de inkt inkoop , wij maken toners zelf en daar verdienen wij in Venlo 
goud mee. Inkt inkoop hebben ze [confedential], dat is wel een verschil. En dus de 
doelstellingen zijn dus redelijk behaald.  

 
PvK: De bedrijven waren complementair, het gekochte bedrijf had een hoop markt kennis en 

eigenlijk bijna, ze hadden wel printers maar je zou het als prototypes kunnen zien, en Océ 
bracht ze echt. 

 
I1: Die bracht kwaliteit in. Zij kennen echt die markt wel, en wij brachten kwaliteit, R&D en 

productie. En verkopen was bij hun niet goed. EN met onze NSO’s kunnen wij wel verkopen. 
Dus we hebben echt onze kennis wel ingebracht. En dat hebben we redelijk succesvol 
gedaan. 

 
MR: Het was een samenwerking van 
 
I1: Ja  
 
MR: Partijen die bij elkaar kwamen.  
 
I1: Maar wel in een ander segment. Maar hun business model had anders gemoeten, maar ook 

service organisatie hebben we ook wel geïntegreerd, dat gaat prima, maar ook sales hebben 
we geïntegreerd dat gaat ook prima. Dan heb je wel die dedicatie, het is veel meer applicatie 
denken dan product denken. Dat hebben we best wel goed gedaan. Dus per saldo we hebben 
uiteindelijk daar. We hadden een purchase agreement[confedential]. Dat ligt puur aan mij 
want niemand snapte meer hoe het in elkaar zat maar ik had zo extreem ingewikkelde 
constructie gemaakt over hoe de verrekening achteraf moest plaatsvinden dat niemand meer 
snapte en gewoon de hand schudden. Ooit heb ik daar complimenten van [confedential] van 
gehad want ik heb daar echt [confedential] minder betaald dan dat werd afgesproken. En nu 
wisten zij het ook niet meer. 

 
PvK: En nu is het ook nog meer waard ook nog, als je kijkt naar die pockets. 
 
I1: Ja ik weet niet wat eruit komt. Ik denk dat die business meer dan 55 miljoen waard is, denk 

het ook. Denk dat we achteraf een goede keuze is gemaakt. Het heeft iets te lang geduurd, 
dat heeft ook met politiek te maken. Wij hadden daar veel eerder, de toenmalige, net als bij 
Groupware hadden we echt meteen een andere R&D baas op moeten zetten. Hier hebben 
we ook nog twee jaar liggen aankloten met de toenmalige eigenaar. Die hadden we meteen 
op de keien moeten zette. Meteen een Océ man op moeten zetten. Maja nu bij AMS dat 
hebben we wel een Océ baas op gezet, maar je moet er gewoon een goede kerel op zetten. 
Ik denk ook dat je am ende ook wel Océ baas er neer moet zetten 

 
PvK: Meteen? Is er bij Archer meteen toen [confedential] neer gezet? 
 
I1: Nee nee nee, daar is wel 10 jaar overheen gegaan. 
 
PvK: Dus ze hebben het echt enorm apart laten staan. En dan de enige maat van integratie is dan 

dat je er een Océ baas op zet.  
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I1: Ja op den duur ook wel wat meer maar daar zitten niet veel Oce’ers, de baas misschien nog 
een of twee mensen in de organisatie die wat echt de jurist is. Maar niet zo veel. Daar was 
echt hele andere business. Nou groupware heb ik verteld, Archer heb ik verteld, Display 
Graphics, of Gretag heb ik verteld. Mooie projecten om mee te maken.  

 
PvK: Kun je Display Graphics een beetje plaatsen in je model? 
 
MR: Ja, ik heb die wel in mijn lijst staan maar ik dat niet bij Joost gevraagd of we jou daarvoor 

konden contacteren. Maar die kan ik ook plaatsen in mijn model. Ik weet niet of je nog tijd, 
dan kan ik je wat laten zien over het model.  

 
I1: Nou ik weet het niet, volgens mij heb ik een andere afspraak. 
 
MR: Zoals Philippe aan geeft, je ziet de blokjes erin vallen. Maar als het natuurlijk niet uit komt 

een andere keer.  
 
I1: Ja ik krijg dadelijk een andere afspraak.  
 
MR: Dan wil ik je bedanken voor de input. 
 
I1: Ja dus de conclusie is, je moet heel goed nadenken waarom je iets wil kopen en hoe ga je het 

integreren. Ik kan je vertellen, wij hebben recentelijk twee acquisities gedaan in Nederland. 
Eentje hebben we compleet een reverse integratie, hebben we onze activiteiten daaronder 
gezet. En de rest zo veel mogelijk apart laten. Maar niet met die zware kosten corporate 
cultuur. En de andere activiteiten die ik twee weken geleden gekocht hebben, die staat nu 
nog apart maar daar gaan we op termijn wel enigszins te integreren.  

 
MR: Waarom is de keuze daarop gevallen, om hem toch te integreren. 
 
I1: Omdat die activiteit, omdat er overlap bestaat in onze markt. Maar ondanks dat ze kleiner 

zijn dat wij hierbij gaan. Dat wij daar naartoe gaan. Kijk omdat wij als Canon niet zijn ingericht 
op services en solutions business. Onze systemen zijn er niet voor geschikt, onze organisatie 
is er niet voor geschikt. Dus je wilt het eigenlijk wat meer apart zetten. En zo zijn we nu 
automatiseringssystemen aan het maken.  
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Appendix 7.2 Case 2 

M&A case: Case 2: Imagistics, 2005 USA 
Participants: Interviewee 2 (I2) – Senior Sales Director Canon 
  Mike Rademakers (MR) – Researcher  
Location: Skype meeting connecting Nijmegen, the Netherlands and London, UK 
Duration: 21:27 minutes.  
 
MR: Ik heb het volgens mij ook al kort gemaild. Toen vroeg ik wat de overliggende gedacht was 

van de overname. Toen reageerde je dat Imagistics al belanghrijk was als distributiepartner. 
Dat de toegang tot de Imagistics klantenbasis een belangrijke rationaal was. Klopt dat? 

 
I2: Ja dat klopt. Ik zal het even kort toelichtenh. Imagistics was eigenlijk een company die faxen 

verkocht vroegenb en kopieerapparaten zoals de printing divisie van Pickney bose. Die zijn 
daarna zelfstandig gegaan. Die hebben veel succes gehad met name met het verkopen van 
faxen aan grote bedrijven in Amerika waarbij ze dus ook toegang bij die bedrijven tot de 
beslissers en dat werd gezien als een uitstekende basis om ook onze producten straks bij die 
klanten naar binnen te kunnen brengenb. Dat was een van de overwegingen, de ander 
overweging was als je dat doen, kun je ook blindende producten zoals de high production 
apparatuur bij die klanten binnen brengen, omdat je nu eenmaal met de juiste beslissers om 
de tafel zit. En Océ had natuurlijk op dat gebied natuurlijk nog wat groei te maken in amerika. 
Dus daaruit kwam het voort. Het was dus zowel product gerelateerd om onze producten te 
verkopen als markt gerelateerd om een groot aandel van de markt te verkrijgen. 

 
MR: Oke, wat was jouw rol in de overname? 
 
I2: Ik ben daar in eerste instantie naar toe te gaan om in de hoog volume productie organisatie 

te integreren in Imagistics en dus die sales uit te kunnen bouwen, dat is korte tijd later 
gevolgd door een rol waarbij ik verantwoordelijk werd voor de national accounts. Imagistics 
dat zijn eigenlijk de account van alle grotere bedrijven. In die tijd had Imagistics twee grote 
sales organisatie. Een was hun standard business, dat was gewoon de street business die 
gedaan werd in printers, en het andere was national accounts, daar zaten ook de fax 
contracten enzovoorts. 

 
MR: Zijn jullie toen met de planning van de overname van Imagistics bezig geweest met de 

integratie, hoe gedacht had om Imagistics verder te laten ontwikkelen? 
 
I2: Ja dat is zeker het geval geweest. Daar ben ik overigens niet bij betrokken geweest, ik zat 

toen in Engeland en toen werd mij daarna gevraagd om naar Amerika te gaan om dat te gaan 
doen maar in dat proces is nagedacht over hoe de organisaties in elkaar geschoven konden 
worden. En dat betekent dat Océ van oudsher een wideformat poot had een prodicution 
printing poot en in production printing pot zat ook een stuk van de sales organisatie die het 
hoogvolume stuk moet verkopen maar binnen dat kader zijn een man of 60 70 vanuit die 
organisatie om geintegreerd binnen imagistics en dit is van te voren gebeurd. 

 
MR: En hebben die ook posities ingenomen in het management team, de board? 
 
I2: Ik heb een positie in het management team gekregen dat is een bijzondere en alternatieve 

poot geweest binnen imagistics pas later is dat wat meer geintegreerd met de national 
accounts, waar ik dan ook verantwoordelijk voor ben. Dus het was eigenlijk zeg maar een 
additioneel stuk bij de imagistics organisatie. Maar het gaat verder dan dat want het 
management van imagistics heeft het management van Océ USA overgenomen. Dus in 
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termen van overname, was het wel een overname van Imagistics door Océ maar op het 
gebied van management was voor een groot deel het omgekeerde het geval.  

 
MR: Dus een reverse integration als het ware? 
 
I2: Ja 
 
MR: En was dat ook vanuit Canon zijnde de planning?  
 
I2: Vanuit Océ is dat [confedential] en zijn constructor ongetwijfeld de bedoeling geweest.  
 
MR: En nu dus untill this day zit eigenlijk origineel van Imagistics het management team in Océ 

USA? 
 
I2: Nou dat is natuurlijk allemaal redelijk vertroebeld geworden. Océ is natuurlijk later 

overgenomen door (Canon) en uiteindelijk paste de business die Imagistics deed voor een 
groot deel bij de business die Canon deed. Daar hoort ook een verhaal bij. Canon had een 
hele grote partner in de verenigde staten Icon, en die veranderde van leverancier, naar Ricoh 
en dat betekende vor Canon en enorme adelating in omzet. Dat is uiteindelijk een van de 
redenen geweest waarom Océ interessant was voor Canon om dat gat weer op te kunnen 
vullen. Later zijn al die organisatie ondergebracht in Canon. CBS heet dat.  

 
MR: Oke, en nu wilde ik meer weten over het traject zeg maar. Wat voor tijd is er over heen 

gegaan, weet je dat. Vanaf het moment van de aankoop. 
 
I2: Die acquisitie is volgens mij beklonken in de zomer en de aankondiging ergens in oktober 

geweest en ik ben al vanaf 1 november naar amerika gegaan. Dat is een heel snel process 
geweest. 

 
MR: Is het doel zeg maar, heeft het gewerkt met de overname met Imagistics. We hadden het net 

over een deel van de klanten basis en de product similarities.  
 
I2: Een ding, ik denk dat je in de gaten moet houden dat Imagistics was een bedrijf waar vooral 

office apparaten werden verkocht en vendor business en street verkoop dat was een cultuur, 
dat was helemaal geen cultuur die bij Océ paste. Dus die was heel vreemd. Daar voelde de 
leiding van Imagistics ook problemen. Omdat daar mensen op een andere manier 
gehonoreerd en betaald worden. Die vonden integratie met Océ in de tijd zeker een 
bedreiging omdat ze dachten dat het zou leiden tot onrust waarbij uiteindelijk het 
verkoopapparaat duurder zou worden en dat ze geen winst meer konden maken. Dat is een 
belangrijke zorg geweest dat is een. Het andere punt is dat als je deze groepen samen 
brengrt. Dan ook bij de national accounts zijn er zeg maar senior accountmanagers 
verantwoordelijk voor grote accounts. Daar breng je dan een product specialisten naartoe 
die gewend zijn om in hoog volume te verkopen. Die moeten dan tesamen een account 
delen. Nou onder vertegenwoordigers is dat een hee moeizaam process en als dat dan ook 
voort komt uit een overname dan is dat heel moeilijk voor elkaar te krijgen. Die vijandigheid 
ontstond uit eerste instantie om als verantwoordelijke verantwoordelijk te blijven voor je 
vooral geen collega’s uit te nodigen naar klanten, er werd gewoon gedaan alsof die 
opportunities er niet waren. Dat is een process dat kost tijd en die tijd hadden wij niet echt.  

 
MR: Hoe is daarmee om gegaan dan? 
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I2: Nou dat is een process geweest waarbij in eerste instantie de organisatie aeperaat geweest 
is. De professional print organisatie separaat van de rest. Later is dat meer geïntegreerd in 
national account stuk . Alleen bij Imagistics waren de mensen overtuigd gebleven van het feit 
dat de cultuur van het verkopen van professional print en de cultuur van office producten 
aan national acccounts twee heel verschollende dingen zijn. De leiding van imagistics heeft 
uiteindelijk naar venlo toe wel zoveel mogelijk medewerking verleend maar binnen amerika 
zelf was er duidelijk veel meer tegenwerkingen. 

 
MR: Dus dat heeft wel een paar drempels opgeleverd.  
 
I2: Ja, het was politiek gezien een moeilijke situatie.  
 
MR: Zou dat misschien anders of betere getackeld kunnen worden met een andere integratie 

strategie? Waarbij je bijvoorbeeld niet in eerste instantie stand alone zou laten staan, maar 
dat je proactiever samen gaat werken om een oplossing te vinden.  

 
I2: Ja kijk als je ernaar kijkt dan zeg je, als je dat allemaal sneller onder een leiding geschroven 

had, dan was dat mogelijk beter afgelopen. Dat had je veel sneller het juiste gedrag proberen 
af te dwingen. Er moet ook bij gezegd worden, als je een amerikaanse sales organisaties 
werkt dan als je aan de ene kant het Imagistics stuk hebt Aan de andede kant ook de markt 
verdeeld met aan de ene kant ook een sales organisatie die achterbleef in de profesionele 
organisatie die in florida gehuisvest was. Dat leidde uberhaupt onderling tot veel spanning, 
mensen die wel werden overgeheveld, mensen die niet werden overgeheveld. Vooraf 
beschermde ze allemaal hun eigen accounts af. In die strijd is te weinig gekeken naar het 
grotere belang van Oce.  

 
MR: Maar dat, die soort van weerstand komt voort vanuit de sales organisatie, de mederwerkers? 
 
I2: Die zat gewoon duidelijk op de vloer en daar was bij de leiding van Imagistics was duidelijk 

war dat vandaan kwam. Bij de leiding van Océ denk ik dat veel mensen te veel afstonden van 
dit soort realiteiten om daar echt doorheen te kunnen stappen. 

 
MR: Was dit project officieel gevalueerd hierna? 
 
I2: Niet dat ik weet. Het is wel zo dat de overname van Imagistics opzich niet slecht geweest is 

voor Oce. Uiteindelijk heeft het Océ aantrekkelijk gemaakt voor het kiezen van een alliance 
partner van office producten Konica Menolta in eerste instantie, voordat Océ is overgenome 
door Canon. Ik ben ervan overtuigd van het feit dat Océ die distributieorganisatie gekocht 
heeft uiteindelijk ook een belangrijkere rol gespeeld heeft in de keuze van Canon om Océ te 
willen nemen. Je moet dat wel in de context zien. Het process om uiteindelijk die integratie 
tot een succes te laten verlopen was in eerste instantie een langdurig proess geweest. En dan 
had je ook aan de kant van de leiding andere keizes moeten maken en dan niet zo zeer 
personen maar wel de manier waarop je het organiseert als dat er gemaakt waren in de 
eerste instantie. 

 
MR: Dus jij zou in retrospectief nu zeggen, dat we wat verder hadden meten integreren? Dat 

stand-alone eerder niet doen en meer samen gaan? 
 
I2: We hadden vee sneller moeten integreren dan toen het geval geweest was. Er waren twee 

belemmeringen bij denk ik. Het was al een vrij drastisch allemaal. Een van belemeringen was 
dat men bij Imagistics enorm huiverig was dat in hun ogen relatief hoog betaalde 
vertegenwoordigers van Océ tot een zuiging konden leiden van vertegenwoordigers die veel 
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minder goed betaald waren, die graag een job wilde hebben aan de bovenkant het bedrijf. Bij 
productie, nou dat konden zij zich ook niet permitteren want dan raakte ze te veel goede 
mensen kwijt en te veel relaties met klanten. Dus die waren bang om uiteindelijk in te 
moeten leveren op hun performance. Aan de kant van Océ was het meer en kwestie van 
hoeveel zeggenschap wil je hebben en hoeveel wil je integreren. Die hebben ze grotendeels 
bij Imagistics gelaten waardoor een bepaalde drempels niet over gegaan werden. 

 
MR: Was dus eigenlijk heeft geleid tot problemen misschien wel in de integratie uiteindelijk. 
 
I2: Daar zijn zeker problemen geweest in die integratie daarna. 
 
MR: Je hebt het al een paar keer aangegeven maar subjectief gezien voor jou, heb je het gevoel 

dat er steken zijn laten liggen en misschien wel verbeteringen zouden kunnen zijn? 
 
I2: Ik denk dat dat ook anders had kunnen worden aangevlogen. Ik denk dat de bezwaren 

aangelegd hadden moeten worden en niet direct onder Imagistics leiding alleen het 
aansturen van de account binnen Imagistics. Dan had het anders gekund. Dat vereist ook 
management, want dit soort dingen is meer uit eigen beleving erkent zou hebben. Dat moest 
het wat meer zijn, iets wat je uit eigen ervaring kent, dan dat je gewon op papier kijkt naar de 
voordelen die er zijn. Ik denk dat cultuur, dat dat een heel belangrijk aspect is in dit stuk. 

 
MR: Helemaal mee eens. Zou je zeggen dat je uiteindelijk, de manier hoe je integratie organiseert, 

dus als het ware ik laat een partij alleen staan of juist ik knip hem helemaal op en in integreer 
hem in één, zou dat volgens jou afhankelijk moeten zijn van het feit hoe verschillend die 
culturen zijn? Ik kan me namelijk ook voorstellen dat je zegt, dat heeft zijn implicaties, een 
heel verschillende cultuur, maar dat neemt niet weg dat je een bepaalde integratie 
organisatie voor ogen hebt, wat misschien het beste zou kunnen werken voor je succes, van 
je overname.  

 
I2: Ja nee kijk, ik denk dat als je door veranderingen heen moet, dan kun je het beste maar en 

hele stap zetten en als je een halve stap zet om te beginnen dan is dat eigenlijk niet 
voldoende.  

 
MR: Omdat je dan dus ruimte laat voor weerstand, moet ik dat zo zien? 
 
Dan laat je ruimte voor weerstand. Dat gaat broeien. Als je daarna nog een keer een stap wil zetten, 
dan wordt het alleen maar lastiger.  
 
MR: Dan zit je tegen een hele groep aan te hikken wat dat betreft. 
 
I2: Ja en dan zijn er heel veel mensen die conflicten met elkaar gehad hebben, dat maak het 

allemaal moeilijker om tot goede samenwerking te komen daarna. 
 
MR: Dus cultuur was in dit geval ook een probleem of een struikelblok. 
 
I2: Het is cultuur aan de ene kant en aan de andere kant is het ook een verschil van honoreren 

van verschillende vertegenwoordigers. En de angst dat je de busines model wat je had, en 
dat is bij Imagistics het geval, dat je dat niet meer vast kunt houden in de nieuwe constellatie 
waardoor je ook je profitability verloren ziet gaan. Het zijn wel allemaal zakelijke argumenten 
he. 
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MR: Nee tuurlijk, dat snap ik. Wat ik daar een beertje uit proef. Hoe blij was Imagistics met deze 
overname initieel gezien. 

 
I2: Ik denk dat Imagistics erg blij was met de overname omdat het de company gered heeft. 

Omdat hun profitability korte tijd later geweldig onder druk kwam te staan. Aan de andere 
kant, kijk ze kwamen ook af van een groot bedrijf, Pickney Bose, daar zat ook een zekere 
trots en er waren ook amerikanen vonden dat zij beter wisten hoe je in amerika moest 
managen dan europeanen die daar naartoe kwamen.  

 
MR: Maar je gaf ook aan, dat je zegt, hun business model, hoe ze werkten dat zagen ze in gevaar 

komen. 
 
I2: Ja zeker, vanaf het eerste moment dat ik sprak met de president van de company heeft hij 

dat keer op keer herhaald. 
 
MR: Oke interessant. Zijn anders enkele andere grote problemen geweest in jouw visie tijdens het 

integratietraject? Misschien belangrijke mensen verloren of dergelijke ? 
 
I2: Nee, ik denk dat per saldo dat dat de meest belangrijke aspecten waren. Een is er nog wel. 

Wat onvoldoende, maar dat heeft meer men due dillegence te maken van te voren. Er werd 
verwacht dat al de account binnen de national accounts zouden kunnen leiden tot het snel 
realiseren van verkopen van onze producten in omgevingen waar we nog niet waren bij die 
accounts. En denk dat daarmee ernstig onderschat is hoe belangrijk relaties waren in dat 
process. 

 
MR: Oke dus op klantgebied is er wat onderbelicht geweest? 
 
I2: Op klantgebied, op een afstand zeg je ja. Maar in de praktijk deed je er weinig aan. 
 
MR: Wat zegt u? 
 
I2: In de praktijk had je weinig aan die relaties. 
 
MR: Oke.  
 
I2: Daar zaten niet de beslissers. 
 
MR: Dat zijn mijn dingen die ik wilde weten. Zijn er nog adtitionele dingen die in jou ogen relevant 

zijn voor het integratie traject of wat we gemist hebben? Een groot probleem geweest of 
succes geweest.  

 
I2: Nee weet je wat. Er zijn eigenlijk als je nar dit soort dingen kijkt twee dingen. Ten eerste, de 

aannames die je op papier zien kloppen die. Ik heb je net gezegd over de aanname dat de 
national accounts vlotte start zou kunnen geven voor onze business die klopte niet. En het 
tweede aspect heeft erg veel te amken met hoe schuif je organisaties, want het zijn toch vrij 
grote organisaties, hoe schuif je dat in elkaar. Hoe doe je dat in een keer goed. Ik denk dat in 
dat proces dat de angst van Imagistics om dat business model in gevaar te zien komen een 
grotere rol gespeeld heeft dan uiteindelijk het verstand van hoe zouden we dat moeten 
organiseren als je gaat kijken naar een organisatie die succesvol kan zijn. Dan wordt er voor 
een stappentraject gekozen. Dat stappentraject werkt gewon heel moeizaam. Er zat bij 
allebei de organisties gewoon te veel verleden.  
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MR: Oke duidelijk. Dan wil ik je nog maals bedanken voor je tijd en je info. 
 
I2: Graag gedaan ik wens je veel succes. 
 
<End of relevant info> 
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Appendix 7.3 Case 3 

M&A case: Case 3: Océ acquisition, 2011, The Netherlands 
Participants: Interviewee 3 – Executive PPP  
  Mike Rademakers (MR) – Researcher  
Location: Venlo, the Netherlands 
Duration: 30:39 minutes.  
 
 
MR:  Natuurlijk vertrouwd behandeld. De eerste vraag waar ik in het begin even op aanhaalde. 

Wat ik altijd zie terug komen is becoming the #1 presence in the printing industry. Was 
eigenlijk in ieder geval gecommuniceerd naar buiten als objective. 

 
I3: Ja klopt, objective vanuit Canon 
 
MR: Canon was natuurlijk wel al bezig in de printers zeg, maar op een ander segment dan Océ 

denk ik.  
 
I3: Ja. Canon is al sinds decenia, 70 jarige, actief als printer leverancier en ontwikkelaar. Richtte 

zich daarbij vooral, of uitsluitend, op de office markt en de corporate markt. Ook de wat 
productievere oplossingen voor centrale reproafdelingen. Daar had Canon een portfolio. Je 
had een divisie maakt office printers en leid production machine en een divisie ook al sinds 
ten minste een decennium waar ze inkjet printers ontwikkelden, vooral voor de showroom 
markt. Daar vind je bij elke media markt kun je een Canon printer kopen voor thuis gebruik. 
Dus canon was zeer actief en veel groter dan Océ in printing. En vandaar ook dat ze hun 
positie wilde versterken to become number one. Belangrijke concurrent is Xerox en HP, 
Konica Minalta, dan heb je wel de grote te pakken. Ricoh is ook een grote speler. En wij 
waren een kleine speler in die wereld. Wij hadden in Europa een 2% markt aandeel, en 
Canon had 16%. Naast die office print markt en die showroom markt had Canon weinig tot 
geen activiteit. Océ wel. Océ was en is groot in transaction en direct mail printing 
oplossingen. En in het bieden van print oplossingen voor de CAD markt, ontwerpersmarkt, 
zowel in de bouw als machine bouw en automotive. Dus de synergie die Canon zocht was 
vergroting in het Office segment, waar wij goed gepositioneerd zijn bij grote bedrijven in het 
bieden van totaal oplossingen, komt business services ook vandaan. En canon een breder 
perspectief had en sterker was in het Midden klein bedrijf. Dus daar was min of meer een 
match. We hebben toch voor de EG een vergelijk moeten maken. Dont we become too 
dominant? Toen bleek dat de overlap in klantsegmenten relatief gering was. Wij deden 1 
miljard omzet in office markt. Canon deed toen ongeveer 10 miljard euro omzet, in dezelfde 
office markt. Waarbij Canon vooral midden klein bedrijven bediende en wij bij bedrijven zoals 
ING, Sears, grote bedrijven waar wij kind aan huis waren. 

 
MR: En dan voornamelijk in Europa? 
 
I3: Nee wij hadden zowel in Europa als in US een goede positie. Omdat we een autonome positie 

en die hebben we verder versterkt met de acquisities van een van de grotere dealers in office 
appratuur. Océ Imagistics. Dus het is nooit zo heel specifiek uitgesproken, de office markt 
consolideert het is geen groei markt. Ze zoeken schaalgrote, en canon is een van hoofdspeler 
en toen paste de acquisitie van Océ wel goed om een stuk schaalgrote te realiseren in e 
office markt.  
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MR: Het gaat dus voor Canon ook om die twee procent wat je zegt. En hoever speelde het mee 
dat Océ misschien ook meer in de industrieel printen zat. Ik denk dat het heel handig kan zijn 
voor diversificatie.  

 
I3: Op twee fronten een goede match hadden. Enerzijds we konden Canon helpen versterken in 

het office segment. Daarnaast had Océ goede posities in aantal segmenten waar Canon 
helemaal niet actief in is. En canon had zichtzelf het doel gesteld om breder dan in corporate, 
ook in andere print applicatie zich te ontwikkelen. Dus er waren twee perspectieve. Er was 
nog een derde. Canon wil haar positie realiseren op bassi van technology ownership. Dus ze 
waren niet opzoek naar een distributeur want er zijn andere partijen, die in de markt als 
distributeur of OEM spelen. Canon zocht die ook eigen technologie had omdat vanuit 
technologie een positie willen op bouwen.  

 
MR: Wat we hier in Venlo eigenlijk hebben.  
 
I3: Wij zijn een technologie bedrijf, Canon is een technologie bedrijf. We waren beide actief in 

office waarbij wij een kleine speler waren maar wel actief in segmenten waar Canon niet 
vertegenwoordigd was. In een consolidatie slag past dat, we hadden daarnaast een aantal 
posities in blendende print markt waar Canon geen positie in had waarmee ze met ons een 
entree heeft gemaakt. Nou dat is in een nutshell de rationaal van Canon.  

 
MR: En oke dan zie je dus dat er een match is en dan kijk je naar de volgende stap het integratie 

proces waar je dan in gaat. Wat ik heb begrepen is dat in eerste instantie, wordt een divisie 
van Canon onder PPP dan, en legally ook een aparte entiteit. 

 
I3: En opgehangen in de Canon structuur. Canon heeft meerdere legal entities, ieder regio 

kantoor is ook een aparte entity. CEE en VE om een voorbeeld te noemen. Regio sales en 
hoofdkantoren is gevestigd in amstelveen juridisch. Zo zijn wij ook een legal entity binnen 
Canon group. 

 
MR: En als je dan een divisie wordt van Canon, de strategische autonomiteit blijft die wel? 
 
I3: Wij hebben als ik het samenvat twee opdrachten gekregen. Een, integreer de office activiteit 

in office imaging product. Dus een derde van het bedrijf is geïntegreerd in een divisie van 
Tokyo. 10 miljard plus 1 miljard geeft groei. En met het uitgangspunt dat we dezelfde markt 
bedienen, en onze portfolio elkaar versterkte is direct besloten in de onderhandelingen dat 
onze office activiteiten Document printen, volledig geïntegreerd zou worden in Tokyo en 
onder leiding zou komen te staan van Tokyo. Dat betekent voor de helft van de omzet, dat 
die omging naar Tokyo omdat wij in Office voor groot deel onze business baseerde op OEM 
business, geen eigen ontwikkeling meer hadden. Wel een positie in de markt. Production 
printing hadden we een portfolio en dat bestaat tot vandaag als een zelfstandige onderdeel 
van OIP. Strategisch onderdeel van die divisie, aangestuurd vanuit Tokyo ook financieel 
geconsolideerd. De andere twee derde van Océ werd PPP als speerpunt transaction mail, 
direct mail markt. Voornamelijk bestuurd vanuit Poing.  

 
MR: En dan heb ik ook begrepen dat Production printing dat een deel van R&D van Canon nu hier 

onder gebracht is, onder leiding van Venlo. 
 
I3: Wij hebben binnen de divisie een zelfstandige R&D divisie, dus we doen voorstellen. Wij 

formuleren het voor PPP. Das een. Onderdeel daarvan is dat we een Innovatie centrum 
hebben, en dat we die ook kunnen aansturen. Natuurlijk wel goedkeuring bij de board van 
Canon. Heb net zon proces achter de rug. MTP proces waarbij we elk jaar onze 3 jaren plan 
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presenteren. En dat wordt in aantal rondes besproken, met al dan niet bijstellingen 
geaccepteerd. Dat geeft ons een positie als innovatiecentrum. Het is de bedoeling geweest 
om, in de acquisitie paste dat ook heel goed. [confedential] had, voordat hij Océ accordeerde 
als 5 jaren plan. Een 5 jaren plan dat hij geformuleerd had, dat had als doelstelling om in elk 
geografische gebied van belang, zie Europa en Amerika, eigen ontwikkel capaciteit. Hij 
noemde dat het three headquater-principel. Daar zaten twee redenaties achter: 1 
risicospreiding 2. De overtuiging dat je vanuit Japans cultureel -perspectief nooit helemaal 
kunt invoelen wat de ontwikkel behoeftes zijn van een Westers continent. Vanuit 3 
headquater-principle kennis zich zou positioneren in het manage en capturen en van alle 
relevante import om te komen tot een breed dekkend portfolio en marktpositie. Dat 3 HQP 
had hij geformuleerd voordat hij Océ accordeerde. Dus past ook zeer precies hier. Daar paste 
Axis acquisitie in Zweden ook in. Hij wil ontwikkel centrum capaciteit voor key- imaging 
proposities ontwikkeling in Europa en doet dat ook voor Amerika. Er zijn aantal partijen 
geaccordeerd en ook opgebouwd om meer medical imaging Dus er waren nogal wat 
raakvlakken, althans dat paste in dat perspectief. Waar vestigt men een innovatiecentrum in 
Europa? Er waren hier best wel stemmen van , wij zijn geaccordeerde dus acquisitie innovatie 
activiteit of de innovatie activiteit wordt getransformeerd want Canon heeft een groot 
innovatiecentrum in Tokio. Precies niet wat men vond. Dus we hebben zelfstandige markt 
positie, business positie, business verantwoordelijkheid en een innovatie capaciteit die ten 
dienste is om vooral in B2B markt te ontwikkelen. 

 
MR: Zou je zeggen dat, voor de twee derde die niet… Ik bedoel de een derde wat niet naar Tokyo i
 s gegaan toch wel redelijk seperaat zijn gebleven, independent.  
 
I3: Ja en nee. 
 
MR: Omdat ik toch wel mensen veel mensen Océ zijn en van Océ komen.  
 
I3: Ja klopt wel, als je kijk naar een business propositie van een bedrijf dan bestaat die uit een 

innovatie capaciteit. Niet altijd maar in het geval van een technisch bedrijf wel. Business 
verantwoordelijkheid maar ook een go-to-market inrichting. Die inrichting die, we zijn voor 
ons innovatie perspectief en ons strategisch kader niet geïntegreerd in een andere entiteit 
van Canon, dus als zelfstandig bedrijf of divisie zou je kunnen zeggen. Maar onze go-to-
market is volledig geïntegreerd in de Canon structuur. 

 
MR: Dus dat zijn de sales kanalen? 
 
I3: Dat zijn sales kanalen en distributie inrichting. Dus zelfstandig… We zijn een integraal 

onderdeel geworden van de Canon structuur die opgebouwd is. We zitten toevallig in Europa 
maar we zijn opgehangen in de structuur die Canon heeft en had. Product voorbrengen, 
operations dus, camera en office printing divisie, medical divisie, netwerk camera divisie en 
een production printing divisies. Wij zijn een van de divisies.  

 
MR: We zijn dus eigenlijk een grote schakel voor het hele print netwerk.  
 
I3: Die entiteit bepalen we in overleg met de board onze richting ons perspectief. Maar de go-to-

markt is voor al die perspectieven is voor al die divisies geïntegreerd. Dus de RSHQ die 
hebben de doelstelling om alle product proposities van die 6 divisies te vermarkten en 
posities op te bouwen in de respectievelijke regio’s. Daarin zijn we, ja jij noemt zelfstandig, 
niet zelfstandig gebleven. 
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MR: Ja, je kan het op twee manieren interpreteren als jij dat zo zegt. Zelfstandig, je bent natuurlijk 
niet zelfstandig want je hoort in het Canon framework, maar an sich. 

 
Maar voor de go-to-market zijn we echt geïntegreerd, volledig.  
 
MR: Ja. Je past dan zeg maar goed in het plaatje van Canon. Hoe gaat dat in de praktijk, is dat dan 

opgedragen? Ik weet dat de steering committee bestond uit equal part Canon  
 
I3: Hoe bedoel je opgedragen? 
 
MR: Nou dat je Canon komt kloppen en zeggen wij zijn heel geïnteresseerd en jullie passen hier. 

Of gebeurt dat eerder dat ze zeggen, Hoe kunnen we samen kijken hoe we opereren. 
Hoeverre heeft Océ daar ook een gedachte gehad over de organisatie van de integratie? 

 
I3: De acquisitie besluit wordt door Canon genomen, we waren ook in de markt. We hebben 

verschillende gesprekken gehad met partijen. In een groot deel van onze industrie vind een 
consolidatie plaats. Wij waren opzoek naar partners. Uiteindelijk besluit Canon naar een 
aantal verkennende gesprekken dat wij een interessante partij zijn en bepaalde daarmee de 
mars route. Bijvoorbeeld integreren van de Office-tak , dat was een discussie. Dat was iets 
wat vooraf bedacht was door Canon. Waarbij de uitvoeringsvorm, dus de hoe, en hoe we dat 
faseren is in grote mate van samenwerking gebeurt. Dus de richtingscoëfficiënt werd bepaald 
door Canon maar de invulling daarvan hebben we aan tafel gezeten en dat begon al bij de 
onderhandelingen. Ik heb onderdeel mogen zijn van de onderhandelingsgesprekken samen 
met [confedential] en de toenmalige legal officer. Waarbij de principes gedefinieerd zijn, 
maar vervolgens de invulling zijn eerste contour heeft gekregen en daarin hebben we, ik zou 
niet zeggen als gelijkwaardige partners want dat ben je natuurlijk niet, je bent de te 
overnemen partij, maar toch wel op basis van respect en inzicht zijn we tot een 
gemeenschappelijk perspectief gekomen. Dat heeft ook geleidt tot een proces waarbij we 
zowel de sales integratie als de ophanging van de divisie PPP in Canon, in het proces vervat 
waarbij er team A tot en met team I, integratie teams gevormd die de opdracht hebben 
gekregen om in samenwerking te komen tot een integratie proces. Dus we hadden team ABC 
waren de drie regio’s.  

 
MR: Dat is ook van Océ en Canon? 
 
I3: Dat waren participanten van beide Océ en Canon. Die vervolgens onder leiding van Canon en 

een Océ representative, al die teams hadden een rapportageplicht aan Van Iperen gaven met 
als doelstelling hoe komen we tot een efficiënte inrichting hoe komen we tot de integratie 
van de sales organisaties. Dat gebeurde in Europa onder leiding van [confedential], tot met 
team I. Waarbij R&D functies beschouwd werden, Sales functies beschouwd werden, er was 
een integratie team legal. Integratie team IP waarbij op bassi van wederzijds respect 
gekomen zijn tot de vraag hoe het moest gebeuren. De wat vraag werd gedefinieerd, 
gedicteerd. Ik heb daar in een aantal teams mogen participeren, bijvoorbeeld bij de 
integratie team office divisie van 1 miljard. 1 OIP onder leiding van team I, dat is een proces 
van 2 jaar geweest. Daar hadden wij een blueprint neergelegd hoe die integratie moest 
plaatsvinden. In dat proces hebben we ook al gezamenlijke initiatieven op gezet. En 
uiteindelijk is in juni 2012 de integratie ook feitelijk plaatsgevonden. Dus die is afgerond, en 
dat was geen ocase. Niet zoiets van, zo gaan we het doen en hier komt een aantal mensen 
vertellen hoe het moet.  

 
MR: Complex vraagstuk natuurlijk 
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I3: Ik heb ook wel een andere integraties van iets minder dichtbij mogen meemaken, en dat kan 
ook anders.  

 
MR: Als we niet in retrospect terugkijken, hoe tevreden is beide Océ en Canon over het succes 

van deze. 
 
I3: Een persoonlijke vraag, ik kan alleen maar voor mezelf spreken. Ik denk dat het proces 

zorgvuldig is geweest. Ik denk dat het respectvol is geweest, en gepoogd heeft de 
meerwaarde van de integratie te identificeren en te borgen. Wij zijn niet op alle punten 
geslaagd. 

 
MR: Wat voor punten zijn dat? 
 
I3: Ik denk dat in de innovatie kant, heeft de samenwerking Canon Océ een sterkere dan de 

seperate entiteiten. We zijn ook echt een nieuwe assets voor Canon omdat we 
marktgebieden konden beschermen en ook verbeteren. Dat heeft er toe geleidt dat we 
Canon als totaal ook sterker in de markt. We hadden bepaald omzet in de CAD gis markt. 
Canon had daar ook ee aantal proposities maar sinds 2010 zijn we in die markt als Canon 
sterk gegroeid. Dat wel met een iets andere gewichtsverdeling van Venlo en Tokyo, maar als 
totaal is Canon daar beter van geworden. Omdat Canon toegang kreeg tot een aantal 
marktsegmenten waar Canon daarvoor geen toegang tot had.  

 
MR: Dat is ook waar we het in het begin kort over hadden. Aan de ene kant voor het grotere 

marktaandeel, twee is wat u nu zegt, een diversificatie in de print industry en dat kun je 
zeggen dat is gelukt. 

 
I3: Dat is gelukt ja 
 
MR: Misschien het derde puntje, zegt u de innovatiekracht, niet… 
 
I3: Nee de innovatie wel. Waar we nog hertel werkzaamheden moeten doen is de integratie van 

de Sales activiteit. Daar hebben we een bepaald perspectief verondersteld, ook wij vanuit 
Oce, van de rol van de regio. RSHQ, canon heeft daar ook een bepaald beeld op gehad. Ruim 
30 miljard omzet genereredn, Wij 3 miljard ongeveer. Dus het beeld wat aan de integratie 
ten grondslag lag voor het integreren van de sales kanalen. Als wij integreren binnen de sales 
kanalen van Canon het rolmodel is. Dat heeft zich niet overal positief uitgerold. Omdat, heel 
expliciet, het meerendeel van Canon vind zijn wel naar consumenten. Daar heb je een 
bepaalde inrichting voor nodig, bepaalde distributie, bepaalde logistieke inrichting. Maakt 
gebruik van veel indirecte kanelen, wholesale, retail, distributors, dealers. Wij hadden een 
dominant direct sales approach waarbij we sales organisaties direct aanstuurde en direct 
klant contact hadden en veel met de klant samen werkte om te komen tot een oplossing 
binnen de klant omgeving. En die twee passen niet, dat zijn geen natuurlijke matches. De 
een, heel extreem, als je een camera lanceert dan wil je dat die binnen een bepaald 
perspectief in de uithoeken van zuid–Amerika te verkrijgen is. Daar heb je een hele inrichting 
voor neergezet, logistiek maar ook qua sales model. Waarbij je als Canon nooit direct met 
klanten in contact bent terwijl wij direct met klanten praten over requirements en hoe 
kunnen wij je het beste bedienen. Daar nog wel wat smaken tussen zitten. Het integreren 
van het sales kanaal van Océ in dit model wat frictie op heeft geleverd en nog steeds. Daar 
zitten nog optimalisatie mogelijkheden. 
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MR: Als we dat terug kijken in retrospect, was het misshien een oplossing geweest om daar 
samen iets een consesus over te krijgen, in plaats van dat je zegt, we gaan het nu doen op de 
manier van Canon.  

 
I3: Die consensus was er wel. In retrospect, waar het bij ons ontbrak is de visie wat de sales 

functie omvatte. 
 
MR: Het begrijpen van? 
 
I3: Ja het begrijpen, gewoon het realiseren van. Een B2C sales approach is geen B2B sales 

approach en die lag onvoldoende op tafel. Het enige element waarbij dat heel nadrukkelijk 
naar voren kwam was in de markt van de Poing appratuur. Laten we zo zeggen dat waren 
voor Canon dusdanig andere producten. 

 
MR: Dat het gemakkelijk aan het licht kwam dat 
 
I3: Ja dat we zeiden, dat zullen we maar niet in het Canon model stoppen. Daar is ook in de 

integratie rekening mee gehouden dat het meer leeft zoals het was. Dat waren goederen van 
1,5 tot 2 miljoen, dat is wat anders dan camera’s distribueren. Dat geld niet voor Office en 
ook niet Wide format. Mijn portfolio bestaat uit producten van 10.000 tot 50.000. Dat lijkt 
heel veel qua prijsperspectief op office products.  

 
MR: Wellicht als dat toen der tijd beter aan het licht was gekomen hadden we dat misschien 

anders ingericht 
 
In denk dat de awareness onvoldoende was dat wij een andere distributie methode hadden die ook 
zijn meerwaarde heeft bij de klanten. Dat dat wat minder op tafel had gelegen dan nodig was. 
 
MR: Dan, denkt u, was er een andere beslissing gemaakt. 
 
I3: Dat weet je nooit, mar het inzicht was er gewoon niet. Ook van onze kant niet. We integreren 

onze sales kanalen en daar ging het proces ook in gezamelijkheid, creeren de blueprints. In 
het process ontstond het inzicht dat het business model van Océ die niet paste in de 
structuur van Canon. Er kwamen wat perspectieven naar boven, wij doen de business toch 
anders. We hebben ander offerings, wij gaan anders met klanten om. Ander 
verdienmodellen. Dat is aan het licht gekomen maar dat heeft niet geleid tot het veranderen 
van de invulling. In europa en amerika zeg ik dan hadden wij een dusdanig gewicht dat we 
voldoende management attention hebben gekregen. Dat is min of meer goed gemanaged. In 
de ander regios waar we veel kleiner zijn, en dus de relevantie voor de lokale sales 
organisatie veel minder is, heeft dat niet uitgewerkt zo dat het zou kunnen uitwerken. 
Hebben we in principe geen benefits gehad van het onderdeel zijn van Canon.  

 
MR: En is dat, puur voor mijn begrip, nu dat wat meer aan het licht is gekomen zijn er plannen 

gaande om dat op te lossen. 
 
I3: Het begint duidelijker te worden de laatste twee jaar dat er optimalisatie mogelijkheden zijn. 

Dat heeft er toe geleid dat we in Australië weer gaan desintegreren. Heb je dat gehoord? 
 
MR: Nee  
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I3: Wij hebben in Australia, dat wij geen benefits gecreëerd hebben om onderdeel te zijn van 
Canon sales organisatie. Toen is er besloten dat het verkoop kanaal weer gesplitst wordt en 
dat we een zelfstandige Océ verkoop organisatie in het leven roepen. 

 
MR: Interessante ontwikkeling.  
 
I3: In de veronderstelling dat het effectiever zou kunnen.  
 
MR: Oke goed, ik denk dat het tijd is, en ik wil u ook bedanken wat in heb wel een beetje een 

beeld gekregen. Ook kunnen vragen wat ik wilde vragen.  
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Appendix 7.4 Case 6  

M&A case: Case 6: Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz, 2000 Germany 
Participants: Interviewee 6 (I6) – Director Services and Support Canon 
  Mike Rademakers (MR) – Researcher  
Location: Venlo, the Netherlands 
Duration: 18:43 minutes.  
 
I6: The Company had two big pillars, one was scanning and scanning hardware as well and of 

course the software aspect with character recognition and document workflow software. So 
scanning and analyses documents and copy the data from these analyzing process and 
making the data, so these are the big assets. The software was called Docustar and they were 
really good at recognizing handwriting. You know in the former days especially in the US, 
check writing business is a big one and to work with the check from the banks, the banks 
have to scan it in and book the amount electronically and there was the software provided by 
Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz which was quite good in this. And the check business went 
down and came up the forms and… Well the forms were printed out and then filled in maybe 
by computer and by handwriting as well and then faxed someone or send by email to 
recognize certain areas on the forms. And make it then available in a database. 

 
MR: Was the thought process maybe to get that software, or to get the knowledge to build the 

software?  
 
I6: I think both, Océ in the former days was always a hardware company but it comes more from 

the chemical side instead of the toner and printer hardware. Software of course they always 
had it because to drive the products and the first hand workflow things but it was always 
developed in certain areas. You know they bought Siemens HL high speed printers they had 
the software also for their own. They bought Namur with some software. It was always in 
single spots and the ideas were with Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz because is was more 
than in this days a software company to have the skills and make it the center and get it more 
integrated. That was the idea I heard why it was explained to us why it was bought. Then I 
know that the former CEO [confedential] took a lot of effort to how can I say, to make this 
happen. And he traded some virtual or matrix organization where the people from the 
software work together but it was never physical integrated. Because it was always 
rebranded as Océ Document Systems.  

 
MR: I think Document Technologies 
 
I6: Ah sorry yes Document Technologies. And it was always kept as a single company. 
 
MR: Konstanz? 
 
I6: Yes Konstanz  
 
MR: And they just renamed it  
 
I6: Yes renamed it and put the management or link the management to Océ with the 

responsibility, but it was not so deep integrated that there was a task link in the software 
themselves. So prisma suites and all the other products were still kept stand alone and what 
I’m not sure about is was how the software architecture, because there was always a 
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software architect in Oce, how the software architecture how they included in the total 
concept. I don’t know that. There was a plan, fact is that it never happened. 

 
MR: So in my idea, the idea was that wanted to make a matrix organization with all the different 

software components with the idea to get one software knowledge group, but that never 
came off the ground? 

 
I6: No it was never seen in the company as this is our software hub. All the software we develop 

is somehow interlinked and we see that it fits together because of course all software can fit 
in one suite but there was never one software strategy which included all the products at 
least I never saw one. So maybe they developed high level plans but they were never 
disclosed to me.  

 
MR: Was the management team from originally Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz replaced by an 

Océ team or? 
 
I6: No only the CEO was replaced, it was an Océ guy [confedential] was his name. He was in Océ I 

think responsible for a part of the software development in the control arena and he was 
then appointed as the CEO in Konstanz. But this was the only substitution they did. The 
former CEO from Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz was at the time of the merger as well by 
Siemens. So Siemens led the M&A or the selling process of the company as well during this 
days Siemens put someone as an interim management for the M&A process. So there was a 
vacancy and it was from the beginning on clear, it was a lady, and it was only there until the 
company was sold. 

 
MR: IT was an M&A interim? 
 
I6: It was an M&A process. When Océ bought it they placed an Océ manager to get a good link 

to the Océ Company so all the network has to be buildup and structure and confident from 
the past we know very well people dealing the software. This was the good thing because 
you can really get both sides together. Both sides brought the management together but it 
was still run as a single company.  

 
MR: Did maybe because the original objective was to get the software hub, didn’t come off the 

ground because it was left too separate? Too much two islands? 
 
I6: Yes too separate. I don’t know why, as I said this wasn’t disclosed but as well it looks like 

today it is still a little separated. If you look at the software developed at Canon no wit still 
stays at separate places. Because the software as well delivers different features for different 
product groups. So you know we have uniflow which came from a separate company, we 
have the prisma office arena then the prisma production so the high speed printers. It didn’t 
make sense to have them all-in one pool because they all address different customer groups 
so from this maybe it makes sense also the Wide format and the Onyx which was developed 
in the US… yes I think the US.  

 
MR: I thought it was US  
 
I6: Yes so it’s more or less the same as we had in the Océ days, even more in Canon. It’s still 

steered separately their customers groups or product groups. I would say there was never a 
real integration. Still the PNL from the section which same from Computer Gesellschaft 
Konstanz that did not pay out and it was not the core business then from Océ to go in this 
direction. Again, what the final decision was why they sold it again this were some years 
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before Canon took over, Océ was looking for ways to get money to survive, and this is as well 
an aspect. But this is an assumption from my side that they were looking to get rid of some 
assets and to get money back into the business. This could be ne decision to sell it. 

 
MR: How big was Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz in terms of employees? 
 
I6: At these days between two and three hundred. Most in R&D, software R&D… ah but that’s a 

good question because they split up software and hardware when Océ took over. The 
hardware came already to end of life because the scanner business was too small to survive 
by themselves, bigger companies like Fujitsu were much bigger and we already started these 
days to sell the printers from external companies so we stopped the hardware business and 
there was a colonel of technology in the camera business because they developed some 
cameras for high speed taking pictures in scanning devices and these they created a spinoffs, 
fort his technology for cameras and I think they are still in good business. So when Océ took 
over it was only the software business of the company. Because that was the idea, start a 
software hub in Océ with the core of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz and then shall look 
how we can link the other software Océ developed to that software. But this never happened 
in fact. 

 
MR: I though, I’m not sure, [confedential] mentioned you were originally from Computer 

Gesellschaft Konstanz? 
 
I6: No originally I was from Siemens but when then there 1999 I think and was there for 5 years. 

Because they looked, at these days it was owned by Siemens, Computer Gesellschaft 
Konstanz, and it was a long story with Siemens that Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz did not 
make money, so we always made loss. So the business case and the budget was over years 
minus budget, and it was sincere that they thought, should we integrate it, shall we sell it? So 
this was… the process in the end was quite natural that they start to sell it in the end. 
Because is was always a single company, never a department of Siemens. It was exactly in 
that time that there was a lot of M&A talks with other companies. 

 
MR: Were you also involved in those talks? 
 
I6: I was part of that because I was also in the management team, I had a service responsibility 

for the companies and this was a very interesting process. Allot of companies were showing 
up and getting presentations from us and of course when you see this and as a management 
you have to support this. Some of these companies you would say this would be an option 
and for others you would say oh god what are they doing. So this was very interesting. In the 
end I must say for all the employees it was a really good deal that Océ took it? 

 
MR: Because of the financial situation of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz had? 
 
I6: Yea as well because of what their plans were, the original plans how to deal with the assets 

they get from Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz. Others said we only like to have to buildings, 
you are at the lake of Konstanz, do you have a boat as well… That were the kind of questions 
we got. What do you want to do there? The idea of Océ was really from the beginning was, 
we see the assets and the value. Because these document handling companies starts to build 
up. Get rid of paper, how can we scan everything, how can we store in archives. This was 
really booming business. That was really what Océ wanted. In the end, the consolidation of 
this market still happens. There are still a lot of companies outside who were really our 
competition in the old days like Cofax. I think the idea was really good to start this business, 
because as well Océ recognized that they have to do more in the professional services and 
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software and in this document management market. You never know how long you will print. 
Everybody in the office says don’t print so much, and if you do please don’t print in color. 
Save money. So where to expand. The plan to expand in this document management arena I 
think was a really good idea. It never worked out. 

 
MR: Yea I really wanted to ask you, subjectively do you think it was a success from the of the 

purchase tot the time they sol did again? Because the objective to create a service platform 
or to get services business up 

 
I6: I don’t think it was a success. As is said the integration never took place and maybe the idea 

was that the core team of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz is so strong that the business with 
the band Océ behind can be pushed and developed but this never happened. Maybe it was 
not only to buy the company but it needed also some push some integration, some more 
marketing efforts but I never saw anything in these days. I don’t know why. Maybe there 
were some influences in the overall business of Oce. They had a lot of problems and maybe 
therefore the focus was not on this, but that just an assumption. 

 
MR: What I see is when you talk about knowledge and software knowledge, it is so important to 

really get to get together in one big group because that’s where you really get the knowledge 
transfer. If you stay in separate islands… 

 
I6: The same tools, the development tools, they all require collaboration. When I compare this 

nowadays when Canon took over Océ is a totally different story. It is really an integration 
process, from the beginning on. Bring them together where can we look for efficiencies, 
where can we really get one brand. Of course Canon is much stronger than Océ of course no 
question. But there a real integration took place, which I never saw with Computer 
Gesellschaft Konstanz.  

 
MR: One that is about it what I had in terms of question. You have helped me a lot. 
 
<End of relevant conversation> 
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Appendix 7.5 Case 7 

M&A case: Case 7: Cognitas, 2013 Germany 
Participants: Interviewee 7 (I7) – Senior manager strategy Canon 
  Mike Rademakers (MR) – Researcher  
Location: Venlo, the Netherlands 
Duration: 52:28 minutes.  
 
 
I7: So from creating a short list to identifying the target, I had no real face to face negotiation 

contact that was done by the MD, but I wrote every presentation, I wrote out the 
acquisitions and negotiation strategy with the MD and the CFO. I think i did 55 different 
company evaluation for the CFO including and excluding synergy, worst case… 

 
MR: ...That was all short list? 
 
I7: For one target, that was all Cognitas target, different cash flows and weighted capital cost 

and learned a lot. It was difficult work with a lot of long nights, but i think in the end now, I 
started at Canon as strategy consultant did some project, also internal ones, so i think then 
also helped people to remember my name and build the reputation. And that is maybe why 
M& is so interesting, you get a lot of exposure personally. You get some kind of topic around 
your forehead and of course many people think they can maybe benefit from this in getting a 
new role.  

 
<Non relevant M&A theory> 
 
I7: With the PMI discussions of Cognitas it was very important that key people, all people are 

taken along this journey and don’t leave the company. Especially when you are doing an 
M&A like Cognitas where the assets are the people because its the knowledge of 120 people, 
and then suddenly 20 people leave the company, then you really have a problem, then your 
whole strategic rationale why you bought the company doesn’t work. So you put a lot of 
emphasis on retention of key people but that also let to hesitation of making those harder 
decisions. For instance, they left the MD in place but put also two canon MD of Cognitas next 
to him. So the business director of CBS at the time or today BIS director Germany, but they 
can only fulfil their role part time because they have their canon responsibilities and they did 
that next to their canon responsibility. So part time meaning not 50-50 but 80-20 and so in 
the end in the perception of the employee you have the Cognitas MD and the others are, you 
now about them but they are not really present. It’s not their fault but that then also gives 
the perception that nothing really changed, it’s still our little company. And we go to a kick 
off every year in January but in the end, not much changed. So I think they chose that model 
because they also didn’t want the Cognitas MD to leave so maybe he would be disappointed 
if he had someone parallel to him. I personally think that would have helped. Because you 
could split the work and then you can say, this person is here for the next 2 or 3 years helping 
you and it puts a canon face in the new company. I think that then helps also with the 
identification of Cognitas.  

 
MR: Is there right no wan canon employee in the management team of Cognitas? 
 
I7: Yea but still not full time. So in the end the full time MD is from Cognitas. But they are aware 

of that and they are going to change his place.  
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MR: Is that in your opinion maybe a little late? Maybe they could have done that sooner in order 
to benefit more from the integration.  

 
I7: Yea in that sense in my opinion you should have done that from the beginning but that is also 

a lot of assumptions so in that sense. The company is performing well but it’s not delivering 
to the optimistic business case that we made. It is still very profitable but the growth is not as 
big as we expected it to be, in revenue. 

 
MR: And why was that do you think? Because I heard [confedential] talking about, for example it 

was because of … To get back to the beginning a little bit. My understanding correct me if I’m 
wrong, For the technical documentation, Cognitas was excellent in the creation and 
translation of those documents in which we were trying to get more growth. I thought that 
was the main rationale for the Cognitas purchase. 

 
I7: Yea the Cognitas purchase was that we have adjacent product portfolios. So we did 

document composition and printing and they did creation and translation , so we were 
printing the stuff they’re creating.  

 
MR: So to get a full spec basically in your portfolio.  
 
I7: To increase our share of orders from a customer and to have a better lock in with our 

customers also from an economic point of view the Cognitas takeover made sense because 
we were active in the not so much value adding business and the volumes are getting down. 
You can see that when you look into outsourcing that the main… the furthest you are away 
from the core of the company, suppliers take over they make the decision so we saw a trend 
also that maybe Cognitas could go in the direction of printing that stuff and also making the 
decisions with who they print that stuff. Not only Cognitas but all the other providers as well. 
So we neded to to move ourselves a little up the value chain. So were atlking about core… 

 
I7: And you have that we… work more on core element with so we are less interchangeable.  
 
MR: Were there other acquisitions planned in the same alley? 
 
I7: Yea we perused three area, so it that technical documentation area. For geographical 

reasons, but also for vertical industry reasons. But one company that we selected was not 
attractive in terms of financials so they were not showing, they had some losses so that is 
always difficult to sell and the other company was not interested to sell. With Cognitas the 
owners were between 60 and 65 , the family members did not want to take over. That is also 
what you need, the right point.  

 
MR: And then the was made for Cognitas. How does one go about deciding how Cognitas should 

operate in the canon tree so to say, or organisation. So you talked about how the MD of 
Cognitas was still in place so you let it stand alone for a bit. How was the decision made fort 
that. Or maybe why didn’t we choose to fully integrate it or to combine management teams. 
Or put a canon management team on it.  

 
I7: Because it costs money, and if you are not willing to spend that money, if you want to 

appoint someone as a fulltime MD, that person has a salary, that person has to move to 
Munich. You have to make an attractive offer. And you need to find a replacement fort hat 
person in his current job 

 
MR: That is of such significance in the decision of how Cognitas will be operating.  
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I7: Yes. If you are like most corporate company are focused on short term budgets. Probably if 

you appoint such an MD it would cost you 250k, salary and social stuff you have to pay. 
Company cars, relocation so at leasst 250k per year. And if you do tactical acquisitions so 
Cognitas has revenues of roughly 13 million euros, there you don’t make a profit of 5 million 
or 7 million. So on a normal level, if you have to pay 250k more or less, that makes a 
difference. In that sense, yes, the budget for post-merger integration especially for tactical 
M&A’s i think is a significant point and determines a little bit how you operate it. From a 
financial point of view it is understandable if you buy a company of 3 million euros or 4 and 
then you put two new people in there, that could really harm your business case, because 
then the profit is gone. So not only specific for Cognitas but also in general. But i think that is 
then leading to false assumptions, not only in Cognitas but when i read and look into that 
topic. A lot of people in post merger integration are criticizing that you talk about a 
purchasing price, so for example you negotiate a purchasing price of 10 million euros and 
internally to get al the approvals with Tokyo and Europe, of course you make a business case 
based on 10 million euros, but actually you have to say, this will cost us 11 million euro 
because we give 10 million tot he sellers and have 1 million for post merger integration stuff. 
Hardly anybody does that, because it is an negotiation and you want to show good synergy 
and you want to have a very successful acquisition and you want to get approval. So you 
want to sell more and you want to get approval so not only in canon but hardly anybody does 
that, so in the end you will notice that you have a problem, not a problem but you do the 
wrong decisions and the post merger integration and synergy effect … I read an interesting 
book, they said 90% of all synergy calculations never materialize anyway so yea.  

 
MR: Yea, also when I was scanning literature you always see a lot of papers stating high numbers 

of PMI failure and they often refer it to because its such a sensitive complex process you 
know. Youre trying to merge two companies and integrate it. It makes or breaks your whole 
deal. Regarding Cognitas, did we manage to become full service provider effectively now? 
Can we offer our clients the whole shabang basically in technical documents? 

 
I7: Yes  
 
MR: So in that regard we can say that the acquisition did what what we had in mind with the 

Cognitas takeover.  
 
I7: Yes, so it was a successful acquisition. And also the business cases we calculated lets say 

Cognitas stand-alone we projected them very good, that materialized. After that you 
calculate the synergies, in which you begin with sales synergies. Cognitas has a customer 
base, so we can sell more and we can grow and so on, so in that sense that did not really 
materialize. But my argumentation behind that is, when you look into those things, my 
argument is Cognitas is a good company and they did a good job on boarding into Canon, but 
what canon could not do is we could not deliver the synergies. So because we need to enable 
our salesforce to sell the Cognitas value proposition and that did not happen so good. So in 
that sense we should have taken different measures for differently trained salespeople so in 
that sense to deliver those synergy… 

 
MR: Does that have something to do with Cognitas and Canon learning from each other, 

especially regarding sales? 
 
I7: Yes especially Canon learning from Cognitas. And it is a cultural change because Canon is a 

product company and to grab the synergies, an office printer sales person needs to go to a 
customers or go tot heir customers and maybe find the right people and have a first 
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conversation with a value proposition and he has sold people for 20 years printers and now 
has to sell a service. That requires a mind-set shift and that needed to be supported so I think 
that also is requires investments and a dedicated person to train them so that comes down 
tot he post merger integration manager to dedication to a budget to clear communication 
and so on, i think we appointed a guy for post-merger integration but he would scale down in 
his current job and be a part time post merger integration manager but more in a consulting 
role, not really with a mandate and budget behind it. I would personally make that person 
part of the Cognitas management team that person directly reporting to a top manager 
function in Canon to have a short line for decisions. 

 
MR: Mixing canon and Cognitas practices up a little more? 
 
I7: Yep.  
 
MR: That would in retrospect in your opinion helped with the learning effect in sales? 
 
I7: Business synergies yes. So and then also making and then making… You only have one change 

to do it right and only one chance to do it right on the first day. To have a successful post 
merger integration. Of course we did all those things , we also did merge sales people from 
canon and mix them into Cognitas and they were looking for two days what are the technical 
order doing, so to understand that. But lets say after a year or so, but not on the first. You 
should have said that person is going next week there and start the ball rolling. And also 
maybe take people from Cognitas to into have some ambassadors and so on. In that sense 
the culture of post merger integration of canon of buying something and then leaving it alone 
and then slowly integrating it. I can understand that its part of the canon culture. So first of 
all and also the Japanese culture. Looking at something and thinking about it and making 
slow and gradual changes. This is contradictory in my point of view to post-merger 
integration. If you look at American companies like GE they are I think very strict and very 
hands on and full throttle and we have 90 day program to turn everything around here. Yes 
of course you will have a dip in the performance of the company maybe a sales and 
productivity dip but in my opinion the dip is , the gap is maybe three months whereas if you 
would have a very slow post-merger integration the gap is maybe not so deep but longer and 
you lose more money than compared to a hard cut. This also needs to be taking into account 
in a company valuation. So what we did is we calculated the company performance already 
with a dip in performance in the first ear of the acquisition. But not in the lets say secured 
within the valuation of the company already a budget for post merger integration. So I would 
have done that differently. And you need to be fast. So we weren’t very fast in the 
acquisition. But that was also the owners of the company of Cognitas. They were very 
hesitant of taking a agency on board. I would even argue that the money, we could have 
payed their agency of M&A consultancy because that would of saved us three months and a 
lot of work. So that’s another learning because you start rumours in the company, so you 
need to do that from first conversation till selling. You have to do that within three months. 
Best thing is the owners are not too involved then It gets emotional, so it is very factual and 
then do a very factual post merger integration.  

 
MR: We just discussed maybe at the learning effect regarding sales in retrospects could have 

improved better. Were there any other major integration problems from the time we bought 
it until now? We had a problem with this or that?  

 
I7: What do you mean? 
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MR: I don’t know you can always have a cultural clash or you can have some struggle with politic 
wise struggle which can have some negative influence.  

 
I7: No I think what I have mentioned are a lot of things that we could have done better. But I 

think we did not run into unforeseen problems, there was one key person left the company 
at the end of the acquisition process but we managed that also very well.  

 
MR: Was that because of the acquisition as well do you think? Or you don’t know? 
 
I7: Let me say it like that. I think we did a very good job there because that person in a very… 

Lets say, in a very unmoral tried to benefit from the acquisition. He was playing poker and 
the canon Germany MD and CFO played poker with him and won. So in that sense... That 
happens to people who don’t understand that enough is enough. They are already on a very, 
they are not happy with what they which they should be compared to other people. But an 
unforeseen problem that could not have been avoided is but managed very well. I think the 
problem that we have due to this part time canon people decision makers involved is I think 
the cultural clash we had a little bit was to get decision approved was easier and faster in 
Cognitas. They could go to the MD and say I want this and that. And the MD said yes. And in 
canon of course you have a lot of processes and procedures and that was applied which is 
correct but in that sense it was a little bit overwhelming for Cognitas and somethings took 
too long for example, a sales person left but not really because of the acquisition more 
because of perusing further career, and she wanted to do more and Cognitas couldn’t offer 
that, independent of the acquisition. She probably would have gone anyway. Then hiring a 
new sales person with the canon process and so on that took too long. So in that sense, those 
were some things. And I think… no not real problems. Just sharing things that could have 
been improved or done quicker but not really where somethings went wrong. 

 
MR: Yea as you said, it did what it intended to do, the acquisition. So .. That’s about the question I 

had specifically for Cognitas. If you have some time left I can tell you a little bit about what 
I’ve done as in the model.  

 
< irrelevant discussion about model >  
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Appendix 7.6 Case 8 

M&A case: Case 8: I.R.I.S., 2013 Belgium 
Participants: Interviewee 8 – Marketing Director Canon  
  Mike Rademakers (MR) – Researcher  
Location: Skype meeting connecting Venlo, the Netherlands and Solna, Sweden 
Duration: 26:15 minutes.  
 
I8: I was in Canon Europe until November so 2010.  
 
MR: Yea I saw that you recently moved over to Sweden. Can you tell me how you were involved in 

the IRIS takeover? In what way. 
 
I8: I was when we started, I started in 2008, we started looking into products that could 

complement the capture problem that we have with Ecopy. Then we come acorss IRIS 
technology as one of the… There were only a few that were providing engines and IRIS was 
one of those. IRIS, Gavy and Nuance. So then we started looking into that. We were a 
different division. We looked into what portion then. Us from the top of my head. We 
wanted to the full position in 2012. 

 
MR: 2012? Because I have some numbers stating 2013.  
 
I8: Could be 2013 yea, I cant remember the year 
 
MR: The idea was to add a product to our portfolio in order enrol this into Europe?  
 
I8: Yea, we had Ecopy but Ecpoy was only working on our devices. So we were thinking if we 

have something like Therefore which is a document management system and we want to 
capture from devices, moving forward the market is going to pull towards order capture 
methods. So we don’t have any partner. We needed to find a partner to help us in that area. 
  

 
MR: And then you come across IRIS as a new software.  
 
I8: We were looking into engines which were available in the market. Nuance obviously was too 

big. We were already working with them because Ecopy in the past had the Nuance engine 
before they acquired the company. SO things weren’t very well with Ecopy. Canon USA 
company then, partly owned. Then we started looking into other areas. Gavy wasn’t that big 
and they were in Russia, so it was difficult to deal with them. Nuance was very big and 
americans aswell so we looked into IRIS because it was pretty close in Belgium aswell. Canon 
Belgium was doing already things with them 

 
MR: Yea so I heard that we were already doing business with IRIS.  
 
I8: In some countries, yes. It wasn’t an official product 
 
MR: In what way did we have business with IRIS before the takeover? 
 
I8: I think we didn’t have anything in Canon Europe. In some countries where they needed to do 

some capturing project, they were using IRIS. I believe there might be some connections with 
the scanners team. When they were selling some test up software. 
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MR: With you said some scanning teams.? 
 
I8: Yes some scanners 
 
MR: Oke, so the conclusion was drawn that IRIS was a interesting partner for the reasons you just 

mentioned. And that it might be interesting to use this capturing software in other European 
countries as well.  

 
I8: The idea was to make it European. I was in canon Europe. So we were looking for products in 

European. 
 
MR: Ah oke, some countries I assume among which Belgium were using IRIS for a couple of 

projects.  
 
I8: Correct. We usually take that approach. When something is working in one country, we see if 

we can replicate that. In this case it was more because Ecopy was a trace, so the belgiums 
were working with IRIS. 

 
MR: Oke and how do you go about deciding how to integrate it, because you buy IRIS, you do the 

acquisition and then the decision has to be made how IRIS is going to operate under Canon. 
How does one attack such a problem? 

 
I8: I wasn’t in those conversations but I know that the idea was to acquire them but not to 

integrate them in the Canon structure so we can leverage all the knowledge that they have 
and use them as a company. The others, Therefore and NT ware, don’t have any other 
channels, so they go to us. There is nothing to put at risk because we are all the channel we 
have. This is quite different because they have many different channels. They should grow in 
these channels and we will keep trying to integrate them or keep them as part of our 
portfolio but the idea was to keep them as an independent company.  

 
MR: There basically was no real integration in the definition kind of way. 
 
I8: No because the skills that you need to sell in those markets are not the same ones that we 

have internally. It’s a completely different market so it didn’t make any sense to integrate it. 
But we were going to use the professional services to move forward. So I guess to me the 
biggest issue was that we… IRIS at that time had acquired a company called Docu… what was 
the name of the company… I don’t remember right now the name of the company. But that 
company is the one that does program IRIS extract. With this being the most powerful and 
flexible engine they have. So we were interested in Extract but IRIS was more geared up from 
the other part. So there were basically two companies. IRIS AT and IRIS SE. SE was the 
Belgium part and AT was the german part. The german part was the one that created the 
engine. We actually always wanted to work more with AT than SE. But SE was controlling 
both. The people from SE would actually sell more boxed products whiles the other people 
are used to sell components to other soltions. So for instance we took a case management 
system or you have an invoice processing system or document management system or 
whatever with ERP, what they help you to configure tactic knowledge and embedded it into 
your product so you have a capture engine. Pretty much the same model Ecopy had with 
Nuance. When we came along and we spoke about integration with customers and solutions 
and things like that then the model didn’t probably win because they, neither of both 
company were used to work with people who were doing that already. Where Canon was a 
little behind. I guess that is one of the things we need to look into the future like not only the 
technology but aswell how do they operate.  
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MR: So as I understand you don’t integrate because, for one, they have their own channels and 

their complete operation set-up, but also you don’t want to basically touch their unique 
capabilities.  

 
I8: That is right yes.  
 
MR: I can also imagine if you leave them standalone, how does the synergies from buying IRIS, 

how do they materialize because usually you get the additional advantages when you work 
together and combine your resources and everything.  

 
I8: Yes but I think in those years we were looking more to own IP. So there two things you can 

do, you can acquire someone from the technology point of view, which you integrate 
because what you said, you get synergies when It comes to the go-to-market-strategy. You 
know how to do this, I know how to do that, we can work together and we can achieve 
more.Or you can say oke this is the product you have I buy you, but I do not have an 
intention to do anything with you. I just want your revenue. In this case it was a mixture. We 
thought that they had the services that we wanted, but they were actually not ready. What 
we did, we use the technology and we have integrated the technology into our technology 
for instance if you look into Uniflow, it has a IRIS engine. Other Canon product s are using IRIS 
technology. So we leveraging more the technology than the services part. Now we are going 
to work in a different way, we are going to look for partners that can integrate IRIS 
technology. Rather than going directly and going ourselves to our customers.  

 
MR: And when you say now, what time aspect are you talking?  
 
I8: Ive been keep on doing this since forever. The project started in the begin of this year. 
 
MR: Before that, you talk about it was stand-alone as a company, were there any changes for the 

IRIS company as in, for example, change in management team or … 
 
I8: No we left things as it was. [confedential] who was the owner left two years ago and then we 

put uhm…. Whats his name, tall French guy.  
 
MR: I wouldn’t know it as fast 
 
I8: Uhm… ah it will come to me. We put him to manage the company three years ago. 
 
MR: So that is a couple of years after the acquisition  
 
I8: Yes 
 
MR: Did in your opinion, is Canon now successful in selling the IRIS software to their customer 

base? 
 
I8: In some countries we are. I think it was more, if you look at it now we own one of the few 

 engines in the market. I don’t think the success through Canon is as much important, I mean 
it is, but not as IRIS keep on developing the business. For us, in order to be successful, we are 
in some countries, but there are more things that need to be undertaken. We are creating 
the new business unit and things linke that. Those things will help, it is not just the 
technology and the skills are good, you need something more.  
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MR: What you are saying maybe it that IRIS is doing well, but that also originates from 
autonomous growth in stead of direct advantages of the takeover. 

 
I8: No for us, in Canon the business is good, but It is not where we expected it to be. 
 
MR: You said in some countries it worked better than in other countries. Why does that 

differentiate? 
 
I8: It is mainly because the resources. IRIS is gear to, I give you the component. Imagine if you go 

into the car industry. I am someone like goodyear and do tires. No that is not a very good 
example. Someone iike magnetic marelli you know what they do? What I do is, I manufacture 
the components and I give it to you. You are the car manufactor and you take that 
component and put it together. Then you create a car to your customers. That is the IRIS 
model, but we never had that model. In order to have that model we need to have the 
people in place and we need to have all the things and technology, technology wise we are 
fine, we got IRIS that is cool. But we need to do the things that we are now doing. Project 
Shakespeare is helping us a lot on that.  

 
MR: In other countries  
 
I8: So in the countries where they had some skills already, where they have made some 

investment in getting those skills, professional services for instance or support. Those guys 
are doing fine. The guys who haven’t invested, they are not doing that great. But now with 
the new creation of the business unit. Everything will be different now. Because the 
investment will come and we will see the numbers going up. Although as I said we have 
always grew the business, the IRIS business within Canon every year. 

 
MR: So in your opinion, the stand-alone approach quite well supported the success of this 

acquisition. 
 
I8: Yes because you don’t damage the …. If you are saying no wer are going to integrate as HP 

did, HP with some of the companies they acquired they trying to integrate them together like 
for instance Autonomy. When they integrated that, they didn’t have the knowledge 
internally so what they do is that they eventually kill to company. I think in that sense we 
have been much clever to keep it , we saying we don’t want to do anything with you you just 
do your thing and we do ours. If we can find synergies good, if not, as well good. Because you 
can keep on generating money.  

 
MR: Were there some synergies created in the sales or go-to-market, because that is an area 

where I can imagine Canon and IRIS integrating a little bit.  
 
I8: With some we do, but as I said we never were in the system integrator component market. 

But on the other hand, with some of our partners like Therefore or NT ware, we have 
integrated their technology with some entry point. Then were able to sell licenses. We have 
some of the models that our competitors are doing because IRIS had knowledge on those 
market already, through their partners. 

 
MR: You want to keep the sales separate aswell because IRIS was acting in the system integrator 

market whereas Canon was not before.  
 
I8: Yes, but they have been helping us as a parner when we go to the market and we are going 

together so we have one kind of account manager, one for the account in Europe. But it was 
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as fast as we want it to be because we didn’t have the resource and they were trying to push 
but we had limited resources and they don’t have the structure because it is not the business 
model to support a partner like Canon. It is not like you have the people, I give you this and 
you know how to work with this. While for us, it is like, we give you this and we look at it and 
we are like: what do we do with this. So they had to put in more resources and say you have 
to do this this this and that. That is when we said, limit the amount of time you spend with us 
and keep the momentum in your area of the business.  

 
MR: So you held off a little bit because of the necessary investments to do what you wanted to do 

in the first place. 
 
I8: Yes 
 
MR: Was that something that you were thinking about with your team before the acquisition, did 

you realize the amount of investment that was necessary after the acquisition, for example a 
good service integrator. 

 
I8: No we were already looking into that and as I said IRIS will help us aswell on that area.  
 
MR: It basically was part of the plan? 
 
I8: Correct 
 
MR: Looking back, were there some problems or issues in the integration process. So after the 

acquisition you left it stand-alone . Were there some what I said, some issues or problems in 
that aspects. 

 
I8: Mmm I don’t know … Probably if it would have been me, I would probably have emphasized 

more about your responsibility to keep on cranking your revenues op, rather than helping us.  
 
MR: So you would have put more control or goals? 
 
I8: I would have stressed more than we wanted, now we are doing it but in the begin, we said; 

oke now were going to work with these guys and we don’t have to worry about any other 
things and we are like: no no no no, you need to still do your own thing. 

 
MR: Ah oke like that. And that was now based on revenue terms. 
 
I8: Yes 
 
MR: Oke, was a drop in financial performance after the acquisition? 
 
I8: No there wasn’t, but I think it could have grown much more. If they would have concentrated 

on their business. They grew every year and everything was alright.  
 
MR: In retrospect they were looking to work together more intensively and that maybe was not 

the best timing to do that, at the time of the acquisition.  
 
I8: Yes 
 
MR: Oke some other problems or issues that you can think of? The reason why would employ a 

more stand-alone strategy is to avoid problems or issues, but you never know that’s why I ask 
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I8: No, I think the approach since the beginning was mistaken because they were thinking you 

guys need to support us. I would have rolled it out slower, slower to the countries. For every 
country I would have stopped with a few countries and move from there. As they didn’t have 
the resources and in some cases people thought that they weren’t getting the support from 
IRIS that they should. You try as a small company to work with a massive company. 
Sometimes that doesn’t work so if you look into the resources you are acquiring how realistic 
is it to support what. With the other partners that we worked with we never did is as with 
IRIS the whole of Europe. Normally we say, we are going to start with the north, or france or 
Italy and we move from there.  

 
MR: But if I circle back to the original objective of IRIS takeover was basically to sell it and put it 

into Europe. So.. 
 
I8: Yea but you can do it in many different ways. Imagine if you and I and another guy create a 

software that is really good and we sell it a lot in the Netherlands. Then Canon Europe comes 
and says lets sell this in the whole of Europe, we are not going to do it with three guys. But 
that is what we did with IRIS. What we are doing now I we say, we go to Netherlands and 
from there we go to Belgium. Then we make sure Belgium is supported and maybe we 
acquire one more person or we employ one more person. Once those are successful we 
move to Italy, you know what I mean. It is step by step rather than all at once. I think we 
were too impatient. Or we underestimated the effort we had to do and the effort it was 
going to require from IRIS.  

 
MR: So we rushed basically and that could have better been approached differently? 
 
I8: Exactly, which we have learned and we are now doing.  
 
MR: That is basically what I had for questions, I want to thank you for your time. 
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Appendix 9 Coded transcripts 

Appendix 9.1 Case 1 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● M&A rationale\Build horizontal 
market power 

 Je merkt ik ga gewoon op omzet gekocht 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

hoe ik het begrepen heb is dat we eigenlijk voet wilde krijgen in US wat betreft 
business outsourcing services en dat we met Archer daarin een leader wilde 
worden in die industry, 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

Maar wat we wilde we, we wilde, in Europa groeide dat goed dus dat willen we in 
Amerika ook. Dus ik snap wel dat dat gekocht is.  

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

Ja en het was toch ook puur toegang krijgen tot de Amerikaanse markt 
 
I1:  Ja 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

En we willen afvinken weer een werelddeel waar we CBS doen. Dat is volgens mij 
de strategie geweest, wat ik me kan voorstellen he.  

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

Nee maar als je even terug gaat naar Archer, je zou dus wel als je kijkt naar 
toegang tot de Amerikaanse markt,  

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Ja die kunnen wel van Océ leren maar die deden wat anders dan dat we in 
Europa deden. Die zaten in de post business en andere business. 

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

 het is alsof wij in Europa groenteboeren zijn en we kopen een bakker, beide 
maken ze voedsel. Wij zaten wel in de outsourcing business maar in een andere 
outsourcing business. 

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Ik weet niet waarom ze Archer gekocht hebben maar die deden andere soort 
business. 

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

En de business to business die zij deden was niet de business waar je het Océ 
equipment voor kon gebruiken, mailroom? 

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Nee, dat had weinig met onze printers te maken. In Europa afhankelijk wel maar 
nu ook steeds minder. Maar het had daar weinig mee te maken dus ook business 
services zelf . 

● M&A rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Daar was echt hele andere business. 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

In Amerika is het heel anders, kijk Europa zijn 20 verschillende landen en de US is 
een land. En we hebben daar een bedrijf gekocht wat op hele andere activiteiten 
deed dan de CBS in nederland. Binnen Europe deed men andere dingen. 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

maar die deden wat anders dan dat we in Europa deden. Die zaten in de post 
business en andere business. 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

Ik weet niet waarom ze Archer gekocht hebben maar die deden andere soort 
business. 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

Nee, dat had weinig met onze printers te maken.  

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

Maar niet zo veel. Daar was echt hele andere business.  

● PMI-strategy\Confederation  Door goed management erop te zetten. We hebben daar een goede Canon 
manager, Joe Marciano, zitten.  

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Het is nog nooit geintegreerd geweest, het is volgens mij nog niet geintegreerd.  

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Hah, ja COPS ja dat staat nog hartstikke apart. 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation En je had daar helemaal niks, dan is het logisch dat je dat apart laat staan want 
dat is je nieuwe activiteit. 
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● PMI-strategy\Preservation en kijken hoe kun je zeg maar cross seliing op elkaars klanten krijgen, dat is het 
enige waar je aan moet denken, denken wij natuurlijk ook wel aan maar dat is 
iets anders als integreren, je kunt ook cross selling op elkaars klanten kopen o 
een andere manier.  

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Ik denk dat Archer zeker een succesvolle acquisitie was door het juist stand-alone 
te laten.  

● PMI-strategy\Preservation PvK: Meteen? Is er bij Archer meteen toen Joe neer gezet? 
 
I1: Nee nee nee, daar is wel 10 jaar overheen gegaan. 

● Succes\Succesful Archer paste wel in onze strategie, ik denk dat ik in dat geval juist …. 
Medicamenten. Ik denk dat het de juist keuze was geweest om het niet te 
integreren.  

● Succes\Succesful Een activiteiten hadden wij ook willen groeien en daarom koop je een partij en ik 
denk dat wij vandaag de dag nog steeds goed doen.  
 
PvK: Absoluut ja 

● Succes\Succesful nou het is lean en mean georganiseerd daar. 

● Succes\Succesful Nee maar als je even terug gaat naar Archer, je zou dus wel als je kijkt naar 
toegang tot de Amerikaanse markt, nou dat is gelukt. Als je kijkt naar de 
financiele resultaten die ze hebben binnen gebracht, die zijn prima. Dus je zou 
eigenlijk kunnen zeggen dat het opzich wel een succesvolle acquisitie is geweest. 

● Succes\Succesful k denk dat Archer zeker een succesvolle acquisitie was door het juist stand-alone 
te laten.  

● Succes\Succesful at in mijn optiek, achteraf gezien is het gee acquistie geweest, terwijl Archer wel 
een goede was geweest in mijn optiek. 

● Succes\Succesful maar ik denk dat we daar onze doelstellingen wel hebben behaald, net als bij 
Archer 

 

Appendix 9.2 Case 2 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

Waarbij je bijvoorbeeld niet in eerste instantie stand alone zou laten staan, maar dat 
je proactiever samen gaat werken om een oplossing te vinden.  
 
I2: Ja kijk als je ernaar kijkt dan zeg je, als je dat allemaal sneller onder een leiding 
geschroven had, dan was dat mogelijk beter afgelopen. Dat had je veel sneller het 
juiste gedrag proberen af te dwingen.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

MR: Dus jij zou in retrospectief nu zeggen, dat we wat verder hadden meten 
integreren? Dat stand-alone eerder niet doen en meer samen gaan? 
 
I2: We hadden vee sneller moeten integreren dan toen het geval geweest was. 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

I2: Ja nee kijk, ik denk dat als je door veranderingen heen moet, dan kun je het beste 
maar en hele stap zetten en als je een halve stap zet om te beginnen dan is dat 
eigenlijk niet voldoende.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

I2: Dan laat je ruimte voor weerstand. Dat gaat broeien. Als je daarna nog een keer 
een stap wil zetten, dan wordt het alleen maar lastiger.  
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● M&A rationale\Build 
horizontal market 
power 

markt gerelateerd om een groot aandel van de markt te verkrijgen. 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

Toen reageerde je dat Imagistics al belanghrijk was als distributiepartner. Dat de 
toegang tot de Imagistics klantenbasis een belangrijke rationaal was. Klopt dat? 
 
I2: Ja dat klopt 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

Die hebben veel succes gehad met name met het verkopen van faxen aan grote 
bedrijven in Amerika waarbij ze dus ook toegang bij die bedrijven tot de beslissers en 
dat werd gezien als een uitstekende basis om ook onze producten straks bij die 
klanten naar binnen te kunnen brengenb. 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

de ander overweging was als je dat doen, kun je ook blindende producten zoals de 
high production apparatuur bij die klanten binnen brengen, omdat je nu eenmaal 
met de juiste beslissers om de tafel zit. En Océ had natuurlijk op dat gebied natuurlijk 
nog wat groei te maken in amerika 

● M&A rationale\Expand 
geographically 

 Het was dus zowel product gerelateerd om onze producten te verkopen 

● Moderating 
effect\Complementair 

oen reageerde je dat Imagistics al belanghrijk was als distributiepartner. 

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

in production printing pot zat ook een stuk van de sales organisatie die het 
hoogvolume stuk moet verkopen maar binnen dat kader zijn een man of 60 70 vanuit 
die organisatie om geintegreerd binnen imagistics en dit is van te voren gebeurd. 

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

Later is dat meer geïntegreerd in national account stuk . 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

Ik heb een positie in het management team gekregen dat is een bijzondere en 
alternatieve poot geweest binnen imagistics pas later is dat wat meer geintegreerd 
met de national accounts, waar ik dan ook verantwoordelijk voor ben. Dus het was 
eigenlijk zeg maar een additioneel stuk bij de imagistics organisatie. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Nou dat is een process geweest waarbij in eerste instantie de organisatie aeperaat 
geweest is. De professional print organisatie separaat van de rest. Later is dat meer 
geïntegreerd in national account stuk .  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Aan de kant van Océ was het meer en kwestie van hoeveel zeggenschap wil je 
hebben en hoeveel wil je integreren. Die hebben ze grotendeels bij Imagistics gelaten 
waardoor een bepaalde drempels niet over gegaan werden. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

I2: Ik denk dat dat ook anders had kunnen worden aangevlogen. Ik denk dat de 
bezwaren aangelegd hadden moeten worden en niet direct onder Imagistics leiding 
alleen het aansturen van de account binnen Imagistics. Dan had het anders gekund. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

I2: Het is cultuur aan de ene kant en aan de andere kant is het ook een verschil van 
honoreren van verschillende vertegenwoordigers.  
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● PMI-strategy\Reverse 
integration 

 Maar het gaat verder dan dat want het management van imagistics heeft het 
management van Océ USA overgenomen. Dus in termen van overname, was het wel 
een overname van Imagistics door Océ maar op het gebied van management was 
voor een groot deel het omgekeerde het geval.  

● PMI-strategy\Reverse 
integration 

MR: Dus een reverse integration als het ware? 
 
I2: Ja 

● Succes\Succesful at is uiteindelijk een van de redenen geweest waarom Océ interessant was voor 
Canon om dat gat weer op te kunnen vullen.  

● Succes\Succesful Het is wel zo dat de overname van Imagistics opzich niet slecht geweest is voor Oce. 

● Succes\Succesful k ben ervan overtuigd van het feit dat Océ die distributieorganisatie gekocht heeft 
uiteindelijk ook een belangrijkere rol gespeeld heeft in de keuze van Canon om Océ 
te willen nemen. 

● Succes\Succesful I2: Ik denk dat Imagistics erg blij was met de overname omdat het de company gered 
heeft.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful  dat was helemaal geen cultuur die bij Océ paste. Dus die was heel vreemd. Daar 
voelde de leiding van Imagistics ook problemen. Omdat daar mensen op een andere 
manier gehonoreerd en betaald worden. Die vonden integratie met Océ in de tijd 
zeker een bedreiging omdat ze dachten dat het zou leiden tot onrust waarbij 
uiteindelijk het verkoopapparaat duurder zou worden en dat ze geen winst meer 
konden maken. Dat is een belangrijke zorg geweest dat is een. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Die vijandigheid ontstond uit eerste instantie om als verantwoordelijke 
verantwoordelijk te blijven voor je vooral geen collega’s uit te nodigen naar klanten, 
er werd gewoon gedaan alsof die opportunities er niet waren. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  Alleen bij Imagistics waren de mensen overtuigd gebleven van het feit dat de cultuur 
van het verkopen van professional print en de cultuur van office producten aan 
national acccounts twee heel verschollende dingen zijn. De leiding van imagistics 
heeft uiteindelijk naar venlo toe wel zoveel mogelijk medewerking verleend maar 
binnen amerika zelf was er duidelijk veel meer tegenwerkingen. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful MR: Dus dat heeft wel een paar drempels opgeleverd.  
 
I2: Ja, het was politiek gezien een moeilijke situatie.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful Dat leidde uberhaupt onderling tot veel spanning, mensen die wel werden 
overgeheveld, mensen die niet werden overgeheveld. Vooraf beschermde ze 
allemaal hun eigen accounts af. In die strijd is te weinig gekeken naar het grotere 
belang van Oce.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful MR: Maar dat, die soort van weerstand komt voort vanuit de sales organisatie, de 
mederwerkers? 
 
I2: Die zat gewoon duidelijk op de vloer en daar was bij de leiding van Imagistics was 
duidelijk war dat vandaan kwam 
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● Succes\Unsuccesful En dan had je ook aan de kant van de leiding andere keizes moeten maken en dan 
niet zo zeer personen maar wel de manier waarop je het organiseert als dat er 
gemaakt waren in de eerste instantie. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful MR: Was dus eigenlijk heeft geleid tot problemen misschien wel in de integratie 
uiteindelijk. 
 
I2: Daar zijn zeker problemen geweest in die integratie daarna. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful MR: Maar je gaf ook aan, dat je zegt, hun business model, hoe ze werkten dat zagen 
ze in gevaar komen. 
 
I2: Ja zeker, vanaf het eerste moment dat ik sprak met de president van de company 
heeft hij dat keer op keer herhaald. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  Er werd verwacht dat al de account binnen de national accounts zouden kunnen 
leiden tot het snel realiseren van verkopen van onze producten in omgevingen waar 
we nog niet waren bij die accounts. En denk dat daarmee ernstig onderschat is hoe 
belangrijk relaties waren in dat process. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful . Dan wordt er voor een stappentraject gekozen. Dat stappentraject werkt gewon 
heel moeizaam.  

 

Appendix 9.3 Case 3 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Lower 
degree of integration 

Ja dat we zeiden, dat zullen we maar niet in het Canon model stoppen. Daar is ook in de 
integratie rekening mee gehouden dat het meer leeft zoals het was.  

● Improvements\Lower 
degree of integration 

In denk dat de awareness onvoldoende was dat wij een andere distributie methode hadden 
die ook zijn meerwaarde heeft bij de klanten. Dat dat wat minder op tafel had gelegen dan 
nodig was. 

● M&A rationale\Build 
economies of scale 

us het is nooit zo heel specifiek uitgesproken, de office markt consolideert het is geen groei 
markt. Ze zoeken schaalgrote, en canon is een van hoofdspeler en toen paste de acquisitie 
van Océ wel goed om een stuk schaalgrote te realiseren in e office markt.  

● M&A rationale\Build 
horizontal market 
power 

Wat ik altijd zie terug komen is becoming the #1 presence in the printing industry. Was 
eigenlijk in ieder geval gecommuniceerd naar buiten als objective. 
 
I3: Ja klopt, objective vanuit Canon 

● M&A rationale\Build 
horizontal market 
power 

Dus canon was zeer actief en veel groter dan Océ in printing. En vandaar ook dat ze hun 
positie wilde versterken to become number one. 

● M&A rationale\Build 
horizontal market 
power 

Dus de synergie die Canon zocht was vergroting in het Office segment 

● M&A rationale\Build 
horizontal market 
power 

. Enerzijds we konden Canon helpen versterken in het office segment. 
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● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

MR: Canon was natuurlijk wel al bezig in de printers zeg, maar op een ander segment dan 
Océ denk ik.  
 
I3: Ja. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Naast die office print markt en die showroom markt had Canon weinig tot geen activiteit. 
Océ wel. Océ was en is groot in transaction en direct mail printing oplossingen. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

En canon een breder perspectief had en sterker was in het Midden klein bedrijf. Dus daar 
was min of meer een match. We hebben toch voor de EG een vergelijk moeten maken. 
Dont we become too dominant? Toen bleek dat de overlap in klantsegmenten relatief 
gering was. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Waarbij Canon vooral midden klein bedrijven bediende en wij bij bedrijven zoals ING, Sears, 
grote bedrijven waar wij kind aan huis waren. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

Daarnaast had Océ goede posities in aantal segmenten waar Canon helemaal niet actief in 
is. En canon had zichtzelf het doel gesteld om breder dan in corporate, ook in andere print 
applicatie zich te ontwikkelen.  

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation 
of business 

 In een consolidatie slag past dat, we hadden daarnaast een aantal posities in blendende 
print markt waar Canon geen positie in had waarmee ze met ons een entree heeft gemaakt. 
Nou dat is in een nutshell de rationaal van Canon.  

● Moderating 
effect\Retain old 
business 

Product voorbrengen, operations dus, camera en office printing divisie, medical divisie, 
netwerk camera divisie en een production printing divisies. Wij zijn een van de divisies.  

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

en, integreer de office activiteit in office imaging product. Dus een derde van het bedrijf is 
geïntegreerd in een divisie van Tokyo. 10 miljard plus 1 miljard geeft groei. En met het 
uitgangspunt dat we dezelfde markt bedienen, en onze portfolio elkaar versterkte is direct 
besloten in de onderhandelingen dat onze office activiteiten Document printen, volledig 
geïntegreerd zou worden in Tokyo en onder leiding zou komen te staan van Tokyo.  

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

 Maar onze go-to-market is volledig geïntegreerd in de Canon structuur. 
 
MR: Dus dat zijn de sales kanalen? 
 
I3: Dat zijn sales kanalen en distributie inrichting. 

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

Maar de go-to-markt is voor al die perspectieven is voor al die divisies geïntegreerd. 

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

Maar voor de go-to-market zijn we echt geïntegreerd, volledig.  

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

Bijvoorbeeld integreren van de Office-tak , dat was geen discussie. 

● PMI-
strategy\Absorption 

 Als wij integreren binnen de sales kanalen van Canon het rolmodel is. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Wat ik heb begrepen is dat in eerste instantie, wordt een divisie van Canon onder PPP dan, 
en legally ook een aparte entiteit. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Production printing hadden we een portfolio en dat bestaat tot vandaag als een 
zelfstandige onderdeel van OIP.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

De andere twee derde van Océ werd PPP als speerpunt transaction mail, direct mail markt. 
Voornamelijk bestuurd vanuit Poing.  
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● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Wij hebben binnen de divisie een zelfstandige R&D divisie, dus we doen voorstellen. Wij 
formuleren het voor PPP. Das een. Onderdeel daarvan is dat we een Innovatie centrum 
hebben, en dat we die ook kunnen aansturen.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

 Vanuit 3 headquater-principle kennis zich zou positioneren in het manage en capturen en 
van alle relevante import om te komen tot een breed dekkend portfolio en marktpositie.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Dus we hebben zelfstandige markt positie, business positie, business verantwoordelijkheid 
en een innovatie capaciteit die ten dienste is om vooral in B2B markt te ontwikkelen. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

Die inrichting die, we zijn voor ons innovatie perspectief en ons strategisch kader niet 
geïntegreerd in een andere entiteit van Canon, dus als zelfstandig bedrijf of divisie zou je 
kunnen zeggen. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

. Product voorbrengen, operations dus, camera en office printing divisie, medical divisie, 
netwerk camera divisie en een production printing divisies. Wij zijn een van de divisies.  

● PMI-
strategy\Reorientation 

Dus een derde van het bedrijf is geïntegreerd in een divisie van Tokyo 

● PMI-
strategy\Reorientation 

De andere twee derde van Océ werd PPP als speerpunt transaction mail, direct mail markt. 
Voornamelijk bestuurd vanuit Poing.  

● PMI-
strategy\Reorientation 

ie inrichting die, we zijn voor ons innovatie perspectief en ons strategisch kader niet 
geïntegreerd in een andere entiteit van Canon, dus als zelfstandig bedrijf of divisie zou je 
kunnen zeggen. Maar onze go-to-market is volledig geïntegreerd in de Canon structuur. 

● Succes\Succesful Ik denk dat in de innovatie kant, heeft de samenwerking Canon Océ een sterkere dan de 
seperate entiteiten. We zijn ook echt een nieuwe assets voor Canon omdat we 
marktgebieden konden beschermen en ook verbeteren. Dat heeft er toe geleidt dat we 
Canon als totaal ook sterker in de markt.  

● Succes\Succesful maar als totaal is Canon daar beter van geworden. Omdat Canon toegang kreeg tot een 
aantal marktsegmenten waar Canon daarvoor geen toegang tot had.  

● Succes\Succesful MR: Dat is ook waar we het in het begin kort over hadden. Aan de ene kant voor het 
grotere marktaandeel, twee is wat u nu zegt, een diversificatie in de print industry en dat 
kun je zeggen dat is gelukt. 
 
I3: Dat is gelukt ja 

● Succes\Succesful MR: Misschien het derde puntje, zegt u de innovatiekracht, niet… 
 
I3: Nee de innovatie wel. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Wij zijn niet op alle punten geslaagd. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Waar we nog hertel werkzaamheden moeten doen is de integratie van de Sales activiteit.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful Dat heeft zich niet overal positief uitgerold. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Het integreren van het sales kanaal van Océ in dit model wat frictie op heeft geleverd en 
nog steeds. Daar zitten nog optimalisatie mogelijkheden. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  In de ander regios waar we veel kleiner zijn, en dus de relevantie voor de lokale sales 
organisatie veel minder is, heeft dat niet uitgewerkt zo dat het zou kunnen uitwerken. 
Hebben we in principe geen benefits gehad van het onderdeel zijn van Canon. 
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Appendix 9.4 Case 4 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

Het heeft iets te lang geduurd, dat heeft ook met politiek te maken. Wij 
hadden daar veel eerder, de toenmalige, net als bij Groupware hadden we 
echt meteen een andere R&D baas op moeten zetten. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation of 
business 

a over 5 jaar is er geen TDS meer. Die gaat gewoon weg. Wij wisten dat. Ik zat 
toen in het management team van wide format in Venlo en we zeiden toen al 
ja we moeten naar andere soorten applicaties, 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation of 
business 

Dus we moeten zelf een bedrijf acquireren waar wij mee de.. 
 
MR: De transitie kunnen maken 
 
I4: Ja de groeipocket van wide format omdat TDLS afneemt, moet dat de 
nieuwe groeipocket worden. 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation of 
business 

nieuwe groeipocket brengen binnen wide format 

● M&A 
rationale\Tranformation of 
business 

I4: Maar wel in een ander segment.  

● Moderating 
effect\Complementair 

De bedrijven waren complementair, het gekochte bedrijf had een hoop markt 
kennis en eigenlijk bijna, ze hadden wel printers maar je zou het als 
prototypes kunnen zien, en Océ bracht ze echt. 

● Moderating 
effect\Complementair 

. Zij kennen echt die markt wel, en wij brachten kwaliteit, R&D en productie. 
En verkopen was bij hun niet goed. EN met onze NSO’s kunnen wij wel 
verkopen. Dus we hebben echt onze kennis wel ingebracht. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

wel wat inhoudelijke besturing vanuit Venlo. En de Opcos gewoon laten 
verkopen.  

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

maar ook service organisatie hebben we ook wel geïntegreerd, dat gaat prima, 
maar ook sales hebben we geïntegreerd dat gaat ook prima 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Toen kwamen we bij Gretag Graphics uit, we hoeven dat niet op zich te 
integreren, je moet wel eigen producten maken en die moet wel door de 
Opco’s verkocht gaan worden. Dat heeft een hele tijd geduurd 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Integreren waar het kon, toch de eigen entiteit te laten hebben. 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Alles in Vancouver te laten en de eigen cultuur 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation  Hier hebben we ook nog twee jaar liggen aankloten met de toenmalige 
eigenaar. 

● Succes\Succesful Doet het tot vandaag de dag nog steeds goed. We hebben gekozen, wij willen 
de beste worden in flatbed printing en dat is redelijk goed gelukt, dus daar 
hebben we eigenlijk daar hebben we eigenlijk de strategische doelen die wij 
voor ogen hadden, een nieuwe groeipocket brengen binnen wide format, is 
redelijk gelukt.  
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● Succes\Succesful Het heeft redelijk aan onze doelstellingen voldaan. Hij is haast in Europa wel 
even groot als TDS, het begon met niks.  

● Succes\Succesful En dus de doelstellingen zijn dus redelijk behaald.  

● Succes\Succesful  En dat hebben we redelijk succesvol gedaan. 

● Succes\Succesful Denk dat we achteraf een goede keuze is gemaakt 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Het heeft iets te lang geduurd, dat heeft ook met politiek te maken. Wij 
hadden daar veel eerder, de toenmalige, net als bij Groupware hadden we 
echt meteen een andere R&D baas op moeten zetten. 

 

Appendix 9.5 Case 5 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher degree of integration Dat had veel beter geïntegreerd moeten worden. Wij hadden 
daar denk ik die technologie moeten overdragen naar de R&D 
in Venlo en dan was het een groter succes geweest. 

● Improvements\Higher degree of integration In dat geval had dat verder geïntegreerd moeten worden. 

● Improvements\Higher degree of integration Ik denk dat wij het gewoon als een R&D center hadden moeten 
integreren. Onderdeel van R&D hadden moeten maken 

● Improvements\Higher degree of integration We hadden daar een R&D baas op moeten zetten.  

● Improvements\Higher degree of integration Wij hadden daar veel eerder, de toenmalige, net als bij 
Groupware hadden we echt meteen een andere R&D baas op 
moeten zetten. 

● M&A rationale\Acquisition of R&D  En die hebben wij gekocht omdat we dynamische 
archiveringssoftware voor tekeningen wilde hebben. 

● M&A rationale\Acquisition of R&D we moesten naar een dynamisch archief. Ik weet het pakket 
niet meer, hoe het pakket heette… Ja Engineer Exact heette 
het pakket, ja dat was het pakket vor dynamische archivering. 

● M&A rationale\Acquisition of R&D Het ging om die software binnen te krijgen. 

● M&A rationale\Acquisition of R&D Omdat dat zo fundamentele aanvulling en propositie was, dat 
had echt een R&D cel moeten worden. En wij hebben nooit de 
keuze gemaakt, moet het nou een pocket center worden of.  

● Moderating effect\Complementair Wij waren marktleider op gebied van plotters. Dat was de tijd 
dat het allemaal boemde. Allemaal digitaal en de tekeningen 
moesten bewaard worden, moesten bestuurd worden. We 
hadden wel statische archiveringsblokken maar we moesten 
naar een dynamisch archief.  

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Het heeft ook te maken dat volgens mij de baas, de eigenaar, 
die is er altijd blijven zitten, hij moest daar winstgevend zijn. 
Dus dat is nooit, dat zit zo in het hart van onze … Dat had veel 
beter geïntegreerd moeten worden. 

● PMI-strategy\Preservation Maar de afstand tussen Cleveland en tussen Venlo dat bleven 
eigenlijk altijd twee werelden. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful roupware heb ik eerst gekocht, ik ben bij de acquisitie 
betrokken geweest en ik heb het geliquideerd. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Maar groupware is het gewoon nooit geworden. Dat in mijn 
optiek, achteraf gezien is het gee acquistie geweest, 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Groupware is niet een goede acquisitie geweest. 
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● Succes\Unsuccesful Maar wij zijn nooit succesvol geweest om dat te verkopen. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Uiteindelijk hebben we gewwoon daar de stekker uit 
getrokken. Dat werd niet verkocht. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  Daar hebben we denk ik een fundamentele fout gemaakt om 
te kijken hoe ga je dat nou succesvol maken 

● Succes\Unsuccesful MR: Er is niet expliciet gekozen om het op een bepaalde 
manier te integreren. 
 
I5: Het is een beetje ontstaan.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful . En ik vind dat daar net de keuze niet geoed genoeg gemaakt, 

 

 

Appendix 9.6 Case 6 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

MR: Did maybe because the original objective was to get the software hub, didn’t 
come off the ground because it was left too separate? Too much two islands? 
 
I6: Yes too separate.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

Maybe it was not only to buy the company but it needed also some push some 
integration 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

I6: The same tools, the development tools, they all require collaboration. 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

the software aspect with character recognition and document workflow software. So 
scanning and analyses documents and copy the data from these analyzing process 
and making the data, so these are the big assets. 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

Was the thought process maybe to get that software, or to get the knowledge to 
build the software?  
 
I6: I think both, 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

the ideas were with Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz because is was more than in 
this days a software company to have the skills and make it the center and get it 
more integrated. That was the idea I heard 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

 the idea was that wanted to make a matrix organization with all the different 
software components with the idea to get one software knowledge group 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

At these days between two and three hundred. Most in R&D, software R&D 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

 So when Océ took over it was only the software business of the company 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition 
of R&D 

Oce recognized that they have to do more in the professional services and software 
and in this document management market. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

And he traded some virtual or matrix organization where the people from the 
software work together but it was never physical integrated 
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● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

I6: Yes renamed it and put the management or link the management to Océ with the 
responsibility, but it was not so deep integrated that there was a task link in the 
software themselves. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

MR: Was the management team from originally Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz 
replaced by an Océ team or? 
 
I6: No only the CEO was replaced, it was an Océ guy Handwit Merzgen was his name.  

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

Both sides brought the management together but it was still run as a single company.  

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

Because that was the idea, start a software hub in Océ with the core of Computer 
Gesellschaft Konstanz and then shall look how we can link the other software Océ 
developed to that software. But this never happened in fact. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

And it was always kept as a single company. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

I would say there was never a real integration. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  There was a plan, fact is that it never happened. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful he idea was that wanted to make a matrix organization with all the different 
software components with the idea to get one software knowledge group, but that 
never came off the ground? 
 
I6: No it was never seen in the company as this is our software hub. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful All the software we develop is somehow interlinked and we see that it fits together 
because of course all software can fit in one suite but there was never one software 
strategy which included all the products at least I never saw one. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful ay out and it was not the core business then from Océ to go in this direction. Again, 
what the final decision was why they sold it again this were some years before Canon 
took over, Océ was looking for ways to get money to survive, and this is as well an 
aspect. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful But this is an assumption from my side that they were looking to get rid of some 
assets and to get money back into the business. This could be ne decision to sell it. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Because that was the idea, start a software hub in Océ with the core of Computer 
Gesellschaft Konstanz and then shall look how we can link the other software Océ 
developed to that software. But this never happened in fact. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful The plan to expand in this document management arena I think was a really good 
idea. It never worked out. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful I6: I don’t think it was a success. As is said the integration never took place and 
maybe the idea was that the core team of Computer Gesellschaft Konstanz is so 
strong that the business with the band Océ behind can be pushed and developed but 
this never happened.  
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● Succes\Unsuccesful But there a real integration took place, which I never saw with Computer 
Gesellschaft Konstanz.  

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

So I think they chose that model because they also didn’t want the Cognitas 
MD to leave so maybe he would be disappointed if he had someone 
parallel to him. I personally think that would have helped. Because you 
could split the work and then you can say, this person is here for the next 2 
or 3 years helping you and it puts a canon face in the new company. I think 
that then helps also with the identification of Cognitas.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

I7: Yea in that sense in my opinion you should have done that from the 
beginning but that is also a lot of assumptions so in that sense.  

● 
Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

MR: Does that have something to do with Cognitas and Canon learning 
from each other, especially regarding sales? 
 
I7: Yes especially Canon learning from Cognitas. 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

I would personally make that person part of the Cognitas management 
team that person directly reporting to a top manager function in Canon to 
have a short line for decisions. 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

MR: Mixing canon and Cognitas practices up a little more? 
 
I7: Yep.  
 
MR: That would in retrospect in your opinion helped with the learning 
effect in sales? 
 
I7: Business synergies yes.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

But lets say after a year or so, but not on the first. You should have said 
that person is going next week there and start the ball rolling. And also 
maybe take people from Cognitas to into have some ambassadors and so 
on. 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition of 
R&D 

Especially when you are doing an M&A like Cognitas where the assets are 
the people because its the knowledge of 120 people, and then suddenly 20 
people leave the company, then you really have a problem, then your 
whole strategic rationale why you bought the company doesn’t work. 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

Cognitas was excellent in the creation and translation of those documents 
in which we were trying to get more growth. I thought that was the main 
rationale for the Cognitas purchase. 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

Yea the Cognitas purchase was that we have adjacent product portfolios. 
So we did document composition and printing and they did creation and 
translation , so we were printing the stuff they’re creating.  

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

So to get a full spec basically in your portfolio. 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

To increase our share of orders from a customer and to have a better lock 
in with our customers also from an economic point of view the Cognitas 
takeover made sense because we were active in the not so much value 
adding business and the volumes are getting down. 

Appendix 9.7 Case 7 coded transcripts 
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● M&A rationale\Build 
vertical market power 

So we neded to to move ourselves a little up the value chain. So were 
atlking about core… 

● Moderating 
effect\Complementair 

Yea the Cognitas purchase was that we have adjacent product portfolios. 

● Moderating 
effect\Complementair 

So we did document composition and printing and they did creation and 
translation , so we were printing the stuff they’re creating.  

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

or instance, they left the MD in place but put also two canon MD of 
Cognitas next to him. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

so in the end in the perception of the employee you have the Cognitas MD 
and the others are, you now about them but they are not really present. 
It’s not their fault but that then also gives the perception that nothing 
really changed, it’s still our little company. And we go to a kick off every 
year in January but in the end, not much changed. So I think they chose 
that model because they also didn’t want the Cognitas MD to leave so 
maybe he would be disappointed if he had someone parallel to him. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

MR: Is there right now a canon employee in the management team of 
Cognitas? 
 
I7: Yea but still not full time. So in the end the full time MD is from 
Cognitas. But they are aware of that and they are going to change his place.  

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

 i think we appointed a guy for post-merger integration but he would scale 
down in his current job and be a part time post merger integration 
manager but more in a consulting role, not really with a mandate and 
budget behind it. 

● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

Of course we did all those things , we also did merge sales people from 
canon and mix them into Cognitas and they were looking for two days what 
are the technical order doing, so to understand that.  

● Succes\Succesful The company is performing wel 

● Succes\Succesful It is still very profitable but the growth is not as big as we expected it to be, 
in revenue. 

● Succes\Succesful egarding Cognitas, did we manage to become full service provider 
effectively now? Can we offer our clients the whole shabang basically in 
technical documents? 
 
I7: Yes  

● Succes\Succesful MR: So in that regard we can say that the acquisition did what what we had 
in mind with the Cognitas takeover.  
 
I7: Yes, so it was a successful acquisition. 

● Succes\Succesful  But my argumentation behind that is, when you look into those things, my 
argument is Cognitas is a good company and they did a good job on 
boarding into Canon 

● Succes\Succesful But I think we did not run into unforeseen problems 

● Succes\Succesful Just sharing things that could have been improved or done quicker but not 
really where somethings went wrong. 
 
MR: Yea as you said, it did what it intended to do, the acquisition.  
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Appendix 9.8 Case 8 coded transcripts 

Color Code Segment 

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

Those things will help, it is not just the technology and the skills are good, you need 
something more.  

● Improvements\Higher 
degree of integration 

But now with the new creation of the business unit. Everything will be different now. 
Because the investment will come and we will see the numbers going up.  

● Improvements\Lower 
degree of integration 

I would probably have emphasized more about your responsibility to keep on cranking 
your revenues op, rather than helping us.  

● Improvements\Lower 
degree of integration 

In retrospect they were looking to work together more intensively and that maybe was 
not the best timing to do that, at the time of the acquisition.  

● Improvements\Lower 
degree of integration 

 I would have rolled it out slower, slower to the countries. For every country I would 
have stopped with a few countries and move from there. As they didn’t have the 
resources and in some cases people thought that they weren’t getting the support from 
IRIS that they should. 

● M&A 
rationale\Acquisition of 
R&D 

Yes but I think in those years we were looking more to own IP 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

we started looking into products that could complement the capture problem that we 
have with Ecopy.  

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

MR: The idea was to add a product to our portfolio in order enrol this into Europe?  
 
I8: Yea, we had Ecopy but Ecpoy was only working on our devices 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

moving forward the market is going to pull towards order capture methods. So we don’t 
have any partner. We needed to find a partner to help us in that area. 

● M&A rationale\Broaden 
the product line 

IRIS is gear to, I give you the component. 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

 neither of both company were used to work with people who were doing that already 

● Moderating 
effect\Uncomplementair 

With some we do, but as I said we never were in the system integrator component 
market.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful The company is performing well but it’s not delivering to the optimistic 
business case that we made. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful It is still very profitable but the growth is not as big as we expected it to be, 
in revenue. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful Cognitas has a customer base, so we can sell more and we can grow and so 
on, so in that sense that did not really materialize 

● Succes\Unsuccesful So because we need to enable our salesforce to sell the Cognitas value 
proposition and that did not happen so good 

● Succes\Unsuccesful o we weren’t very fast in the acquisition. But that was also the owners of 
the company of Cognitas. They were very hesitant of taking a agency on 
board. 
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● PMI-
strategy\Confederation 

We thought that they had the services that we wanted, but they were actually not ready. 
What we did, we use the technology and we have integrated the technology into our 
technology for instance if you look into Uniflow, it has a IRIS engine. 

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

I wasn’t in those conversations but I know that the idea was to acquire them but not to 
integrate them in the Canon structure so we can leverage all the knowledge that they 
have and use them as a company.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

They should grow in these channels and we will keep trying to integrate them or keep 
them as part of our portfolio but the idea was to keep them as an independent company.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

MR: There basically was no real integration in the definition kind of way. 
 
I8: No because the skills that you need to sell in those markets are not the same ones 
that we have internally. It’s a completely different market so it didn’t make any sense to 
integrate it.  

● PMI-
strategy\Preservation 

MR: Before that, you talk about it was stand-alone as a company, were there any 
changes for the IRIS company as in, for example, change in management team or … 
 
I8: No we left things as it was 

● PMI-
strategy\Transformation 

Now we are going to work in a different way, we are going to look for partners that can 
integrate IRIS technology. Rather than going directly and going ourselves to our 
customers 

● Succes\Succesful MR: Did in your opinion, is Canon now successful in selling the IRIS software to their 
customer base? 
 
I8: In some countries we are 

● Succes\Succesful Although as I said we have always grew the business, the IRIS business within Canon 
every year. 

● Succes\Succesful I think in that sense we have been much clever to keep it  

● Succes\Unsuccesful When we came along and we spoke about integration with customers and solutions and 
things like that then the model didn’t probably win because they, neither of both 
company were used to work with people who were doing that already. Where Canon 
was a little behind. I guess that is one of the things we need to look into the future like 
not only the technology but aswell how do they operate.  

● Succes\Unsuccesful I don’t think the success through Canon is as much important, I mean it is, but not as IRIS 
keep on developing the business. For us, in order to be successful, we are in some 
countries, but there are more things that need to be undertaken. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful No for us, in Canon the business is good, but It is not where we expected it to be. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful That is the IRIS model, but we never had that model. In order to have that model we 
need to have the people in place and we need to have all the things and technology, 
technology wise we are fine, we got IRIS that is cool. But we need to do the things that 
we are now doing.  
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● Succes\Unsuccesful So in the countries where they had some skills already, where they have made some 
investment in getting those skills, professional services for instance or support. Those 
guys are doing fine. The guys who haven’t invested, they are not doing that great. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful  But it was as fast as we want it to be because we didn’t have the resource and they were 
trying to push but we had limited resources and they don’t have the structure because it 
is not the business model to support a partner like Canon. 

● Succes\Unsuccesful No there wasn’t, but I think it could have grown much more. If they would have 
concentrated on their business 

● Succes\Unsuccesful think we were too impatient. Or we underestimated the effort we had to do and the 
effort it was going to require from IRIS.  

 

 


